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The great profitability potential in manufacturing industry 

 
Managing director Bo Hägg 

Underhållsföretagen AB, Gothenburg, Sweden 

 

Abstract 
 
The unutilized profitability potential in the manufacturing industry is described. The Key 

Performance Indicator OEE is used to explain the lack of efficiency. The very seldom explored 

link between OEE and profitability is also discussed as is an idea how to use OEE in acquisition 

work. The results indicate that an unused average profitability potential of at least 80% exists in 

Sweden.  

 

Keywords:  reliability, maintenance, OEE, profitability, general machining industry 

 

1 Introduction 

 

The globalization and hence the growing threat from low cost countries is putting industry 

under a constantly growing competition. Some industry sectors have long realized the 

importance of  maximum reliability as a cornerstone for successful international marketplace 

survival. Among these are Pulp & Paper, Power and Refinaries. In other words, heavy process 

industry or capital intensive activities. 

 

The general machining industry does however not show the same understanding for the 

importance of maximum utilization of invested capital. This puts the industry under severe 

threat, and many decisions to move production to low cost countries are made on false or at 

least inaccurate information. 
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2 Efficiency surveys 

 

A survey made in October 2004 in the Swedish manufacturing industry by SCB, the 

Swedish Central Bureau for Statistics, indicated that the capacity utilization is very high, 

even above 91% and that only 15% of all industries had any kind of performance problem 

in their plants. The inquiery was directed to top management. The consensus among the 

expertise is however that the utilization in industry is far from 91%. Very few investigations 

have been made, and the most recent  was made in 1997 by prof Hans Ahlmann and his 

students at Lunds Technical University. His findings indicate that the average efficiency or 

OEE in Swedish industry is around 60%. Very little has happened since then, and even if 

there is no later survey made in the same way, the common opinion among experts is that 

the efficiency may have risen to close to 65%, no more.   

In figure 1 one can see a bar diagram showing the results from Prof Hans Ahlmann.  

  

                               
                           Figure 1.  OEE in Swedish Industry          

 

The individual positions for some of the key industry sectors are also indicated. The 

expected very high position for capital intensive process industries is shown for some of 

them. The position for steel and mining is however unexpectedly low.  Also the very 
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scattered situation regarding the general machining industry is alarming – but it also gives 

an explanation to why so many companies in this sector have decided, or will decide in the 

near future, to move their activities to low cost countries.  

 

Combining above result with the fact that during the last 30 years the capital intensity has 

increased by almost a factor 4. The capital intensity is equal to the total manufacturing 

assets divided by the total number of working hours. It is rather obvious that since the 

efficiency has not increased enough to be able to cover for the heavy investments, the 

profitability will drop and one will feel the international competition very strongly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

   

  Figure 2  Asset investments compared to worked hours 1970-2000 

 

There are very few publicized investigations on Life Cycle Cost. One of them has been 

published by The Rockwell Group. This report supports the lower availability figure as 

stated by the experts.   

 

On average the largest portions of the LCC are the Purchase Cost representing 30%, 

Installation Costs 15%  Costs for Lack of Performance 40%, and Maintenance Costs 9% as 

shown in figure 3. 
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   Figure 3. Life Cycle Cost of a larger Plant 

 

Which areas of the LCC contains the largest improvement potentials?  

The Cost for the Product or Plant is normally well negotiated and at the best possible level.  

The Design Costs should not be minimized but optimized since investments in a correct and 

well adopted  design will ascertain a unit easy to run and maintain. 

The Installation Costs are normally kept well under control.  

The Maintenance Costs are always under pressure, since they represent a direct cost, which 

from the management point of view always should be minimized.  

The Lack of Performance Costs represent the overwhelmingly largest portion of the LCC. 

However, its size is constantly underestimated by management. In the earlier mentioned 

investigation by SCB in Sweden on capacity utilisation, it was also found that 85% of all 

companies interviewed were of the opinion that they did not have any lack of performance 

problems affecting their capacity utilisation. Comparing this result with the result from the 

Rockwell Group, the discrepancy is enormous! Without doubt even in Swedish industry the 
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largest portion of the LCC is lack of performance. Unfortunately management is unaware of the 

improvement potential.  As indicated in figure 3, correct use of the maintenance resource will 

have a large positive impact on the the Lack of Performance costs, and in a second phase it can 

also be utilized to improve the technical  specification in the purchase agreement with the 

ultimate goal to improve maintainability and reliability of the new equipment. This will in turn 

guarantee a low LCC and a higher LCP.    

 

3   Productivity Improvement and Profitability Potential 

 

To measure properly is only the starting point. To really improve is the real game. The OEE 

indicator provides a good guidance and sums up all the challenges encountered in Lean 

Manufacturing: 

• Unused machine time 

• Setting up downtime 

• Planned downtime 

• Unplanned downtime 

• Speed losses and minor stoppages 

• Scrap, loss and rework 

 

Assuming that the total up-time is 90%,  the total running speed is 95% of nominal and that the 

quality output is 99%, the total utilisation is an OEE = .90 * .95 * .99 = 85%.  This is regarded 

as world class in the general machining industry and obtained by few.  

 

The profitability potential can be described by looking at what happens if the OEE value is 

increased from 60 to 85% - ie a 42% increase in capacity utilisation. 

In figure 4 the whole Swedish manufacturing industry is lumped together and it is assumed that 

the present OEE = 60% is increased to 85%. 
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The profitability potential
when increasing utilisation

Swedish manufacturing industry 1999
Net Sales 1.732.212 mkr
Personell costs 326.000 
Gross Profit 105.273
Plant Assets 901.369

Assume a utilisation increase from 60 to 85%:
Existing OEE 60%
Goal OEE 85%

Reduction in nonproductive personell costs 140.295
More efficient use of assets 22.534
Reduction in loss of profit 9.094

GROSS PROFIT POTENTIAL    172/105 => +160%

Profitability potential                      171.923 mkr

   
                   Figure 4. The Profitability Potential  

 

The figures in Figure 4 can be projected down to represent also individual manufacturing units. 

The numbers will be smaller but the relative improvement potential remains. It is surprising that 

companies are ignorant about their own position. The truth is that they will discover an 

enormous improvement potential. which can be achieved without heavy investments.  

 

4  How to get there 

 

There is no quick fix. To improve productivity is a timeconsuming effort which starts from the 

top. With this I mean that there has to be a total committment from top management otherwise 

one will never succeed. 

The strategy can in short be described as follows: 

1. Get total commitment from the Board and the top Management. 

2. Get agreement on an actionplan 
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3. Tidy up and clean up the manufacturing area 

4. Define the existing bottle necks 

5. Start measuring and define goals 

6. Train all employees 

7. Introduce TPM  

8. Plan 

9. Concentrate on reducing unplanned work 

10. Introduce CBM and utilise modern technologies. 

11. Give continous feed-back to all involved. 

12. Revise plan on a regular basis to best describe the current situation 

 

In addition to pure reliability actions naturally there must be efforts put into improving the 

actual manufacturing.  

The currently very popular method Lean Manufacturing is very useful. However, one must be 

aware of the importance of very high reliability when reorganizing into a Lean Manufacturing 

set up. The old parallel production philosophy with large value of WIP and intermediate 

stocking points made it possible to cover up for all sorts of disturbancies in the manufacturing 

line. One could then always run all machines not affected by the problem and build an 

intermediate stock.  Arranging the production as a line and minimizing the WIP and abolishing 

all intermediate stocking points makes the line far more vulnerable. If one machine stops, the 

whole line is stopped. Purely mathematically the overall availability drops from 75% to 32%.  

                                  

 

 

   

 

 

 

            Figure 5a   Parallell Production  Figure 5b  Lean Production  
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The conclusion here is that before thinking about introducing Lean, the reliability of the plant 

must be considerably raised. In fact each cell must have an availability of 93% in order to reach 

an overall value of 75%. 

 

5 Using the OEE indicator as an evaluation tool 

 

The Overall Equipment Efficiency Indicator gives a very good picture of the Inner Efficiency in 

any manufacturing unit or plant. It describes well if the plant is well organized, well taken care 

of and kept under efficient control. Combining in a diagram the Profitability, which can be said 

to describe the Outer Efficiency, with the OEE value describing the Inner Efficiency, all plants 

can be plotted. Four quadrants will appear  

                  

OEE 

low Profitability high

High Problem child

Sleeping beauty

star

”The Maintenance Matrix”

Lowt Cash Cow

  
   Figure 6  “The Maintenance Matrix” 

 

The upper right hand quadrant        high OEE and high profitability = An extremely well run 

STAR             company 

 

The lower right hand quadrant        low OEE and high profitability = A badly run company 

CASH COW           with a very good product 

           and improvement potentail  
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The lower left hand quadrant          low OEE and low profitability =  A badly run company with 

SLEEPING BEAUTY        a large potential 

 

The upper left hand quadrant          high OEE and low profitability = A well run company with 

PROBLEM CHILD          a bad product 

  

For investors this ought to be of high interest, since it reveals a lot about the internal situation 

and the potential to improve.  

 

6  Conclusion 

 

In general there is a large improvement potential in most industries around the globe. The 

reliability issue has not yet received the same attention as the Quality Concept did receive some 

20 years ago. Reliability has to become a fixed point on all agendas in board rooms as well as in 

top management meeting rooms. The improvement potential is very large – if the OEE 

indicator can be raised to 75% from todays mediocre level of 60% it means a profit 

improvement in Swedish industry of about 80 billion SEK ( $ 10 billion). This is equal to 

almost twice as high a profit as today.  

 

The reliability must increase and maintenance must focus on getting rid of all unplanned stops 

and use modern high-tech equipment to be able to foresee and plan all activities. Conditioned 

based maintenance is the best way to improve from a time-planned situation. 

 

The international competition is hard and to be a winner it is all about finding “the hidden 

factory”.       
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Prognostics for Industrial Machinery Availability 

 
Kenneth Holmberg, Aino Helle and Jari Halme 

VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland 
 
 
Abstract 
In our society, a trend for increasing interest in and higher priority given to reliability, 
maintenance, safety and security can be observed. The technical development offers every 
day new and more advanced tools to achieve this. The challenge to manage to predict failures 
and disturbances, and to estimate the remaining lifetime of components, mechanical systems 
and integrated systems is a very difficult one. On this route we are today only taking the first 
steps. For the next steps, deepening of our knowledge in many of the technological areas 
involved is needed, and in addition it is necessary to find holistic approaches and 
methodologies to integrate the different techniques involved. In this article we will present a 
method to integrate the tribological knowledge into monitoring and diagnostics techniques, 
show how the step from diagnostics to prognostics can be taken, outline a new European 
concept for IT-based maintenance and show the benefit of networked global diagnostic 
centres. 
 
Keywords: prognostics, condition monitoring, diagnostics, maintenance, reliability 
 
1. Introduction 
In our society, a trend for increasing interest and higher priority to reliability, maintenance, 
safety and security can be observed. This is mainly fuelled by two trends. On one hand, the 
technological development has resulted in increased complexity in industrial and 
transportation machinery, and in production and information systems that makes them more 
vulnerable for failures and disturbances. On the other hand there is an increased demand in 
the society for improved control of economy, environmental risks and human safety 
[Holmberg et al. 2004]. 
 
The technical development offers every day new and more advanced tools to achieve this. We 
get an improved understanding of causes to failures and system disturbances, better 
monitoring and signal analysis methods, improved materials, design and production 
techniques. The development is especially rapid in the information technology (IT) related 
areas. The size of sensors has decreased to micrometer level in Micro Electro Mechanical 
Systems (MEMS) sensors, and at the same time their performance is improved and their prize 
has dropped by orders of magnitude when produced in large series [ Paula, 1997; Yao, 2000; 
Judy, 2001; Halme, 2002; Jantunen, 2002; Hierold, 2004]. Wireless communication can be 
used effectively over both global and local distances and to single or multisensor systems 
[Akyildiz et al., 2002, 2005; Halme, 2003; Gonzalez-Castano, 2005; Myers; 2005; Vidqvist & 
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Halme, 2005]. Software development such as artificial intelligence, expert systems, fuzzy 
logic, pattern recognition and hybrid systems makes it possible to process larger volumes of 
data and to make more advanced reasoning and decision routes [O'Connor, 1992; Iserman, 
1997; Iserman & Ballé, 1997; Leonhardt & Ayoubi, 1997; Jantunen, 2000, 2003; Arnaiz & 
Arzamendi, 2003]. 
 
The skill to implement these new techniques in products and production systems is today an 
important industrial competitiveness argument, as was shown in a large national Technology 
Programme entitled Competitive Reliability and carried out by 25 companies and four 
research institutes and universities in Finland 1996-2000 [Holmberg, 2001]. However, the 
challenge to manage to predict failures and disturbances, and to estimate the remaining 
lifetime of components, mechanical systems and integrated systems is a very tough one for 
the researchers and engineers. On this route we are today only taking the first steps. For the 
next steps, deepening of our knowledge in many of the technological areas involved is 
needed, and in addition it is necessary to find holistic approaches and methodologies to 
integrate the different techniques involved. 
 
In this article we will present a method to integrate the tribological knowledge into 
monitoring and diagnostics techniques, show how the step from diagnostics to prognostics can 
be taken, outline a new European concept for IT-based maintenance and show the benefit of 
networked global diagnostic centres. 
 
 
2. The VTT Tribo-Diagnostic Circle 
Today condition monitoring of critical, failing or ageing machinery components such as e.g. 
bearings, seals, transmissions, is a normal maintenance task, often including some more 
advanced signal analysis techniques as well. However, monitoring and signal analysis is 
seldom accompanied with a detailed tribological analysis, that is a wear, friction and 
lubrication analysis. Nevertheless, the basic problem studied - the changes in performance of 
moving component surfaces - is just the same. Thus, an integrated approach will offer the best 
possibilities for advanced and reliable diagnosis and predictions. The VTT Tribo-Diagnostic 
Circle represents one such approach and is shown in Figure 2.1. 
 
The starting point for the VTT Tribo-Diagnostic analysis is to define the contact mode (1 in 
Figure 2.1 and Table 1) on the identified critical component to be studied. This includes 
identification of the contact conditions (sliding, rolling, oscillating, etc) and the lubrication 
conditions (boundary, hydrodynamic, etc lubrication) in the component. It also includes 
determination of the specific geometry (radius, surface roughness etc) and the material 
properties and structures (hardness, fracture toughness, coatings etc). The dynamic signals 
from the contact point are transferred to the signal monitoring device, sensor (4), through a 
transfer media (2) that can be a solid material, a liquid or even gas, and this may also affect 
the signal. For the sensors there is a large range of different units all depending on what 
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particular phenomenon and signal we want to monitor. They may be typically accelerometers, 
proximity probes, acoustic emission sensors, strain gauges, etc.  
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Figure 2.1 The VTT Tribo-Diagnostic Circle shows the components and path to proceed from 
contact analysis over monitoring, signal analysis and diagnostics to prognostics and 
maintenance decisions. 
 
 
But life is not this simple. The sensor does not only detect the signal coming from the specific 
contact spot that we are interested in but it also receives signals from other contacts and 
sources both inside and outside the machinery (3). Using a set of measuring signals (5), 
component data (temperature, pressure, acceleration, strain etc), signal analysis data 
(frequency, direction, amplitude, time delay etc) or tribological data (friction force, wear, 
contamination etc) is transferred to tribological (6) and signal analyses (7). 
 
The measured signals are used on one hand for signal analysis of dynamic motions by 
methods such as spectral analysis, kurtosis method, signal averaging etc (5). The same or 
other measurements and signals are used for the tribological analysis (6). It consists of stress 
and deformation analysis, surface chemistry analysis, friction energy analysis, fluid chemistry 
analysis, fluid flow analysis, debris generation analysis and surface deterioration analysis. 
 
The signal analysis and the tribological analysis give the information needed for the 
diagnostic reasoning (8) that can be human logical reasoning e.g. by comparing surface failure 
patterns to existing failure maps, it can be statistical analysis and reasoning by computers and 
it can be automatic reasoning by advanced software packages including typically pattern 
recognition, fuzzy logic, expert systems and hybrid structures. 
 
The result of the diagnostic reasoning is a diagnosis of the dynamic condition (9) in the 
component contact where the changes in the condition mode (stabile, instable, slowly 
decreasing/increasing, chaotic, emergency) is defined, the basic tribological failure mode 
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(adhesive, abrasive, fatigue, tribochemical wear and increased/decreased/seizure by friction) 
is defined and further the appearance based tribological failure mode (pitting, scuffing, 
fretting, scoring, cavitation etc) is defined. This information combined with theoretical and 
historical knowledge of the same or similar components and their failures is the main input 
used for a prediction of the probability for failure and the probable remaining time to failure, 
that is, for an advanced prognosis.  
 
The actions (10) recommended to be taken based on this process could be e.g. component 
replacement, repair, redesign, installing on-line monitoring and warnings or simply shut down 
and recirculation of the device.    
 
This process is illustrated in Figure 2.1 as a circle symbolising the on-going activity in 
diagnosis. The contact conditions described and analyzed will, eventually, result in changes in 
the contact mode (e.g. smoothening of surfaces, wear, deformations etc) and in changes in the 
signals that are again analyzed and result in a new diagnosis and new actions to be taken. 
 
 
3. From Diagnostics to Prognostics 
The capability of machinery or a production line to sustain its ability to perform its required 
function without failure until the next scheduled shutdown is directly influenced by the state 
and remaining lifetime of its critical components. The graph in Figure 3.1 gives a schematic 
presentation of the deterioration of a component or machine with time. Deterioration can be 
observed from different time perspectives: in design stage for new machinery we need to use 
models, by monitoring the machine during use we obtain information about its current state, 
and using historical data means looking back, i.e. using information about deterioration that 
has already taken place. When historical data is available, either from the machine itself or 
from similar machines under similar operating conditions, this data can be used both for 
creating new models, and for improving and verifying existing ones. The aim of diagnostics is 
to detect faults or failures and to determine the type, location and severity of them, based on 
analysis of the existing data, including the data obtained by monitoring as well as design data 
and historical data and even user knowledge. Tribological knowledge is of major importance 
in understanding many failure mechanisms and their symptoms [Roylance, 2002]. The more 
knowledge we have about the machines, their operating conditions, possible faults and failure 
modes and their symptoms, the more accurate and reliable diagnoses are possible. Utilization 
of the tribo-diagnostic analysis described above provides one possible approach towards more 
accurate diagnostics.  
 
Whereas diagnostics is focused on the present state of the component or machine, prognostics 
means looking forward into the future, focusing on the future performance or development of 
faults in the machine. The most challenging area is illustrated in Figure 3.1 by the area 
between the vertical lines. In addition to a diagnosis of the current state of the machine and 
information about its history, prognostics requires models of the progression of the 
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deterioration process, in order to be able to make an estimate of the remaining useful lifetime 
or the state of the machine at a certain future point in time. Besides mechanical failure, the 
criteria for failure may also include disturbances or losses in fulfilling the quantitative or 
qualitative production requirements. Some general guidelines for diagnostics and prognostics 
can also be found from ISO standards [ISO 13381-1, ISO 17359]. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic presentation of the deterioration of a machine or component with time. 
Combining models with monitoring and historical data, forms the basis for giving a prognosis 
concerning faults, remaining lifetime or the future state of a machine. 
  
In many cases condition monitoring is based on a selected single measurement technique 
and/or only a few signal parameters, vibration measurements being one of the most common 
methods. However, process control and automation systems have typically a lot of 
measurement information as well, and performance data which could also be utilized for 
diagnostics and prognostics of the machine condition together with the condition monitoring 
measurements [Cowan&Winer, 2001; Parikka et al., 2001;  Jantunen 2002]. The rapid 
development in sensor technology, signal processing, ICT and other technologies related to 
condition monitoring and diagnostics as mentioned in the introduction, increases the 
possibilities to utilize data from multiple origin and sources, and of different type. 
 
Figure 3.2 gives a general schematic diagram of diagnostics and prognostics based on multi-
sensor measurements and multi-source data, showing various possible data sources as well as 
what kind of knowledge or methods can be used. Combining and analyzing condition 
monitoring data, process data and maintenance data, including results of various inspection 
duties, forms the basis for the diagnosis and subsequent prognosis which then provides the 
information needed for maintenance management, decisions and actions. The documentation 
of maintenance actions, faults and their causes builds up to the existing historical data, and the 
cumulative data can then be utilized in later diagnostics and prognostics. Condition 
monitoring, diagnostics and prognostics together with the maintenance management decisions 
and actions form a continuous process, with new possibilities arising with advances in related 
technologies and with changes in costs and process.  
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Figure 3.2. Schematic presentation of machine diagnostics and prognostics based on multi-
sensor measurements and multi-source data.  
 
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland, three technical universities and several 
companies in Finland are currently developing methods and techniques needed in the different 
stages of the prognostic process in a three-year project titled Prognos - Prognostics for 
Industrial Machinery Availability. The research covers areas from the development of new 
monitoring techniques to tools for supporting maintenance management. The aim is to 
generate methods for improving and maintaining industrial machinery availability by the 
development of techniques which enable prognosis of the operational condition, failure 
probability, and remaining operating lifetime of the machinery and production lines [Helle, 
2005]. 
 
Figure 3.3 illustrates the development of prognostic methods by showing examples for 
prognosis based on same measurement data but with different objectives. The vertical axes in 
the figure represent the parameter or a combination of parameters being monitored and the 
horizontal axis is time. The vertical line indicates the present time, and the parameters 
obtained from the available data, e.g. measurements, are shown on the left, forming the 
history of the current monitoring task. If the deterioration or failure mechanism is known and 
models for its progression are available, the future behaviour of the parameter, and ideally a 
response of the process state, can be estimated by combining the models and the existing data 
in simulations. Different scenarios can be included in the prognosis by examining also the 
effects from e.g. possible changes in failure mode or operating conditions on the output of the 
simulation. In the simplest case the model corresponds to a linear or higher order polynomial 
equation and the predicted behaviour is obtained from the derived models by polynomial 
fitting. The model for wear prognosis suggested by Jantunen [2003] is an example of a higher 
order polynomial model with emphasis on the most recent measurement data. 
 
Comparison of the predicted future values of the monitored parameter or parameter 
combination to the values corresponding to the end point or some lower threshold values 
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indicating e.g. alert situation gives information about the operating condition of the machine. 
The remaining lifetime or time to failure is given as the time between the present time and the 
moment where the curve representing the predicted behaviour crosses the horizontal line 
representing the highest allowable threshold limit, see Figure 3.3. The worst scenario gives 
the shortest residual life. Comparison of the values corresponding to the time of the next 
scheduled shutdown shows whether the machine can or cannot be run until the next shutdown 
without failure. Including statistical data and distributions in the models allows a more 
probabilistic approach, and predictions about the dependability of the machine expressed e.g. 
as the failure probability at a certain point in time can be obtained, see Figure 3.3. Since the 
performance of machines is influenced by a multitude of factors, including loading, 
temperature and other operational conditions as well as any maintenance actions carried out, 
the conditions and assumptions for which the prognosis is valid should also be given with it.  
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Figure 3.3. Examples for prognosis based on same measurement data with different 
objectives of the forecast. The objective may be to estimate the time for failure or the 
condition or state of the machine at a certain time in future (left), or the dependability of the 
machine at a certain time in future (right). 
 
 
4. A European Future Vision for IT-Based Maintenance  
The technology development offers a lot of possibilities to develop maintenance and improve 
safety and reliability - with some of the most advanced approaches looking more like science 
fiction. But it is relevant to ask what is realistic, what is affordable and what is reliable when 
talking about future maintenance systems?  
 
One vision of the future is offered in the form of a new Integrated Project of the European 
Community 6th Framework Programme. The project is called DYNAMITE - Dynamic 
Decisions in Maintenance. The DYNAMITE project is running over the years 2005-09 and is 
coordinated by VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland. It includes six research institutes 
in the UK, France, Spain, Sweden and Finland, two car manufacturers FIAT and Volvo, the 
machine tool manufacturer Goratu, the automation and maintenance system provider Zenon, 
and seven SME’s representing related business areas. 
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The DYNAMITE vision of the future is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Today about 30 % of all the 
maintenance activities in industrial and transportation systems in Europe are unplanned 
(Komonen, 2005). Actions are taken when failures or disturbances appear. The planned and 
scheduled maintenance is used as maintenance strategy very commonly, in about 55 %. The 
inspection, service and component replacement is then carried out according to a pre-
determined schedule, regardless of the component condition and the necessity of the action. 
This results in unnecessary action costs and, even worse, in service actions like disassembly 
that may have negative effects on the performance and lifetime of components due to changed 
aligning, sealing, run-in compatibility etc. Advanced companies have moved, or are today 
changing their maintenance strategy, to condition based maintenance.  This part represents 
less than 15 % of the enterprises in Europe. In more developed equipment, sensors have been 
installed in critical places and devices in the machinery to continuously monitor the condition 
and to take service actions only when these are really needed.   
 

 

Figure 4.1. The European DYNAMITE concept for future IT-based maintenance. 
 
The DYNAMITE vision takes the maintenance even one step further, essentially taking full 
advantage of the advanced information technology both related to hardware, software and 
information content. The measured machinery condition data is picked up with micro size 
MEMS sensors especially designed for maintenance purpose and low-cost on-line lubrication 
sensors analysing both the condition of the oil and its contamination. The data is wirelessly 
transferred to smart tags on components and devices where their identity, history, health and 
service data is stored. The sensors and smart tags have the ability to communicate with each 
other and also with PDA’s (Personal Data Assistant) that the maintenance personnel carry 
with them when moving around in the plants. 
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The PDA is wirelessly communicating with remote diagnostic centres for more in-depth 
condition analysis and integration of monitored data with models and history data. The PDA 
is further communicating with the company's economic and business systems and providing 
them with on-line status information about the asset condition and the present risk level as 
well as scenarios for different options of actions. To manage to maintain this flow of 
information two requirements must be fulfilled. One is that the total information flow on all 
levels is structured according to a common e-maintenance semantic terminology and frame. 
The other is that the company maintenance, economics and business systems are harmonised 
to communicate with each other and to produce the essential key figures needed for both 
strategic and day-to-day business decisions.  
 
 
5. VTT Diagnostic Centre 
It is clear that a future IT-based maintenance system will include a very large volume of data, 
information and knowledge originating from on-line measurement, history data and 
information and models including interactions of dynamic effects. Some of the more simple 
processing should be decentralised to a level as low as possible, e.g. to the sensor level. The 
lower level processing would typically screen out irrelevant data, do sensor validation and 
transfer emergency warnings based on validated out-of-range signals. On the other hand, we 
are still left with a large volume of relevant and validated data that needs advanced 
processing, modelling, statistical analysis, scenario and option generation and human expert 
team evaluation.  
 
VTT Diagnostic Centre, schematically presented in Figure 5.1, is an example of a recently 
established site for carrying out the above mentioned functions, especially with regard to 
machinery diagnostics. The VTT Diagnostic Centre has the equipment and competence to 
carry out data collection and data refining, to draw conclusions, to make predictions and to 
give recommendations for actions, at the first stage, based on tribological knowledge and 
dynamic machinery condition monitoring and analysis.  

 

 

Figure 5.1. VTT Diagnostic Centre for remote machinery diagnostics and prognostics. 
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The VTT Diagnostic Centre has links to VTT machinery diagnostic laboratory devices and 
offers possibility to tailored remote on-line diagnostics of devices in production sites. The 
links between the Centre and production cites can be built up according to optional tailored 
structures such as direct links to devices, links to company local service centres, links to 
global expert centres or links to plant maintenance organisations as shown in Figure 5.2. 
 
 

 

Figure 5.2. Networked global e-maintenance support. 
 
The VTT Diagnostic Centre is one of the founding members of the International Network for 
Industrial Diagnostics (INID) founded in 2004. The other members are Manchester and 
Sunderland Universities in the UK, Université Henry Poincaré in France, Växjö University in 
Sweden and the research centre Tekniker in Spain. INID is a new and effective way to utilise 
geographically distributed high level technical and scientific knowledge, large technological 
experience and huge data volumes for innovative solutions and rapid industrial 
implementation. INID brings together the partners competence, skills and experience through 
networked and interactive continuous co-operation and it aims at developing new cutting edge 
technologies, novel scientific concepts and innovative industrial solutions. 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
The VTT Tribo-Diagnostic Circle is proposed as one possible approach towards more 
accurate diagnostics by integrating tribological knowledge into monitoring and diagnostic 
techniques. It describes the process of on-going activity in diagnosis from contact mode 
analysis over monitoring, signal analysis and diagnostics to prognostics and maintenance 
decisions. Whereas diagnostics is focused on the present state of the component or machine, 
prognostics means looking forward into the future. In addition to a diagnosis of the current 
state of the machine and information about its history, prognostics requires models of the 
progression of the deterioration process, in order to be able to make an estimate of the 
remaining useful lifetime or the state of the machine at a certain future point in time or 
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whether it can be run until the next shutdown without failure. A European future vision for 
IT-based maintenance, DYNAMITE, will take full advantage of the advanced information 
technology both related to hardware, software and information content utilizing MEMS 
sensors and low-cost on-line lubrication sensors together with wireless data transfer and 
communication between the sensors, smart tags on components and devices where their 
identity, history, health and service data is stored, and PDA’s (Personal Data Assistant) that 
the maintenance personnel carry with them when moving around in the plants. Remote 
machine diagnostics through an international network offers a new and effective way to 
utilize geographically distributed high level technical and scientific knowledge, large 
technological experience and huge data volumes for innovative solutions and rapid industrial 
implementation. 
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Appendix I 
 
Table 1. Components in the VTT Tribo-Diagnostic Circle 
 

1. Contact Modes 
Components   
- Sliding bearing 
- Rolling contact bearing 
- Gear contacts 
- Cutting tools 
- Forming tools 
- Erosion resistant components 
- Abrasion resistant components 
- Seal 
- Lubricant (oil, water, air) 
Contact conditions 
- Sliding (two/three body)  
- Impact (solid body, particles & 
fluids) 
- Rolling (fatigue) 
- Oscillating (fretting) 
- Chemical dissolution 
Lubrication mechanisms 
- Hydrodynamic lubrication 
- Elastohydrodynamic lubrication 
- Mixed lubrication 
- Boundary lubrication 
 
 
2. Transfer Media 
Solid 
- steel 
- polymer 
- cast iron 
Liquid 
- oil 
- water 
- solution 
Gas 
- dry and humid air 
- gas 
 
 

3. Noise/External effects 
Vibrations 
Temperature 
Contaminations 
Pressure 
 
 
4. Sensors 
Accelerometer 
Proximity probe 
AE sensor 
Strain gauge 
Thermometer 
Pressure sensor 
Optical sensor 
 
 
5. Measuring signals 
- Temperature 
- Pressure 
- Strain 
- Force 
- Acceleration 
- Velocity 
- Distance 
- Dimensions 
- Sound 
 
 
6. Tribological analysis 
Wear and friction analysis 
Stress and deformation analysis 
Surface chemistry analysis 
Friction energy analysis 
Fluid chemistry analysis 
Fluid flow analysis 
Debris generation analysis 
Surface deterioration analysis 
 

7. Signal analysis 
Spectral analysis 
Discrete frequency monitoring 
Shock pulse monitoring 
Kurtosis method 
Cepstrum analysis 
Signal averaging 
Wavelet analysis 
Envelope analysis 
Neural analysis 
Statistical analysis 
Fuzzy analysis 
Dynamic signal feature modelling 
Simulation analysis 
 
 
8. Diagnostic Reasoning 
Logic 
Statistical 
Automatic 
 
 
9. Dynamic Condition Diagnosis 
Condition modes 
- Stabile 
- Instable 
- Slowly controlled decreasing 
- Fast controlled decreasing 
- Chaotic 
- Emergency 
Tribological failure - basic 
- Adhesive wear 
- Abrasive wear 
- Fatigue wear 
- Tribochemical wear 
- Seizure by friction 
- Increased friction 
- Decreased friction 
 

Tribological failure - appearance 
- Pitting 
- Scuffing 
- Spalling 
- Fretting 
- Scoring 
- Galling 
- Gouging 
- Cavitation 
- Diffusive wear 
- Electrical wear 
- Impact wear 
- Solution wear 
- Mild wear 
- Severe wear 
Reliability 
- Life time 
- Probability of failure 
 
 
10. Actions 
Component replacement 
- Component change 
- Oil change 
Repair 
- New adjustments 
- New coatings 
Redesign 
On-line monitoring and warnings 
Shut down and destroy 
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Introduction 

Companies in the industrialised western nations mostly achieve an increase of their productivity by rais-
ing the energy input in their production plants, i.e. increasing production speed and rate. The contin u-
ous optimisation of productivity is especially important in primary industry, for instance the mining and 
metallurgical industry, as developing countries or those on the threshold of becoming industrialised n a-
tions have an advantage due to their potential of human and raw material resources. The increase of 
the power density within a production process generally implies higher standards in terms of mainte-
nance and process control, to avoid losses in product quality and machine availability. This requires the 
extensive use of data acquisition, diagnostic engineering and control tools, i.e. cond ition monitoring.  

Torque is one the most important parameters in rolling. Productivity, product quality and plant reliability 
require a permanent even torque input into the rolling process. In practice however rolling mill main 
drives are dynamically loaded components with highly transient torque input: bite impact, reversing rol l-
ing practice, torsional vibrations, cobbling etc. affect the product and the residual life time of the drive. 
Although often neglected because of cost reasons, torque monitoring o ffers a new approach toward the 
improvement of the product quality and plant rel iability. 

The monitoring of rolling mill main drives, requires the torque to be measured directly at the spindles or 
motor shafts. The current signal from the motor, which is often misused for similar monitoring purposes 
offers only limited information, especially in terms of signal dynamics (reference: Figure 11). The meas-
ured rolling torque will thus become an important parameter for general process monitoring and an es-
sential information for the drive train monitoring. 

The first part of the torque monitoring system presented in this paper is the TORQCONTROL torque 
transducer which was developed for permanent and continuous operation at large shaft dia meters with 
high torque load capacity and rough ambient conditions. 

The second part  presented in this paper is the computer -based OMM system for the monitoring of 
torque and additional signals or data from the plant and the production. Beside it’s state o f the art data 
acquisition and analysis features it offers the software module REPORT GENERATOR. Periodically 
and automatically the REPORT GENERATOR scans the signals and the data base and generates a set 
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of customised reports. The aim is to provide regularly concentrated, but easy-to-read information of the 
plant and process conditions to the production, maintenance and management staff  with.  

Several application examples from practice presented in the paper will demonstrate the effectiv eness 
and the benefits of torque monitoring in rolling mills and of the discussed monitoring strategies and i n-
formation management. 

Torque Sensors for Permanent Operation in Rolling Mills 

The torque sensors used in rolling mills must be very robust due to the rough ambient c onditions. 
Figure 1 schematically shows a strain gauge and telemetry-based torque measuring system and the 
signal transmission to the computer based monitoring system. In Figure 2 the design of the torque 
transducer can be seen in detail. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Strain gauge and telemetry-based torque measuring system, designed to withstand 
the rough ambient in rolling mills. 

A sophisticated sealing system protects the strain gauge and the electronics on the shaft against water, 
oil or mechanical damage. The torque sensors in Figure 3 are a special design for rolling mills with axi-
ally moving spindles, i.e. when performing CVC-shifting. Figure 4 shows torque sensors installed at U-
joint spindles in the main drives of a finishing stand of a hot strip mill.  

Experience has shown that the reliability of torque sensors in rolling mil ls can only be guaranteed if the 
sensor operates fully contact-free, i.e. telemetric signal transmission and inductive power supply. 
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Figure 2: Design of torque transducer. Installation at a 20-roll cluster mill (Sendzimir type) 
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Figure 3: Torque sensors for axially shifting spindles in CVC-type  roll stands. 

Product- and Condition-oriented Monitoring System 

The aims of torque-based rolling mill monitoring are the recording, analysing, visualisation and storage 
of data from the machine and from the process in order to: 

- Support condition-based maintenance, i.e. residual life-time monitoring of fatigue-affected 
components, machine-based pass schedule optimisation, control of torsional vibrations etc. 

- Control product quality: Mill and Roll chatter control, roll gap lubrication 
- Optimise the process: torque distribution between upper and lower spindle, inter -stand strip 

tension control 
- Document plant operation, shut-down periods, commissioning of new plant components, mod-

ernisations a.o. 
- Gain know-how: optimisation of rolling speeds, operating points etc.  

To achieve the aforementioned goals, the software should have the follo wing features /ASC98/: 

- Recording, display and storage of torque and additional plant s ignals 
- Classification algorithms for a residual lifetime estimation based on fatigue analysis /HAI89/  
- Online and offline display of time signal, frequency spectra and cumulative frequency spectra  
- Monitoring of limit values / curves in time and frequency domain 
- Transient triggering (alarm signal storage with pre- and post-history) 
- Storage of trend data 
- FIFO-like data storage in an SQL database for maintenance -free long-term evaluation of data 
- Intelligent report generator for automatic reporting to the decisi on makers 
- Tele-service enhanced 
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Along with the measured torque, additional plant and process signals, for example rolling force, mill v i-
bration, block or coil temperature, rolling speed etc. are monitored. Often these signals are already 
available. If required, additional sensors, for example acceleration sensors have to be installed. Data 
can be acquired as analogue signals which are connected to A/D data acquisition plug -in boards or al-
ternatively via digital telegrams directly from the PLC and then analysed using automatic monitoring 
functions and intelligent algorithms. Standardised communication interfaces (i.e. ethernet, TCP/IP) a l-
low the connection to client networks and to the machine control system or process computer. Mon i-
tored signals can thus be stored according to plant and process information, which allows correlation 
analysis and data trending, i.e. in relation to product ID’s, material specification etc. This inte rface can 
also be used to send measured data or trend values from the torque moni toring system to the process 
control system.  
 

 

Figure 4: Compact-design torque sensors at the U-joint spindles in a hot strip rolling mill. 
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The visualisation of data and information from monitoring system should be two -fold: 

1. Comprehensible and easy-to-read information displayed in the operator stand, which allows a 
fast feed-back in case of identified trouble, for example roll chatter.  

2. Fully graphic visualisation of all signals and monitoring results in order to allow engineers to  
perform in-depth analysis and data mining 

Figure 5 shows the design of a torque-based rolling mill monitoring system with additional sensors for 
online roller bearing diagnosis, temperature and roll chatter monitoring.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Online machine monitoring system in principle 
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Data Mining with the REPORT GENERATOR 

The REPORT GENERATOR is a data mining tool especially designed to the needs of rolling mill mon i-
toring. In principle it’s a data-base and signal file scout, which extracts periodically essential information 
from the huge amount of monitored data and abstracts the date into the explicit diagnostic results which 
are presented in an easy-to-read format. 
The REPORT GENERATOR module allows a substantial exploitation of the recorded sensor, plant and 
process signals. The engineering costs and the response time for monitored data are reduced dramat i-
cally. The availability of production and maintenance information for the management and the field staff 
could is improved. In addition positive side-effects, e.g. know-how gainings are generally observed after 
commissioning: for example the availability of load collectives makes the dimensioning of new comp o-
nents for rolling mills safer and simpler. 
The fatigue and wear monitoring for the condition-based maintenance is improved by presenting the 
load collectives as box-plots for each fatigue affected drive component (Figure 6). Furthermore, the 
level of utilisation of the monitored machine components can be compared directly and the parameters 
of fatigue implication  is displayed. 
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Figure 6: Load-classification  box-plots of the work rolls with the fatigue and utilisation ratio 

 
The newly introduced rolling mill performance index SUR offers an overview of the total mill perform-
ance for the report period and long-term trending (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7: SUR (stand utilisation ratio) display in REPORTS, i.e. the utilisation ratios on a time, 
tonnage and load basis 
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The product quality and the rolling process at the bite impact is monitored by using the TAF value at the 
bite impact. 

Special events or overload situations, for example torsional vibrations, stick-slips, cobble stops or 
torque overloads are monitored and listed in an alarm table in conjunction with the product ID’s,. 
whereby  an improved quality control system arose 

Examples of Practice 

The results of some examinations on different types of rolling mills i llustrate the installation, use and 
benefits of torque monitoring in rolling mills. 

Machine-related pass schedule optimisation 

The first example shows a machine-related pass schedule optimisation. This leads to longer lifetime 
expectations for the high loaded components of the main drive. In the example shown in Figure 8 (re-
versing roughing mill for aluminium), the original pass schedule foresees 23 passes for a specific mat e-
rial. Although this material represents only a small percentage of the annual overall production at this 
mill stand, the arising torque load damages components of the universal joint at a roughly ten times 
higher percentage in terms of residual lifetime. The optimised pass schedule takes 27 passes and a 
more even distribution of the torque load. The loss of production time is insignificant, but the lifetime 
expectation of the spindles increases dramatically. The return-on-investment for the installed torque 
monitoring system was reached after only a few months. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Machine-related pass schedule optimisation leads to lower torque loads. 
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Torsional vibrations 

The detection of so-called special events during rolling can lead to a better process control. This  means 
a constantly high level of product quality and a reduction of maintenance costs. Such a special event is 
shown in Figure 9. The heavy torsional chatter which occurs during the pass marks the surface of the 
block, causes severe damage (fatigue) to the drive and may result, as shown in this example, to the 
fracture of the drive train ( T > 10.000 kNm ! ). Torsional vibrations not only mean fatigue to the material 
but as the drive often vibrates with open backlash results in severe frictional wear within the spindles 
and the pinion stand.  
A process optimisation may be carried out if such events are recorded and analysed. 

 

Torque time-curve top spindle 

 

Torque time-curve bottom spindle 

 
 

Figure 9: Heavy torsional chatter in the main drive of a roughing stand (steel) 

failure of roll neck 
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Bite-impact control, cold tail 

The bite impact provides the most important contribution to the fatigue of rolling mill main drives, i.e. the 
dynamic overload resulting from the rotating mass-spring system (motor-gearbox-rolls) and the entering 
of a block or a strip into the roll gap. The bite impact is characterised by the relation between the peak 
value of the torque at bite impact and the mean torque value during static r olling. This relationship is 
quantified by the TAF, i.e. the Torque-Amplification-Factor (Figure 10). 

As already mentioned and shown in the introduction of the paper it is erroneous to use the current si g-
nal from the motor to reproduce the torque load on the spindles. This is only valid for static rolling, i.e. in 
cold strip rolling mills. The motor current is not representative for the mechanical torque transmitted by 
the rolling mill main drive, as illustrated in Figure 11. 

A record of a special event is shown in Figure 12. The block was not heated homogeneously - the head 
of the block is too cold. During the first pass the entering torque impact i s very high. During the revers-
ing pass a similar, but inverted characteristic was observed. A threshold value monitoring with alarming 
reported to the operator can help the recognition and cutting -off of such processes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Bite impact and TAF 
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Figure 11: Torque measured on the upper rolling mill main drive spindle (b) vs. torque 
computed from the motor current (a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Excessive torque load due to the cold head of a block. 
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Documentation of the rolling process 

Figure 13 shows the typical pre-history of a cobble stop caused by adverse operation. After the 7 th 
pass the roll gap is not adjusted. The 8 th pass shows a very low torque load, i.e. the elastic deformation 
of the block. For the 9th pass the operator sets the prescribed target value, i.e. including the missed r e-
duction of pass no. 8. As a result it takes 3 trial to pass the block trough the rolling mill. The mo nitoring 
not only documents the severe overloads but also a careless rolling operation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Pre-history of a cobble stop 

Strip lubrication 

As a last example of practice Figure 14 shows the effect of the torque load distribution between the u p-
per an lower roll when performing strip lubrication ath the first three finishing stands of a hot strip mill. At 
gearbox driven roll stands uneven torque distr ibution is totally invisible to the motor current, which 
means that the measurement of torque on the main drive spindles is for example the prerequisite for an 
exact trimming of the strip lubrication. 
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Figure 14: Distribution of torque between upper and lower spindle 

Summary 

The paper discussed a torque monitoring system for process optimisation and condition -based mainte-
nance. The torque transducer used for the torque acquisition was especially designed for rough amb i-
ent conditions, thus enabling a maintenance-free permanent operation in rolling mill environment. The 
computer based monitoring system uses torque and additional plant signals for a rolling mill main drive 
specific signal analysis. 

The diagnosis and data mining is supported by the REPORT GENERATOR module with the essential 
advantages of the automatic and periodical compilation of the reports with customised and easy-to-read 
information and data packages. 

The benefits of torque monitoring at rolling mill main drives are to support condition -based maintenance 
strategies, to control product quality, to document and optimise the rolling process.  

The practical examples of the monitoring system presented in the paper:  

- Maintenance-oriented pass schedule optimisation 

- Monitoring of torsional vibrations 
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- Bite impact monitoring 

- Torque versus motor current comparaison 

- head of block monitoring 

- Cobble-stop monitoring 

- Strip lubrication control 

These few examples of operated torque monitoring confirm its eff iciency. Most of the applications 
showed a return-on-investment period of less than twelve months. Prerequisites for the success were 
the robust sensor technology and appropriate diagnosis algorithms, deve loped in close co-operation 
with the end-users of the tools. 
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Abstract: In this paper we present some aspects concerning the problems of smart adaptive 
monitoring systems. Each automatic monitoring system has to be adapted if it is installed in a new 
environment. Characteristic of solving the monitoring task, the number of fault classes and free 
parameters in the internal classifier are potential switchers to adjust the system. We discuss general 
problems in the field, such as fault simulation, provide the necessary definitions of different levels 
of adaptivity, describe the state of the art and give some hints about how the implementation of 
intelligent data pre-processing can improve the transfer of data from an existing system to a new 
one. As an application we use the detection of fault in a roller bearing using fractional derivatives 
to obtain a higher sensitivity in the monitoring system. 
 
Keywords: Condition monitoring, roller bearing diagnostics, adaptivity, fractional derivative 
 
 
1  Introduction 
 
The use of advanced pattern recognition systems in assuming an objective perspective in statements 
concerning the state of technical systems has gained increasing importance. Thus the economy of 
highly automated and cost-intensive machines can only be guaranteed upon the high availability of 
these machines. The use of advanced, high-performance monitoring and diagnosis systems can 
make a significant contribution to this. Certain processes can be carried out safely for man and the 
environment only by means of reliably operating machines, particularly in fields where safety and 
environmental aspects play an important role. In the automatic control of technical systems, 
supervisory functions serve to indicate undesired or non-permitted machine or process states and to 
take appropriate actions in order to maintain operation and to avoid damage or accident. The 
following basic functions can be distinguished [17]: 
 
1.  Monitoring 

Measurable variables are checked with regard to tolerances, and alarms are generated for the 
operator. 

2.  Automatic protection 
In the case of a dangerous process state, the monitoring system automatically initiates an 
appropriate counteraction. 

3. Monitoring with fault diagnosis 
Based on measured variables, features are determined and a fault diagnosis is performed; in 
advanced systems, decisions are made for counteractions. 

 
The advantage with the classical level-based monitoring (1. and 2.) is simplicity, but it is only 
capable of reacting to a relatively large-scale change in a given feature. If the early detection of 
small faults and a fault diagnosis are desired, advanced methods based on Fuzzy Technology, 
Neural Networks or their combinations could be used. A general problem which is very often cited 
as an argument against the application of adaptive methods in monitoring is the risk that the system 
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may gradually and unnoticeably adapt to undetected changes. As a result, the system may fail to 
detect real faults, if these faults likewise develop slowly. Problems could occur if the transition 
from state A to C proceed over a long time (Fig. 1), because the classifier adaptation could follow 
the transition in small steps. Consequently, adaptive monitoring systems have hardly become 
established in fields which are especially critical, such as safety-relevant applications. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Transition of machinery condition from a healthy state A to a fault state C 
 
The second limitation arises from problems to generate a learning data set for the classifier design. 
In most cases only few or sometimes even no real measurement data are available to represent 
information about all possible machine or process states. Consequently the simulation of fault 
classes becomes more important. This paper will emphasise the main aspects regarding the 
integration of simulation results to improve the adaptive behaviour of monitoring systems. 
 
 
2 Smart Adaptive Monitoring Systems 
 
The concept of “smart, adaptive monitoring system” must first be defined. Furthermore, if a system 
is to be considered “smart” and “adaptive”, the requirements imposed on such a system must be 
specified. 
 
2.1 General Properties of Smart Monitoring Systems 
 
In the present section, the following four properties are employed as necessary criteria for a smart 
system [19]: 
1. Adapting 

Ability to modify the system behaviour to fit the environment, new locations and process 
changes. The aspect is identified as the most important feature for smart adaptive monitoring 
systems. 

2. Sensing 
Ability to acquire information from the surrounding world and respond to it with consistent 
behaviour. Chemical and nuclear power plant monitoring are large scale sensing systems. They 
accept input from hundreds of sensors to regulate temperature, pressure and power throughout 
the plant. In spite of the fact that different sensors exist, more and better sensors are required 
continuously. Along with a proliferation of sensors comes a greatly increased need to combine, 
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or fuse data from multiple sensors for more effective monitoring. The required range extends 
from the processing of multiple data streams from a simple array of identical sensors to data 
from sensors based on entirely different physical phenomena operating asynchronously at vastly 
different rates. 

3. Inferring 
Ability to solve problems using embedded knowledge and draw conclusions. This expert  
knowledge is in general a combination of theoretical understanding and a collection of heuristic 
problem solving rules that experience has shown to be effective. A smart monitoring system 
should be able to detect sensor faults to prevent the use of nonsensical input values for a 
classification. 

4. Learning 
Ability to learn from experience to improve the system performance. Learning and adaptive 
behaviour are closely combined and without the implementation of learning strategies adapting 
will not work. 

 
 
2.2 Adapting Monitoring Systems  
 
The property of "adapting" is of special interest here and is therefore considered in greater detail. 
At this point, it may be helpful to provide an example of monitoring in which no adaptive 
capability exists. The roller bearings of a rotating industrial centrifuge must be monitored for 
possible damage. For this purpose, the vibration signals are frequently recorded by means of an 
acceleration sensor. If the value exceeds a limit that has been manually preset on the basis of 
experience or as specified in standards and guidelines, an alarm is triggered. The alarm threshold 
can be adjusted, of course, but its value then remains constant for the monitoring phase. A system 
of this kind, which is still employed for most monitoring applications in industry today, is not 
adaptive and certainly not smart. Which prerequisite for this designation is lacking in such a 
system? A change in vibratory behaviour can be due to a wide variety of factors that do not result 
from a fault in the machine itself. Minor conversion work may have been performed on the 
machine, for instance, in the course of maintenance and servicing; such measures can cause a 
change in behaviour without resulting in a malfunction. The following levels of adaptivity are 
conceivable in conjunction with monitoring systems. 
 
1. Level 1 

An adaptive monitoring system is capable of recognising variations in the surroundings and 
process conditions. Modifications, such as the adaptation of limiting values, can be performed 
automatically by the system itself. The previously mentioned monitoring system for roller 
bearings remains unaltered on a machine. 

2. Level 2 
An adaptive monitoring system can be transferred from one machine to another without the 
need of readjustment by an expert. Any necessary adjustment work should be reducible to an 
absolute minimum. However, the monitoring task itself should not be altered in this connection. 
That is, monitoring of a roller bearing is still the specified task, although the type of the roller 
bearing and the parameters are different. 

3. Level 3 
An adaptive monitoring system can be employed for other monitoring tasks without the need of 
altering the basic structure. The necessary limiting values or control parameters of the 
classification algorithm are, to a large extent, specified independently. At this third level, the 
monitored object itself can also be varied. The system that had previously been employed for 
detecting damage to roller bearings should now be employed for recognising imbalance in the 
rotor or for monitoring the process. For allowing the system to function at this level, learning 
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strategies are implemented, rather than pre-programmed algorithms for calculating problem-
specific features, such as the effective value of the vibratory acceleration. 

 
In its present status, the technology usually does not even attain the first of the levels just defined. 
This situation may at first be surprising, and perhaps also somewhat disappointing, but is easy to 
understand from an engineering standpoint. The decisive external parameters causing variations in 
the monitoring parameters are highly diversified, and the mutual interactions among them are often 
unknown, consequently, a consideration of these parameters in a diagnostic model is difficult or 
impossible. Once trained, a system is capable of performing a monitoring task as long as the 
prerequisites for the training status are satisfied. If these conditions change, however, problems will 
occur in the monitoring system, and the system must be retrained. For example, a defective roller 
bearing generates a typical fault signal. The results of experimental investigations indicate that the 
level of vibration generated by a bearing with identical damage can vary by a factor as high as 100 
with different machines. The main reason for this variation is the difference in conditions of 
installation and paths for structure-borne sound with various machines. Consequently, all 
approaches that depend on limiting values must be excluded, since these limits likewise fluctuate 
by a factor as high as 100. Thus, they cannot be applied for attaining level 2, that is, transferability 
to other machines. However, methods of this kind are typical of industrial monitoring to the present 
day and are applied in a wide variety of fields. Slight variations in vibration results from one survey 
to the next are assumed to be due to "process conditions", and regarded as not significant. If we 
were able to collect relevant quantitative data regarding the "process conditions" existing at the 
time that the vibration data were collected, and correct the vibration data for these conditions, then 
our diagnostic capability would become far more accurate and adaptive [2]. The aforementioned 
level 3 currently exists only as a vision in the minds of researchers.  
 
 
2.3 Requirements and Acceptance of Adaptive Monitoring Systems 
 
If monitoring problems are already being solved sufficiently well today without adaptive 
behaviour, a logical question is why there is a demand for smart systems at all and whether this 
demand can be justified? For this purpose, the type of monitoring currently applied in industry must 
first be considered. From a methodical standpoint, this kind of monitoring no longer satisfies all of 
the requirements that must be imposed on a modern monitoring system. The concept of preventive 
maintenance implies the application of techniques for the early detection of faults and thus the 
implementation of appropriate maintenance measures in due time. As far as the monitoring of 
machines in industry is concerned, however, a change of this kind has hardly taken place at all in 
practice. Changes in the process or in the machine, of the kind not resulting from a fault, must be 
distinguished from ones that do result from a fault. Precisely this adaptivity at level 1 still presents 
serious problems for many systems, however. If a given system functions correctly, weeks or even 
months are often necessary for transferring this property to similar machines. Support for the expert 
in charge by the system itself is severely limited or completely absent. The requirement for human 
experts and the associated labour costs still severely restrict the acceptance of monitoring systems. 
On the other hand, precisely this situation offers a special opportunity for those who develop and 
supply monitoring systems, since an adaptive system becomes independent of particular 
applications and can thus provide specialised solutions at acceptable prices. For controlling the 
quality of products during flexible manufacturing, the systems for monitoring the machines and 
products must also be flexible. In this case, flexibility can be equated to adaptivity. 
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3 Learning Procedures for Smart Adaptive Monitoring Systems 
 
Besides adaptivity, the learning ability is a decisive factor for a smart technical system. To a certain 
extent, these two properties are inseparably related, since the previously mentioned concepts of 
learning anew or relearning for achieving adaptive behaviour are not possible without the 
implementation of learning algorithms. The two fundamentally distinct approaches of "supervised" 
and "unsupervised" learning also apply to monitoring systems. 
 
The following three learning objectives are essential for a monitoring system: 
 
1. Number of fault classes and quality states 

Especially in the case of machine monitoring, faults are often the result of a gradual transition 
from a good to a poor condition, rather than instantenous occurrence. Consequently, the number 
of status classes to be selected is not clearly evident. For classical monitoring with limiting 
values, only two classes are employed. The transition then occurs very quickly, and the 
operator's indicating lamp suddenly changes from green to red. However, one would expect an 
entirely different kind of information behaviour from a smart system. A possible solution is the 
introduction of additional, intermediate states. Thus, an alternation class can improve the 
transition between "good" and "poor". Another possibility is the use of fuzzy classifiers, which 
allow the appraisal of a condition not only for a status class, but also for gradual 
differentiations. In this case too, however, the number of fuzzy classes to be defined must first 
be specified. If one prefers to apply an algorithm for controlling the performance of this task, 
rather than doing it oneself, the use of "Kohonen feature maps" is advisable. The appropriate 
number of class parameters can be determined automatically with the use of these maps. A 
change in the number of classes is also conceivable, if new error classes occur. An adaptive 
system must allow such an extension. 

2. Limiting values and classification parameters 
For dealing with these parameters, training is certainly the most important task for monitoring 
systems. Manual entry and management of several hundred limiting values is not practicable; 
however, the need for such a large number of values is quite normal with the use of many 
features. Of course, a system capable of learning and which has recognised that new classes are 
necessary for the monitoring task can also be trained to employ the associated classifiers in a 
second step. 

3. Features 
An adaptive system should recognise the condition that the previously applied features no 
longer suffice for solving a monitoring problem with sufficient reliability. Hence, a further 
learning objective is the calculation - or at least a new selection - of new features which are 
better suited for the purpose. For achieving this objective, the application of automatic selection 
methods is necessary. The selection has to consider constraints of the classification algorithm. 
In this sense only so called wrapper approaches for the feature selection process will find 
suitable feature combinations. 

 
One of the major problems is the manual setting of alarm levels. As two identical machines will not 
run or wear out in the same time the levels need to be adjusted during the machine lifetime. There 
are several approaches to calculate the levels automatically based on historical data concerning 
outlier elimination 3. Even the use of a moving average with adjustable window length and 
different methods of the exponential weighting of data in the window will provide very sufficient 
results. Comparing the two bold printed solid lines in Figure 2, it can be seen that the levels set by 
the algorithm are approximately the same as those set manually. Events where the vibration level 
was higher than the current alarm level are identified in both cases. The markers indicate 
measurement points where the vibration is below or above the level. 
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Fig. 2  Trendline showing manually set alarm levels and adaptive levels (bold lines) and the overall 

vibration measurement data of rotating machinery 
 
 
3.1 Signal Processing Techniques for Adaptive Monitoring Systems 
 
Without going into details it has to be pointed out that the classical technique to represent time 
signals in the frequency domain by calculating a normal Fourier transformation (FFT) is an 
inadequate technique if adaptive behaviour is to be considered. The main disadvantage of the FFT 
is the lack to distinguish time variant effects. Transient malfunctions or the analysis of non-
stationary effects requires other transformations than the ordinary FFT. One approach to improve 
the resolution in time is the Short Time Fourier Transformation (STFT). But with shortening the 
time window for each FFT, the time resolution could be improved but that implies a lower accuracy 
in the frequency domain (Fig. 3). While the FFT has no temporal resolution in STFT the resolution 
is fixed for the whole time-frequency plane. The Wavelet analysis (WA) is now able to adapt both 
the time and frequency resolution. WA can provide a high-frequency resolution at low-frequencies 
and maintain good time localization at high-frequency end. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3 Comparison of FFT, STFT and WA in time-frequency plane [3] 
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This, coupled with the incapacity of FFT to detect non-stationary signals, makes WA analysis an 
alternative for machine fault diagnosis. WA provides multi-resolution in time-frequency 
distribution for the easier detection of abnormal vibration signals. Recently WA has been applied 
extensively in the analysis of mechanical vibration signals. A good summary about the 
effectiveness of WA for rolling element bearing diagnosis can been found in [4] and the authors in 
[5] have used WA in processing non-stationary signals for fault diagnosis in industrial machines.  
 
 
4 Applications 
 
A number of research papers describing new developments in the field of condition monitoring 
using advanced techniques can been found in the literature. These applications were selected 
because the authors were involved in the design of the monitoring concept and its implementation. 
 
4.1 Roller Bearing Diagnostics 
 
The measurement parameters traditionally used in condition monitoring are displacement, velocity 
and acceleration, i.e. )0(xx ≡ , )1(xx ≡& and )2(xx ≡&& . The first time derivative of acceleration, i.e. the 
jerk )3(xx ≡&&& , is commonly used to examine the comfort of travelling in vehicles. The parameters 

)3(x  and )4(x  are very suitable for the condition monitoring of slowly rotating bearings [6], [7]. 
This is due to the fact that although the acceleration pulses are weak and occur at long intervals, the 
changes in acceleration are rapid and become emphasised upon differentiation of the signal )2(x . 
The use of fractional derivative )(αx allows stepless differentiation [6], [8], which means that it will 
be possible to move from the acceleration signal )2(x , for example, to the signal )4(x via a number 
of intermediate stages [9], [10], [11]. 
 
Functions of the form 
 
 )()( ϕω += tiXetx         (1) 
 
occupy a prominent position in vibration mechanics. Let us define the derivative )(αx  of function 
(1) as 
 

 
)

2
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++
=
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where ∈α R is the order of derivative, ω is the angular frequency, X  is the amplitude, e  is the 
Napierian number, 1−=i , t  is the real variable and ϕ  is the phase angle. The derivative )(αx  
contains as special cases the derivatives where the order is an integer or a rational number. It can be 
seen from the definition (2) that differentiation involves the multiplication of X  by αω  and the 
change of the phase angle by απ1⁄2  in a linear manner as a function ofα . 
 
In this analysis, the sensitivity of detecting bearing faults means the ratio between the features of 
damaged and undamaged bearing. The fault was caused by two transversal grooves situated at 
approximately 90-degree intervals on the same side of the inner race (Fig. 4).  Sensitivity increases 
first with increasing the order of the derivative. Later feature-specific threshold sensitivity starts to 
decrease [10]. High sensitivity is beneficial for the early detection of faults. In an example shown in 
Figure 5, the best results by using the peak value were obtained when α  was 4.75 and in the case 
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Kurtosis 

)(α
px

of the kurtosis α was 4.5. The measurements were performed in the frequency range 3-2000 Hz, 
with a shaft rotation speed of 120 rpm. The )2(x  and )5.4(x  signals are presented in Figure 6. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4   The testing equipment used is on the left and one of the grooves on the bearing´s inner race  

on the right. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 Sensitivity of detecting an inner race fault by using the peak value )(α

px  and the kurtosis [10] 
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Fig. 6  The )2(x and )5.4(x  signals were measured from a faulty roller bearing in the frequency  range 

3-2000 Hz. The fault was on the bearing´s inner race and the rotation frequency was 2 Hz 
[10]. 
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5 Introduction of Simulation Results into Monitoring Concepts 
 
5.1 Status of Simulation Technology with the Application of FEM 
 
A general problem in designing classifiers on the basis of learning data is the need to provide a 
sufficiently large learning set. In the ideal case, the learning set should include all the states that 
will occur during later operation, as far as possible. This requirement also includes all fault 
situations. For machine monitoring and process control tasks, this demand can hardly be fulfilled in 
practice. Consequently, the generation of fault classes by alternative methods has been the subject 
of intensive research work for several years. One of the largest research projects on this topic was 
VISION [12], which was supported by the EU. The project was conducted by an international 
consortium over a period of 6 years, and comprehensive publications have resulted from these 
investigations. The objective of the project was the integration of computer simulations and 
measurements on test rigs into the process of accepting data from real measurements for improving 
the reliability of automatic monitoring systems (Fig. 7). The data from the fault simulation were 
compared with data from very simple test rigs, for which the specific implementation of defective 
machine components is feasible, in contrast to real industrial plants. The basic idea of this approach 
is not new in itself, but the objective of the project was to achieve a new dimension in the quality of 
the simulation. From a conceptual standpoint, promising trial solutions have certainly resulted from 
this project, but these are concerned essentially with integration strategies for the different data sets 
to yield a standardised learning set. However, the overall result can never be better than the 
simulation, which is taken as the basis. Precisely this weakness limits the applicability of FEM in 
the field of machine monitoring at present. Modelling of the extremely complex, frequently non-
linear processes of contact between machine components in motion is feasible in simple cases only. 
As an example, consider the contact of a roller bearing with pitting in the track.  Hence, simulations 
by FEM have not yet been developed to the extent necessary for direct application with neural 
networks as a part of learning sets for individual faults. Are there any fields of application in which 
this approach can still be useful? 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 7  Diagnosis integration overview [1]  
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5.2 Hybrid Systems for Monitoring 
 
An approach of this kind can be useful especially in applications where hybrid monitoring systems 
utilise various trial solutions for intelligent data processing in a parallel structure. The following 
components have already been implemented for improving the adaptivity of monitoring systems: 
 
1. Neural networks (NN) 

Neural networks are certainly suited for applications in machine monitoring. Numerous reports 
on successful applications have been published. Because of their capability of operating with 
noisy signals and of representing the non-linear relationships between sources of error and the 
resulting signal, neural networks are predestined for this field of application. A further 
advantage is the high potential for generalisation, that is, the capability of reaching a sensible 
decision even with input data that have not been learned.  

2. Rule-based fuzzy systems 
Despite the general reservations with respect to expert systems, the application of rule-based 
systems for machine monitoring still makes sense. Especially the possibility of expanding an 
initially rudimentary system speaks in favour of this approach. During the initial stage of 
installation, such a system is very well suited for representing expert knowledge by means of 
simple rules in the form of “if-then” relationships. The rule base is frequently very broad and  
applicable to a wide variety of machines and plants. The degree of adaptivity is therefore 
relatively high. A general disadvantage in such a system is the fact that it cannot operate more 
efficiently than the rules that are introduced by the human expert. The loss of information 
resulting from the conversion of knowledge for deriving the rule base must be taken into 
consideration here. Thus, it can be concluded that the diagnostic reliability of such control 
systems is no better than that of a human expert with average experience. However, advantages 
result from the fact that the expert can define or establish rules even for classes and states for 
which no data are available. 

3. Neuro-fuzzy diagnostic systems 
Neuro-fuzzy systems are one key to the implementation of learning capability in intrinsically 
static rule bases. Many possible methods are available for the automatic generation of rules. For 
instance, the NEFCLASS [13] software is capable of performing this function. The rule bases 
thus derived are often considerably better than those resulting from a purely linguistic 
description of expert knowledge. Furthermore, the dependence of process parameters can be 
modelled in this form even if it is not possible for the experts to express it in such a form. 
Vibratory signals can frequently be analysed only as functions of process situations. These 
relationships can be recognised and represented by a neuro-fuzzy system if the process 
parameters are recorded together with the vibratory signals as a learning set. With the 
application of a neuro-fuzzy system, a high priority also results for the simulation, since the 
generally valid fuzzy rules thus derived are of special interest here, rather than the exact 
numerical values, for instance, of an individual natural frequency of a machine. For this 
purpose, an error of a few percent in the result of a numerical simulation is not important. The 
decisive features are the variation of the value in modelling a fault and the conclusions that can 
be reached from this result. 

 
A criticism of neural network architecture is their susceptibility to the so-called catastrophic 
interference, which should be understood as the ability to forget previously learned data when 
presented with new patterns. To avoid this some authors have described neural network 
architectures with a kind of memory. In general, two different concepts are promising: either the 
network possesses a context unit which can store pattern for a later recall, or the network 
combining high levels of recurrence coupled with some form of back-propagation [14]. 
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6 Best Practice 
 
Best practices. These two words represent benchmarking standards - nothing is better or exceeds a 
best practice [15]. The area of monitoring is much too broad to give a general best practice 
guideline. 
But the questions in the following list should be answered before the selection of a method or 
combination of various methods, in order to ensure that the methods considered are really suited for 
the problem involved. That will not assure the best practice but the use of suitable methods that 
represent the state of the art. 
 
1. Are enough data available for all (as many) conditions or qualities (as possible)? 

This question must be answered in order to decide, for instance, whether the automatic learning 
of the classifiers can be accomplished with neural networks. For a neural network employed as 
a monitoring system, the situation is more favourable than for one employed as a process 
controller. With a monitoring system, an unlearned condition results either in no indication at 
all or, in the worst case, in a false indication, but the process itself is not affected. If only data 
for a "good" condition are available, these data can still be employed as starting material for a 
monitoring operation. All significant deviations from this condition are then detected. The 
adaptive system then evolves in the course of the operation with the continuing occurrence of 
new events. 
 

2. How many features are available? 
Features should be closely related to the monitored object. How many features of this kind can 
be provided? It is necessary to determine the number of the features from that on a feature 
selection, and this can only be decided by considering the current monitoring task. As a 
provisional value you can take a number of 10 features. If more features are available, a 
selection should be carried out. Notice the existence of the close relationship between the 
number of features and the number of necessary random samples for a lot of classifiers. If it is 
necessary to reduce dimensionality, prefer feature selection if possible. The interpretability of 
new features, for instance, calculated by a principal component analysis is difficult for both an 
expert in the field and most of all for an operator. 
 

3. Can every set of process or machine data be unambiguously correlated with a class attribute 
(quality or damage)? 
If this is possible, methods of "supervised learning" should be applied. If this is not possible, or 
if class information is only available for portions of the data sets, cluster methods, such as 
Kohonen networks, should be employed. The problem is especially difficult if the task involves 
a very large number of available features, and the associated databases cannot be classified by 
an expert. In such cases two questions must be considered in parallel: the question of feature 
selection and that of clustering. Nearly all methods for the selection of features utilise the 
classification efficiency of the learning or test data set as a selection criterion. However, if no 
class designation is available, the classification efficiency is not calculable, and so-called filter 
methods must then be employed. As a rule, these methods yield features that are decidedly less 
efficient. 
 

4. Do I have enough theoretical background, system information and suitable software to carry out 
a precise simulation, which should include fault simulation? 
The development of a model-based prognostic and diagnostic model requires a proven 
methodology to create and validate physical models that capture the dynamic response of the 
system under normal and faulted conditions [16]. There are a couple of model update 
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algorithms that could improve the accuracy of a FEM-Model but you should never 
underestimate the work load and expert knowledge which is necessary for the implementation 
of the corresponding experiments and program usage. 
 

5. What is of better quality or more reliable? The system model or the response of your sensors 
indicating changes in the machine or process? 
Having both would be the best situation because you are free to decide on the use of a forward 
model, which calculates a prognosis of the system response, and compares the estimation with 
the actual sensor signal. This procedure allows an estimation of the time to failure of the 
system. Additionally the difference between the sensor and the model will give you useful 
information about possible faults. For the inverse problem, the quality of the model is less 
important because the describing features and all condition information are extracted from the 
sensor signal independently from the model. For the diagnostics of roller bearings we have a 
rough model about the signal structure but in most cases not enough information for the 
prediction. 

 
6. Do I have a safety relevant application? 

Until now there are a couple of problems concerning self-adaptive monitoring systems in safety 
relevant applications. These limitations result from problems that could occur during the 
evaluation and testing phase of such systems in all conceivable situations. The behaviour today 
and in  the future after system adjustment could differ significantly. This will encounter legal 
aspects because national and international testing institutions might have problems to certificate 
a system. In nuclear power plants, advanced self-learning and adaptive systems are today 
additional information sources but in general not the trigger for an automatic shut-down. 
 

7. The cost factor. Do I have sensor technique and communication infrastructure for on-line 
monitoring? 
Current commonly used sensor technology only permits the most rudimentary form of signal 
processing and analysis within the sensor. The use of advanced data analysis techniques will 
need more signal data. This means that large quantities of data must be transmitted from the 
sensor to a separate data collector for subsequent processing and analysis. If permanent on-line 
vibration monitoring is required - and for adaptive techniques it is absolutely necessary - then at 
present, for anything other than an overall vibration alarm, the cost of providing the required 
communications infrastructure and the data collection and analysis equipment far outweighs the 
benefits to be obtained [2]. 

 
 
7 Conclusions 
 
In analysing the current status the gap between new research developments in monitoring ideas, 
methods and algorithms and real-world applications in use in industry cannot not be neglected. 
New hybrid diagnostic systems using combinations of expert knowledge, data-driven modelling 
and advanced soft computing algorithms for classification and prediction proved their performance 
in the past. The combination of different techniques is the key to implementing learning ability and 
in consequence-adaptive behaviour. No expert in this field will argue the predominance of these 
techniques in comparison to standard methods that use simple threshold monitoring or a fixed 
classification algorithm. But there are still many problems to solve. The automatic determination, 
extraction and selection of features that are best suited for a given process is a challenging field of 
research in general and also in condition monitoring [18]. Even future research activities will not 
lead to an exclusive monitoring strategy because the field of application for the various monitoring 
applications is too broad. But the permanent improvement of the simulation techniques will offer 
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new possibilities by replacing the experimental learning part with computer-based fault simulation. 
Then we will also find adaptive techniques in areas where safety-relevant aspects nowadays 
prevent a real fault simulation and therefore possible broader applications of adaptive monitoring 
systems. 
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Modern Diagnostic Systems for Condition Based Maintenance in Nuclear 
Power Plants - Case Olkiluoto 3 in Finland 

 
Dr. Ing. Ralf Surmann 
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Abstract 
 
TVO has signed in 2003 a turn-key delivery contract with Framatome ANP for a new nuclear 
power plant "EPR" (European Pressurized Reactor). The EPR is the newest generation of 
pressurized water reactor and has an electrical output of about 1.600 MW. The so called 
"evolutionary approach" for design of a large Generation III reactor is based on proven 
technology from the largest operating plants N4 and KONVOY and on new features that 
increase new safety levels.  
 
This includes the use of proven and new diagnostic systems, too. The presentation below 
describes monitoring systems which are used to get detailed information of the reactors 
primary system. The presented systems are the ´loose parts monitoring system "KÜS", 
vibration monitoring system "SÜS", the vibration monitoring system of rotating machinery 
"DIROM", the compartment leakage monitoring system "LÜS", the humidity leakage 
monitoring system "FLÜS", the valve diagnostic system "SIPLUG®/ADAM®" and the fatigue 
analysis system "FAMOS". 
 
The basic target of these systems was the early detection of events in order to reduce 
consecutive damage of the primary circuit. However, experience and computer based 
developments have shown that the systems give quite more precious information. This 
information allows proceeding to a new approach which is the "Condition Based 
Maintenance". Condition Based Maintenance means that maintenance service is carried out 
when the condition shows that this is necessary and not in strict defined intervals of periodic 
cycles (preventive maintenance). 
 
Therefore the described systems do not only increase safety, they increase knowledge of 
condition, reduce radiation doses of personnel and time for intervention which results finally 
in cost benefits for the plant operator. 
 
The stand-alone systems can be connected to a central diagnostic computer where their 
individual information can be combined. The proposed D-POL concept is planed  
to integrate all the described diagnostic systems. 
 
Keywords: Monitoring System, Condition Based Maintenance, D-POL, Olkiluoto 3 
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Director of Business Development 
Surveillance Systems

POHTO Conference 

 
 
SKF Technology Center in San Diego is SKF’s main product development and production  
center for Reliability Systems products such as Off-Line Vibration Instruments and On- 
Line Condition Monitoring Systems. 
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STATE of the ART
Vibration Monitoring

 
 
STATE of the ART in Condition Monitoring Asset Surveillance. SKF applies advanced 
condition monitoring techniques to estimate the performance of rotating machine systems. 
The involvement of Post-Processing techniques is an integral part of the optimization to 
achieve easy interpretation and decision making on the state of the asset. 
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Vibration Analysis has been proven to 
be the best tool for measuring the 

Condition of Rotating Machinery. The 
Technology has also been 

successfully applied to Process 
Monitoring .

 
Vibration Analysis has been proven to be amongst the best tools for measuring the Condition 
of Machinery. The technology has also been successfully applied  
to Process Monitoring . 
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These signal processing techniques 
are universal in  application and often  

are applied to other measured 
parameters such as pressure sensors 

or current probe sensors. On Paper 
Machines outputs from paper quality 

scanners can also be treated with this 
kind of signal processing technology.

 
 

These signal processing techniques are universal in application and often are applied to other 
measured parameters such as pressure sensors or current probe sensors. On Paper Machines 
outputs from paper quality scanners can also be treated with this kind of signal processing 
technology. 
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SKF feature extraction methods are 
mainly based on ENERGY 

ESTIMATION such as optimized 
Enveloping Techniques that provide 
the best analysis capability for early 
detection of machine components 

defects. These conditional estimates 
are used in SKF Post-Processing  
methods that allow for accurate 

Diagnosis , Prognosis and Root Cause 
Failure Analysis ( RCFA ). 

 
SKF feature extraction methods are mainly based on ENERGY ESTIMATION such as opti-
mized Enveloping Techniques that provide the best analysis capability for early detection of 
machine components defects. These conditional estimates are used in SKF Post-Processing  
methods that allow for accurate Diagnosis , Prognosis and Root Cause Failure Analysis ( 
RCFA ).  
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• Systematic misalignment will result in bearing defect

• Increased bearing clearance causing VELOCITY to drop

• Bearing Defect in direct ACCELERATION measurement

only visible at Very High Frequencies

• ACCELERATION ENVELOPING shows Bearing Defect

direct at fundamental BPFI frequencies  

Stretcher Roll Bearing Defect

 
Bowed Roll ( Stretcher Roll ) Bearing Defect Development : 

- Systematic misalignment will result in bearing defects 
- A drop in Velocity measurement, as reflected in the trend plot, often indicates in-

creased bearing clearance  which will eventually require corrective action. 
- Acceleration measurement plots show bearing defects at very high frequency compo-

nent. 
- Acceleration Enveloping displays bearing defects directly in the fundamental base-

band, since these defects are repetitive impulses, that are converted in high frequency 
harmonics of the defect repetition rate. 
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TREND ENVELOPING - Bearing Defect Develops

TREND VELOCITY - Clearance Develops

 
The OVERALL trend plots provide precise insight to the roll defect analysis. 

- The Velocity overall trend shows the abrupt level decrease with a continuation of lower over-
alls relative to earlier normal performance indicative fro increased clearance and bearing 
raceway deterioration. 

- The Acceleration Enveloping trend clearly shows more then double higher overalls suggesting 
significant bearing defect degradation.  

-  
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VELOCITY Measurement

Misalignment + No Bearing Defect Visible ( early stage )

Misalignment + No Bearing Defect visible ( advanced bearing defect )

- 6.3 mm / sec

- 3.9 mm / sec

 
Velocity measurement shows at first misaligned situation developing into a situation with clearance ( 
multiple harmonics of running speed ). It is interesting that the 1 * level decreased by 40 % but the 2* 
increased by 7 fold and the 3* by 1.5 fold. Again indicative of misalignment. The increase in the other 
1* harmonic components prove that bearing clearances have grown. The upper spectrum plot shows a 
higher then normal running speed velocity component with low level rotational harmonics. The lower 
plot, occurring at some later time, indicates development of bearing clearance by the drop in the 1* 
overall and an increase in the rotational harmonic components. It is to be noted that the bearing de-
fects have not yet been developed to the point where it is too be seen  in the plot as either bearing de-
fect harmonics or a a later stage rotational speed components.  
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ACCELERATION Measurement

Misalignment + No Bearing Defect Visible

Misalignment + Bearing Defect Visible at High Frequencies only

 
These plots show direct acceleration spectra in a wide band. 
The upper plot is acceleration data that has been diagnosed as a misalignment typical for this 
type of roll, but no bearing defects have developed. The lower plot shows high frequency 
peaks that are defined by the bearing defect frequency fam lines but only at the HIGHER 
harmonics. 
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ACCELERATION ENVELOPING Measurement

Misalignment + No Bearing Defect

Misalignment + Bearing Defect

 
The power of acceleration ENVELOPING. 
The upper plot is an early measurement which shows some clearance growth but no BEAR-
ING DEFECT indications. 
The lower plot is a measurement taken at a later date which clearly shows bearing clearance 
impulses and a development of a BPFI defect 
where the 1* modulation components are prominent. 
The overall of the lower plot is 230 % greater. Although these overall levels are small the 
change is significant indication of an Inner-race Defect problem. 
( This Stretcher Roll has has  Rotating Outer-race so the modulation frequencies are reversed 
between Inner-race and Outer-race ). 
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Criticality in detection due to 
disturbing process noise eg from 

compressors or refiners or an 
example like gear interaction leads 

to the application of Acoustic 
Emission that gives another 

“window” to observe machinery 
condition. 

 
Application of Acoustic Emission. 
Very often lower frequency process noise interferes with critical vibration signals in the 
analysis of machine operation performance. Refiners, Compressors and Gear interaction are 
some examples where acoustic emission measurements can extract significant 
vibration frequency components from lower frequency background process noise. 
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Acoustic Emission is measuring at 
much higher frequencies then 

standard vibration. This will minimize 
process noises and leaves intimate 

“contact properties” related to 
“condition” in tact.

 
Acoustic Emission are molecular vibrations that are sensed by crystal transducers. These 
charge emissions are converted by a enveloping process like with Acceleration Enveloping so 
that the defect frequencies will appear as base-band fundamental plus harmonic spectrum 
plots. These high frequency conversion technique minimizes low frequency process noise but 
leaves the vibration contact properties intake. The acoustic emission response enhances the  
vibration signals relative to the process noise. 
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SEE Technology is a proven 
implementation of Acoustic Emission 
measurements that combines the high 

frequency measurements with 
Enveloping Demodulation that makes 
the output treatable as if it were a LF 
vibration signal for analysis purposes.

 
SEE Technology is a proven implementation of Acoustic Emission measurements that com-
bines the high frequency measurements with Enveloping Demodulation that makes the output 
treatable as if it were a LF vibration signal for analysis purposes. 
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- a Gearbox Case Study -
a comparison of Acceleration 

Enveloping Measurements to SEE 
Technology.

Acceleration Enveloping enhances 
the direct motion responses 

whereas SEE technology better 
defines the friction characteristics.

 
 

a Gearbox Case Study 
A comparison of Acceleration Enveloping measurements to SEE technology. 
Acceleration Enveloping enhances the direct motion responses whereas SEE technology better 
defines the friction characteristics 
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SEE trend ”differentiates” intimate defect development

SEE

ENV

 
SEE Technology shows the “DEGRADATION” of the Gear Teeth where as Acceleration En-
veloping is still more sensitive to “Machine Motion”. 
The upper display clearly shows the SEE Measurement response of gear wear due to the in-
crease in frictional forces. The lower display of Acceleration Enveloping does not indicate the 
gear wear degradation which will require corrective action when SEE trends continue its up-
ward trend reflecting the increase in Gear Tooth wear. 
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SEE ”sees” local FRICTION ( running speed components ),   
ENVELOPING global MOTION ( gear-mesh frequencies )

SEE

ENV

 
SEE Technology Spectrum shows Harmonics of Running Speed components as the Spectral 
Translation of a Gear Teeth Defect signal. 
 
Acceleration Enveloping shows Gear-Mesh components with Side-Bands representing the 
Gear-Mesh interaction vibration pattern. 
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SEE

ENV

SEE Time Domain”shows” local defects

 
SEE Time Domain ”shows” local defects, Acceleration Enveloping shows Gear Mesh interac-
tion. 
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CTA averaging ( left ) shows  local gear defects

 
 

The earliest on-set of a starting developing defect. The left profile plot represents a “AVER-
AGING process” based on one rotation ( SKF calls this process CTA ). 
The profile of the ” totaled average “ over the original measurement time length for one rota-
tion is shown. 3 anomalous gear-teeth can be seen. 
The right side plots represents exactly one rotation of the gearwheel. 
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SEE Technology 
( Acoustic Emission ) 

holds its discrimination capabilities in 
a noisy process environment and also 
defect developments from the earliest 
onset can be followed as caused by e.g. 

dynamic overloading

 
SEE Technology ( Acoustic Emission ) holds its discrimination capabilities in a noisy process 
environment and also defect developments from the earliest onset can be followed as caused 
by dynamic overloading , lubrication deficiencies and contaminated bearings or gears. 
SKF’s SEE Technology methods ( Acoustic Emission Technology ) combined with an Envel-
oping Demodulation Process provides an unique capability to define failure mode trends ei-
ther in the time or frequency domain. These analysis benefits allow for early assured diagno-
sis particular resulting from dynamic overload. 
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WINDMILL @ work

 
Wind Turbine Monitoring 
Wind Turbine Generators are becoming more prevalent due to the wind power source pro-
viding alternative electric energy.The initial costs have been reduced by the new designs of 2.5 
MWatt Wind Turbine Generators.It also has the advantage of providing local power in re-
mote locations without the need of costly power transmission lines.  
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SEE Technology Time Domain representation of Blade Passing Overload Generated Metal-to-Metal Contact.

SEE Technology Spectral Domain representation of Blade Passing Modulation of Third Shaft Gear Box running speed.

 
SEE Technology shows the overloaded blade passing characteristics in both Time and Fre-
quency Domain.The Time Interval between repetitive major peaks depicts the blade passing 
frequency ( 1.5 Hz ). The 17.5 Hz pattern is the 3 rd shaft gearbox speed.It indicates that the 
Torsional Dynamic Loading caused by the blades passing the tower, overloads the bearing on 
the third shaft of the gearbox.  
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Acceleration Enveloping shows Gear Mesh components with Side Bands representing the Gear Mesh interaction vibration pattern.

Acceleration Enveloping Time Domain shows mainly “NOISE PATTERN” of Gear Mesh components.

Acceleration  Enveloping shows Gear Mesh interaction

 
 
Acceleration Enveloping Time Domain shows mainly “NOISE PATTERN” of Gear Mesh 
components. Acceleration Enveloping shows Gear Mesh components with Side Bands repre-
senting the Gear Mesh interaction vibration pattern. 
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PROCESSING PROBLEMS
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Another problem arises from 
Averaging Processing specifically 

Synchronous Time domain Averaging 
whereby many systems show some 

NON-synchronous behavior like from 
Control Loop problems due to 
Dynamic Loading variation.

 
 

Another problem arises from Averaging Processing specifically Synchronous Time domain 
Averaging whereby many systems show some NON-synchronous behavior like from Control 
Loop problems due to Dynamic Loading variation. 
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NON SYNCHRONOUS 
BEHAVIOUR due to HEAVY 

loading of Paper Machine 
Press Nip
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Enveloping Measurement Trend Plot shows FELT problems 
and Result of Felt Steering minimizing the Excessive Vibration 

 
 

Trend Development of Press Nip Felt Optimized Felt Measurement showing minimizing Vi-
bration by means of Felt Steering. 
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Excessive FELT Vibrations leads to Control Loop Drive problems

after Steering

before Steering

 
Extreme BARRING phenomenon on Felt leads to instability of the driving process of the roll 
control loop. Steering of the felt minimizes the effects of the barring and the vibration shrinks 
to a acceptable level. 
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Excessive FELT Vibrations leads to Control Loop Drive problems

after Steering

before Steering

 
 

The spectrum representation of this Felt barring shows the Felt running speed harmonics 
modulated with the control loop “ hunting frequency”.  
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Better tools are required and we at 
SKF have developed some new tools 

that show significant Improvement in 
these applications.

 
Better tools are required and we at SKF have developed some new tools that show significant 
Improvement in these applications. 
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Better then throwing in one basket 
and relying on NEURAL Algorithms 

or Direct Vibration data Spectral 
Band Analysis decision based 

knowledge systems.

 
 

Better then throwing in one basket and relying on NEURAL Algorithms or Direct Vibration 
data Spectral Band Analysis decision based knowledge systems. 
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NEURAL Analysis and Direct FFT 
with Band Analysis have due to their 
linear transformation characteristic 

limited capabilities for optimal ‘signal 
source’ discrimination / separation 
and consequently recognition. Non-

Linear Energy Estimation by means of 
Enveloping is the optimal pre-

requisite for optimal trend following 
and prognostic capabilities.

 
NEURAL Analysis and Direct FFT with Band Analysis have due to their linear transforma-
tion characteristic limited capabilities for optimal ‘signal source’ discrimination / separation 
and consequently recognition. Non-Linear Energy Estimation by means of Enveloping is the 
optimal pre-requisite for optimal trend following and prognostic capabilities. 
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS
and

CAPABILITIES
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HAL & CTA are the beginning 
of a new era. It will allow for 

better total ASSET 
optimization.

 
 

HAL & CTA are the beginning of a new era. It will allow for better total ASSET optimization. 
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HAL

HAL example result of Bearing Outer Race Defect

 
 

HAL example result of a Rolling Element Bearing Outer Race Defect with Cage Modulation. 
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HAL

HAL example result of Bearing Outer Race Defect

 
HAL example result of a Rolling Element Bearing Outer Race Defect. 
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CTA
CTA example result of Gear Wheel  Anomaly

 
 

CTA application shows Gear-wheel Tooth defects. 
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CTA

CTA application shows Felt Barring Phenomenon

 
CTA application shows Felt Barring phenomenon. 
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CTATending Side Drive SideFELT Barring visualization

 
 

CTA application shows Felt Barring phenomenon on Drive and Tender side of Press Roll in 4 
th Press.. 
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FELT Barring Time Domain and  Spectrum Plots

Tending Side

Drive Side

 
Corresponding Time and Spectrum Domain plots of 4 th Press example on Tending and Drive 
Side. 
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BEARING  ( time animation ) example

 
 

Animation example. 
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End of LIFE good insight is given by 
measuring VELOCITY ( motion ) 
RCFA is best served by optimized  
Feature Extraction by Localized 

Energy Estimation like Enveloping & 
SEE

 
End of LIFE good insight is given by measuring VELOCITY ( motion )  
RCFA is best served by optimized  Feature Extraction by Localized Energy Estimation like 
Enveloping & SEE 
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Time Domain Analysis defect 
developments for optimized RCFA 
new , better tools like CTA & HAL 

gives discrimination capability even in 
cases of  instability were  no Averaging 

is allowed.

 
 

Time Domain Analysis defect developments for optimized RCFA new , better tools like CTA 
& HAL gives discrimination capability even in cases of  instability were  no Averaging is al-
lowed. 
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thanks

 
 

It is with the help of our different users in the world that we are able to bring these examples 
to your attention. I would like to thank all of them for their cooperation. 
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On-line Monitoring Improving Productivity in the whole Paper

Production Line – Practical Cases

Hannu Rautiainen

Manager, Customer Application Support

Metso Automation

Sensodec Products

Abstract

On-line monitoring systems have become a standard device in paper machines during last

twenty years. However there is still lot of unused potential within monitoring utilization,

especially when it is question about combining information from process data and monitoring

results. To achieve the best results, decision making should be based on compherensive

understanding of the information that is available.

On the next pages there are examples how the monitoring information has been utilized to

improve the productivity on some paper production lines.

1. Introduction

Productivity of a paper production line is a sum of many factors. Unexpected failures at any

process section may deteriorate the runnability of the whole line. Earlier it was normal to have

excessive capacity for some critical process sections. There are many production lines still

today in use where there are additional refiners just to ensure the runnability of the production

line in case of unexpected failures in the refiners. Or there has been built some extra capacity

at the supercalenders to be sure that all paper from paper machines can be handled without a

risc to get shutdowns at paper machines due to lack of tambour rolls.

Unexpected shutdowns are very expensive in paper industry. Biggest losses come from lost

production time, i.e. the time when production should have run but no sellable products were

made. When calculating the value of lost production, investment in some additional capacity
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may feel peanuts. However, in nowadays´ hard competition any additional investment in

excessive production capacity must be concidered carefully.

Demands on the reliability of the production machineries are growing among customers. On

the other hand it seems to be that machines will get more closed and protected so that

possibilities to see or hear something during production time is restricted. This leads to the

conclusion that there must be all the more various sensors inside the machinery to tell how the

various components in the process are running – and to give information to support the

decision making concerning maintenance tasks during planned shutdowns.

Besides the development of machineries, there happens all time some development also in the

field of runnability and condition monitoring. Technology development makes it possible to

offer new solutions to ensure productivity of a paper production line.

Some practical cases, as follows, will highlight the possibilities we have to support

customers´ aim to keep the productivity on a high level – or even to raise it on a new higher

level.

2. Bearing failure detected on a slowly rotating feeding screw with acustic emission

measurement

MA Sensodec has installed an acustic emission pilot in a paper mill in spring 2003 to test how

the measurement method developed will work in practice. Some weeks after pilot start-up

next could be stated:

• In early May occasional peaking was found in the AE signal of the Thune Press 2 drive

side.

• Eventually the peaking became regular and the frequency between amplitudes was very

close to the inner race fault frequency of the SKF-23032CCK / W33 bearing. The same

frequency could be seen also in the AE spectrum (Figure 1).

• The bearing fault could not be analyzed from the acceleration signal.
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Figure 1: Thune Press 2 DS, SMCA measurement. Signal and spectrum 0-100 Hz of

acceleration and AE envelope.

The bearing was changed in the summer shutdown based on acustic emission measurement

results. The inner race of the bearing had burnished from the rolling surface. There was also a

fine crack on the rolling surface.

Based on the marks found on the outer ring outer surface of the bearing, it has rotated slowly.

The 360º load mark on the rolling surface has been caused by the rotation of the outer ring.

Based on acceleration measurement results the change of bearing would not have been done.

3. Bearing problems at refiners

In the previous seminar in October 2000 there was an example where bearing problems were

stated in a refiner shaft package, but no evident reason for those problems were found at that

moment /1/.

 Problem was that a new bearing showed cage pulsation frequency from the beginning, as

seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Envelope spectra waterfall from a one week time period. Envelope spectrum shows

all the time cage frequencies and harmonics.

Problems at the refiner shaft package continued and got wider: mill had to change all together

7 shaft packages within 2 years.

Customer tried to find a solution to the problem together with all partners: machinery

supplier, bearing manufacturer and lubrication oil supplier.

Having discussed long enough, lubrication oil supplier stated that they had changed the oil

type - according to their understanding - to an oil with higher quality in these conditions. This

had been done without informing the customer. Also the oil had not been tested in the

temperature what is normal in the refiner bearings.

When this came up, customer demanded that oil must be changed to the type which was used

before. This has been done. Now life length of the bearings is normal again, as it was before

the first oil type change.

Condition monitoring system with vigilant users had an essential role in the problem

revealing and solution finding.
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4. Process originated vibrations at a refiner

In a refiner there are many process variables affecting the level of vibrations. When

interpreting the information from condition monitoring measurements, these process variables

must be considered to avoid misleading diagnoses. These process variables are also shown in

the condition monitoring history trends.

In the next case, bearing vibration showed an alarm in axial direction measurements on 8th

September. Increased vibration level could be felt and heared in the neighbourhood of the

refiner, too.

Figure 3. Spectrum showing the frequency 15.47 Hz highest.

The alarm was caused by the vibration at the frequency of 15.47 Hz (Figure 3). There was no

obvious mechanical reason for that frequency. It was assumed that the frequency was caused

by the process (steam build-up between the plates?).

Dilution water flow was increased in the conical part of the refiner on 15th September from

1.406 l/s to 1.571 l/s. Gap between the planar plates was opened at the same morning from

1.346 mm to 1.391 mm.
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Value of the vibration at 15.47 Hz decreased from the earlier level of 2 mm/s to the level of 1

mm/s. With this lower vibration level dynamic behaviour of the refiner was noticeably

smoother than before the process adjustments (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Vibration level increased on 8th September. Adjustments made in the process

parameters on 15th September helped to lower the vibration to the tolerable level.

5. Headbox screen plate partly stopped-up – pressure pulsation revealed the problem

In a paper machine headbox pressure pulsation was growing unbelieveably high within a short

time. Normal level was about 30-40 mbar, then the peaks growed to the level almost 2000

mbar. No one had an idea, what was the possible reason to the level change. Operators had

told that they had to increase headbox pressure to get stock enough on the wire. After some

time they made decision to open the headbox in a planned shutdown. Having done this, also

the reason for high pulsations was obvious: screen plate was partly stopped-up as seen in the

Figure 5.

According to the customer, in this case Sensodec 6S on-line monitoring was the only system

showing clear change and revealing the problem in the process.
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Figure 5. Partly stopped-up headbox screen plate.

6. Paper caliper variation – calender roll influence

Paper samples taken on 17th September 2002 from a paper machine had been anlysed in

Metso Paper Process Analyses group in Rautpohja. In the report there had been shown results

concerning caliper variations in machine direction. When comparing these results in Sensodec

6S paper signal analysis and machinery vibrations, there are two interesting frequencies

present.

In the frequency range 0 - 50 Hz highest variation is with frequency 9.57 Hz. When

looking at Sensodec 6S results, this is about the same frequency as the thermo rolls have in

the OptiLoad.

In the frequency range 0 - 200 Hz highest variation is with frequency 113.5 Hz,

corresponding about to 12th harmonic to the 9.52 Hz. So it is possible, that thermo roll

vibration 6 pulses/revolution might have caused this thickness variation.
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Caliper variation on 28th October, measured after OptiLoad, as seen in Sensodec 6S, is

shown in the Figure 6. Highest peak comes up with frequency 57.7 Hz which corresponds to

the 6th harmonics of thermo rolls. Speed at the calender was about 1585 m/min.

Figure 6. Spectrum of the thickness variation shown in Sensodec 6S measurements.

Frequency 57.7 Hz and the harmonics are highest.

Closer inspection of the 1:st press nip spectrum reveals, that frequency 57.95 Hz is present

there. Vibration level at this frequency is very low compared to other frequencies at the 1:st

press nip.

Situation is the same at the 2nd press: frequency 57.95 Hz is to be found in the spectrum, level

also here quite low compared to other frequencies.
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Conclusion concerning the situation on 28th October: First press has produced the

frequency about 58 Hz  caliper variation. The same frequency is present at the 2:nd press.

When thermo rolls at the calender happen to rotate so that 6th harmonic to the rotational

frequency of the rolls is about 58 Hz  this frequency in caliper variation has got amplified

in calender.

At that time there was a thermo roll in the calender stack, showing pulsations 5

times/revolution from the beginning. This of course gives vibration excitation and keeps up

certain base vibration on the whole stack. When this roll was taken out from the calender, also

the peaks corresponding to 6 times/thermo roll revolution vanished from paper thickness

variation. New thermo roll in the stack was running more smoothly than the earlier roll.

My interpretaion is as follows:

• Paper brought from the press thickness variation corresponding to 6th harmonic to

the thermo roll

• Thermo roll "with 5 corners" caused in the stack common vibration excitation

leading to that paper thickness variation 6 times/thermo roll revolution was

amplified in the calender

• New thermo roll runs more smoothly  less excitation   paper thickness

variation is not any longer amplified in the calender

7. Mechanical disturbance detected by paper quality measurements

At a paper machine there was disturbance with the paper formation. Production people were

not able to define the origin of the problems. After some days they made the decision to

change the forming roll in the wire section. Changing a forming roll in the wire section means

automatically that also the wire has to be changed  additional costs.

Before the planned shutdown condition monitoring people started to check formation

measurement results from Sensodec. The Sensodec formation spectrum showed two clear

peaks, frequencies 3.91 Hz and 7.83 Hz (Figure 7). Rotational frequency of wire suction roll

was 3.91 Hz.

So the conclusion was that source of the formation problems was wire suction roll instead of

forming roll that was planned to change.
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Figure 7. Formation variation spectrum in Sensodec 6S shows peaks at frequencies 3.91 Hz

and 7.83 Hz corresponding to the rotational frequency and the 2nd harmonic of the wire

suction roll.

Closer inspection of the wire suction roll during the planned shutdown revealed mucous

secretions in the roll. After cleaning of the roll machine was started and problems with

formation and runnability were over. This could be seen also in the Sensodec formation

measurement.

8. Felt originated vibrations at a center roll

Remote connections and remote support to the customers is an essentiel part of customer

application support work today. Next case is good example of this.

In connection to a contract based remote checking in October 2004 we noticed that the center

roll showed regular pulsation twelve times / revolution on front side as seen in the Figure 8.
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Figure 8. STA (synchronous time averaged) circle diagrams, signals and spectra from the

center roll in a paper machine. Front side shows regular pulsation, twelve times each

revolution.

Next question is: what is the reason for this pulsation? Has the roll got corrugated or is it

question about felt originated excitation? Or maybe some other outer excitation?

Answer will be shown with Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9. Vibrations of the center roll and 3rd press felt in the nip 3 at the press. Felt shows

highest barring with the frequency 63.3 Hz. This is exactly the same frequncy as 12 times

center roll rotational frequency.

Figure 9 shows that there are two components at the 3rd press showing the same vibration

frequency: the center roll and 3rd press felt. Next question is: which one is the origin of the

vibrations? Has roll got corrugated or is it question about felt barring?

Answer will be found in the Figure 10.
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Figure 10. STA spectrum waterfall display from the center roll front side.

In the Figure 10 there is waterfall display from the center roll front side STA spectrum. There

are 25 spectra stored once/day shown so that the oldest spectrum is on the top and the newest

at the bottom in the figure.

Center roll is the same in every spectrum. Empty space means a shutdown. During the

shutdown all press felts have been changed. Figure shows that 6 days after shutdown center

roll was running without any dominating frequency. From the 7th day after shutdown center

roll starts to show regular pulsation 12 times/revolution.

Based on experience and other measurement results (not shown here) in the monitoring

system it can be stated that the new 3rd press felt has got barring at the frequency that happens

to be exactly  equal to12 times center roll rotational frequency.

Having noticed this early enough, obviously the center roll itself has no corrugation yet.

What to do to get rid of that center roll pulsation?
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We called to the customer and told the situation. We recommended to try the next tasks to get

lowered the felt and center roll vibrations:

1. Felt adjustment (also known as felt cocking)

2. Changing the felt stretch

3. Changing the machine speed

Customer made the felt adjustment immediately. After half an hour we checked the situation

at the press. Center roll front side vibration with 12 times/revolution was still clear visible but

the amplitude had dropped to the half compared to earlier.

In May 2005 they still have the same center roll in machine without problems. It seems to be

in this machine that felt barring often is suitable to get the center roll 12th harmonic awake.

9. More efficient use of supercalenders

PM 2 at the UPM Kajaani mill was rebuilt in 1998, and the driving speed was raised to higher

level. As a result of this speed increase, the two supercalenders became a production

bottleneck for the entire line. Although the supercalenders were found to be in a good

mechanical condition, the vibration of the rolls and its effect on paper quality limited the

driving speed to a maximum of 750 m/min /2/.

In order to improve the runnability of the calenders, the production and predictive condition

monitoring personnel started intensified vibration monitoring at the end of the year 2003. An

on-line Sensodec 6S monitoring system was utilized for supercalender monitoring.

Monitoring enabled the rolls to be changed and ground at precisely the right moment.

As an example of the results, vibration level change at a roll has been shown in the Figure 11.

The maximum driving speed could be increased to 840 m/min, and tambour roll shortage

caused by roll changes has considerably decreased.
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Figure 11. Vibration trend of the paper roll in position 4 in SC 21. The vibration level has

clearly decreased since the intensified follow-up, which began on November 6, 2003.

10. Primary shaft bearing at a gearbox in a drying section

Condition monitoring showed alarm at a gearbox in drying section. Closer investigation

showed that in high frequency signal dominating pulsation was that one corresponding to

primary shaft bearings cage frequency, Figure 12.
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Figure 12. High frequency signal (0-10 kHz) shows pulsation almost 14 times in a second.

This corresponds to the cage frequency of the bearing, 13.71 Hz.

The same thing could be verified in 1000 Hz spectrum as also in envelope spectrum: there

were lot of harmonics to be found to the cage frequency.

Bearing was changed in the next planned shutdown and bearing failure could clearly be

stated. Also the outer ring had rotated in the bearing housing.

11. Conclusions

Nowadays, when a new paper production line will be planned, on-line condition and

runnability monitoring will be a standard device in the paper machine and calender. It is

commonly accepted fact that the payback time for the on-line monitoring system investement

in paper machines and celenders is short enough to justify investment in monitoring systems.
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As an example, a South American customer has calculated that the new Sensodec 6S

investement has payed itself in 8 months due to monitoring results and their effect on

maintenance costs and runnability efficiency.

However, there is still lot of potential to utilize monitoring systems more efficiently in paper

machines. Traditional condition monitoring is mainly well utilized in paper mills.

There is much potential to increase the utilization of runnability features, especially

measurements in stock approach and paper signals.

As some of the previous examples show, on-line monitoring systems are powerful tools also

outside papermachine. When planning a paper production line, investment in on-line

monitoring systems could be considered as an option instead of investing much more in

additional reserve capacity in certain possible process bottle necks – refiners to be mentioned

as an example.
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EH� PHDVXUHG� LQ� RUGHU� WR� PRQLWRU� WKH� RSHUDWLRQ� RI� WKH� K\GUDXOLF� V\VWHP�� 0DQ\� GLIIHUHQW�
FRQGLWLRQ�PRQLWRULQJ�PHWKRGV�KDYH�EHHQ�GHYHORSHG�WR�PRQLWRU�WKH�IXQFWLRQV�RI�VHUYR�YDOYHV��

%HIRUH�VHUYLFH� $IWHU�VHUYLFH�
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� � SDJH������

7KH� H[SHULHQFHV� DUH� D� ELW� FRQIXVHG�� 6RPH�PHWKRGV� DUH� UHDG\� DQG� LQ� XVH�� VRPH� QHHG�PRUH�
YHULILFDWLRQ�DQG� VRPH�DUH�QRW�ZRUNLQJ�DV�H[SHFWHG��2QH� LPSRUWDQW�REVHUYDWLRQ�RI� WKLV�KXJH�
GHYHORSPHQW�ZRUN�ZDV�WKDW�WKLV�NLQG�RI�ODUJH�FRQGLWLRQ�PRQLWRULQJ�V\VWHP�QHHGV�PDQ\�ZHOO�
HGXFDWHG�DQG�V\VWHP�RULHQWHG�SHRSOH�ZKR�DUH�SHUPDQHQWO\�GHYHORSLQJ�DQG�PDLQWDLQLQJ�LW��

����0RELOH�K\GUDXOLF�DSSOLFDWLRQV�
8QOLNH� LQGXVWULDO� K\GUDXOLFV��PRELOH� DSSOLFDWLRQV�KDYH� WUDGLWLRQDOO\�EHHQ� VXIIHULQJ�D� ODFN�RI�
VHQVRUV� GXH� WR� YHU\� KDUVK� RSHUDWLQJ� FRQGLWLRQV� DQG� KLJK� SUL]H� RI� VHQVRUV�� 7RGD\�� ZLWK�
GHYHORSHG� VHQVRUV� WHFKQRORJ\� DQG� ORZHUHG� SUL]HV� LW� KDV� EHFRPH� HDVLHU� WR� PRXQW� YDULRXV�
VHQVRUV�DOVR� LQ�PRELOH�V\VWHPV��)RU� WKLV�SDSHU��QR�H[WHQVLYH�ILHOG�H[SHULHQFHV�IRU�HVSHFLDOO\�
PRELOH� YDOYH� PRQLWRULQJ� DUH� \HW� LQ� KDQG�� +RZHYHU�� VRPH� RI� WKH� SUHVHQWHG� SURSRVDOV� IRU�
FRQGLWLRQ�PRQLWRULQJ�PHWKRGV� DUH� XQGHU� WHVWLQJ� DQG� WKHLU� DSSOLFDELOLW\� IRU� ILHOG� XVH�ZLOO� EH�
VHHQ��
�
���3URSRVDOV�IRU�YDOYH�FRQGLWLRQ�PRQLWRULQJ�PHWKRGV�
����2II�OLQH�PHWKRGV�
7\SLFDO�ODERUDWRU\�PHDVXUHPHQWV�DQG�VRPH�PHDVXUHPHQWV�GRQH�GXULQJ�VSHFLDO�WHVW�VHTXHQFH�
RI�PDFKLQHV�DUH�RIWHQ�XQGHUVWRRG�DV�RII�OLQH�PHWKRGV��

������/DERUDWRU\�PHDVXUHPHQWV�>�@�
3UHVVXUH�JDLQ�
7KH�FKDUDFWHULVWLFV�RI�WZR�VHUYR�YDOYHV�DUH�VWXGLHG�LQ�ODERUDWRU\�WHVW�V\VWHP��7KH�ILUVW�VHUYR�
YDOYH� ZDV� EUDQG� QHZ� DQG� WKH� VHFRQG� RQH� ZDV� UHPRYHG� IURP� WKH� LQGXVWULDO� $*&� V\VWHP�
EHFDXVH�LW�FDXVHG�D�V\VWHP�IDLOXUH��6WHS�UHVSRQVH��SUHVVXUH�JDLQ��IORZ�JDLQ��DQG�WKH�HIIHFW�RI�
DGGHG�FRQWDPLQDWLRQ�WR�WKH�IORZ�JDLQ�ZHUH�PHDVXUHG���
7KH�SUHVVXUH�JDLQ�LQ�7DEOH���ZDV�IRXQG�WR�EH�PRVW�VHQVLWLYH�SDUDPHWHU�RI�VHUYR�YDOYH�LQ�WKHVH�
ODERUDWRU\�PHDVXUHPHQWV�DQG�LW�LV�DOVR�YHU\�HDVLO\�SURJUDPPDEOH�IRU�DXWRPDWLF�PHDVXULQJ��
7DEOH���� 3UHVVXUH�JDLQ�YDOXHV�RI�WKH�VWXGLHG�VHUYR�YDOYHV��>�@�
� SV� ����EDU� SV� �����EDU� SV� �����EDU�
3UHVVXUH��JDLQ�.S�>�EDU��P$@��QHZ�YDOYH� ����� ����� �����
3UHVVXUH�JDLQ�.S�>�EDU��P$@��XVHG�YDOYH� ���� ���� ������
)URP� 7DEOH� �� LW� FDQ� EH� VHHQ� WKDW� SUHVVXUH� JDLQ� LV� GHFUHDVHG� VWURQJO\� LQ� WKH� XVHG� YDOYH�
FRPSDUHG�WR�WKH�QHZ�RQH��5HJDUGLQJ�WR�WKH�PDQXIDFWXUHU��WKH�SUHVVXUH�VKRXOG�LQFUHDVH�DERXW�
�����ZKHQ�WKH�FRQWURO�VLJQDO�LV�LQFUHDVHG������7KLV�UXOH�LV�HDVLO\�IXOILOOHG�LQ�WKH�QHZ�YDOYH�
EXW�WKH�XVHG�YDOYH�IXOILOV�LW�YHU\�QDUURZO\�QHDU�WKH�]HUR�SRLQW��7KH�IXOO�SUHVVXUH�LV�UHDFKHG�LQ�
WKH�QHZ�YDOYH�ZKHQ�WKH�FRQWURO�VLJQDO�LV�DERXW������,Q�WKH�FDVH�RI�WKH�XVHG�YDOYH�WKH�FRQWURO�
VLJQDO�LV�QHHGHG�WR�EH�ELJJHU�WKDQ�����RI�WKH�PD[LPXP�IRU�WKH�VDPH�SUHVVXUH�FKDQJH��
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� � SDJH������

5LVH�WLPH�DQG�IORZ�JDLQ�
$QRWKHU�UDWKHU�VHQVLWLYH�SDUDPHWHU�LV�WKH�ULVH�WLPH�RI�WKH�VSRRO��7DEOH���VKRZV�WKDW�ULVH�WLPH�
LQFUHDVHV� FOHDUO\� ���«������ZLWK�XVHG�YDOYH��7KH�XVHG� VSRRO� LV� VORZHU� WKDQ� WKH�QHZ�RQH��
+RZHYHU��IORZ�JDLQ�RI�XVHG�YDOYH�LV�LQFUHDVHG�WRR��EXW�QRW�VR�PXFK������������

7DEOH���� 6WHS�UHVSRQVH�DQG�IORZ�JDLQ�YDOXHV�RI�VWXGLHG�YDOYHV��>�@�
SV� ����EDU� SV� ����EDU� SV� �����EDU�

&RQWURO�GLUHFWLRQ�RI�YDOYH� �� �� �� �� �� ��
5LVH�WLPH�RI�WKH�VSRRO���������QHZ�YDOYH��>PV@� ���� ���� ���� �� ��� �����
5LVH�WLPH�RI�WKH�VSRRO���������XVHG�YDOYH��>PV@� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
)ORZ�JDLQ�.Y.T�>�O�PLQ��P$@��QHZ�YDOYH� ���� ����� �����
)ORZ�JDLQ�.Y.T�>�O�PLQ��P$@��XVHG�YDOYH� ���� ����� ������
7R� FDUU\� RXW� WKLV� NLQG� RI� PHDVXUHPHQWV� LQ� LQGXVWULDO� V\VWHP� DV� RQ�OLQH�� VRPH� H[WUD�
FRPSRQHQWV�DUH�QHHGHG��)RU�RQ�OLQH�PHDVXULQJ�RI�YDOYH�SUHVVXUH�JDLQ�WZR�HOHFWULFDOO\�GULYHQ�
VKXW�RII� YDOYHV� DQG� DW� OHDVW� RQH� SUHVVXUH� WUDQVGXFHU� DUH� QHHGHG�� 5HVSHFWLYHO\�� RQO\� RQH�
SRVLWLRQ�WUDQVGXFHU��HOHFWULFDO�IHHGEDFN�RI�VSRRO��LV�QHHGHG�IRU�PHDVXULQJ�WKH�ULVH�WLPH�RI�WKH�
YDOYH� VSRRO�� 7KDW�PDNHV� WKH� XVH� RI� ULVH� WLPH�PHDVXULQJ� RI� VSRRO� D� YHU\� SURPLVLQJ� RQ�OLQH�
PHWKRG��

�������7HVW�VHTXHQFH�PHDVXUHPHQWV�
,Q� RII�OLQH� WHVW� SURFHGXUHV� RQH� RSWLRQ� LV� WR� GULYH� D� FHUWDLQ� ZRUN� F\FOH� ZLWK� WKH�PRQLWRUHG�
V\VWHP��:KLOH� WKH�PDFKLQH� LV� QRW� LQ� SURILWDEOH�ZRUN�RU� LV� DW� LGOH� EHWZHHQ�ZRUN� URXWLQHV�� D�
SUHGHWHUPLQHG� DXWRPDWLF� WHVW� URXWLQH� FDQ� EH� GULYHQ� ZLWK� WKH� FRQWURO� YDOYHV�� 8VXDOO\� LW� LV�
IHDVLEOH�WR�GULYH�RQH�IXQFWLRQ�DW�WLPH�LQ�FDVH�WKHUH�DUH�PXOWLSOH�YDOYHV�SUHVHQW��,Q�WKLV�FDVH�WKH�
PDOIXQFWLRQLQJ� IXQFWLRQ� FDQ� EH� HIIHFWLYHO\� LVRODWHG� IURP� RWKHUV� DQG� ORFDWHG�� )URP� WKH�
PHDVXUHG� VLJQDOV� ULVH� WLPHV�� GHFD\� WLPHV�� SUHVVXUH� OHYHOV� HWF�� FDQ� EH� FDOFXODWHG� DQG�
FKDUDFWHULVWLF� YDOXHV� FDQ� EH� GHWHUPLQHG� DQG� VWRUHG� LQ� GDWDEDVH�� 7KHVH� NH\� ILJXUHV� FDQ� EH�
FRQWLQXRXVO\�FRPSDUHG�WR�SUHYLRXV�YDOXHV�DQG�WUHQGV�FDQ�EH�SORWWHG�IURP�WKH�ILJXUHV�WR�FODULI\�
WKH�RSHUDWLRQ�FDSDELOLW\�RI�WKH�V\VWHP��
7HVW� VHTXHQFHV� PD\� FRQWDLQ� VWHS� UHVSRQVHV�� TXDVL�VWDWLF� FRQWURO� UDPSV�� VLQH�ZDYH� FRQWURO��
ORDG�KROGLQJ�HWF��7HVW�VHTXHQFHV�DUH�WR�EH�WDLORU�PDGH�IRU�HDFK�DSSOLFDWLRQ�LQGLYLGXDOO\��
����2Q�OLQH�PHWKRGV�
$OO�NLQGV�RI�PHWKRGV� WKDW�FDQ�EH�XVHG�GXULQJ�QRUPDO�XVH�RI�PDFKLQH�ZLWKRXW�GLVWXUELQJ� LWV�
ZRUN�F\FOH�DUH�XQGHUVWRRG�DV�RQ�OLQH�PHWKRGV��

������5HDOL]DWLRQ�RI�FRQWURO�VLJQDO�
0RGHUQ�PDFKLQHV�RIWHQ�XWLOL]H�FRPSXWHU�DLGHG�FRQWURO� V\VWHP�DQG�&$1�EXV� IRU�FRQWUROOLQJ�
K\GUDXOLF�FRQWUROOLQJ�HOHPHQWV��H�J��YDOYHV���7KLV�PDNHV�LW�SRVVLEOH�WR�TXLWH�HDVLO\�LPSOHPHQW�
GLIIHUHQW�NLQGV�RI�PRQLWRULQJ�IXQFWLRQV�ZLWKLQ�FRQWUROOLQJ�DQG�IHHGEDFN�DOJRULWKPV��+RZHYHU�
WKLV� UHTXLUHV� VRPH� NLQG� RI� D� GDWD� DFTXLVLWLRQ� KDUGZDUH� DQG� VRIWZDUH�� 7RGD\� KRZHYHU��
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� � SDJH������

FRPSRQHQW�PDQXIDFWXUHUV�DUH� LQFUHDVLQJO\� LQWHJUDWLQJ�FRQGLWLRQ�PRQLWRULQJ� IHDWXUHV� LQ� WKHLU�
YDOYHV��ZKLFK�TXLWH�RIWHQ�LQFRUSRUDWH�RQ�ERDUG�HOHFWURQLFV���
2QH�RI�WKH�SURSRVHG�FRQGLWLRQ�PRQLWRULQJ�PHWKRGV�LV�WR�IROORZ�XS�KRZ�ZHOO�WKH�FRQWURO�VLJQDO�
LV� WUDQVIHUUHG� WR� WKH� DFWXDO� SK\VLFDO� TXDQWLW\�� L�H�� KRZ� ZHOO� WKH� LQSXW� VLJQDO� �H�J�� MR\VWLFN�
PRYHPHQW�� LV� UHDOL]HG� LQ� WKH� FRQWURO� SDWK� WR� WKH� SK\VLFDO� PRYHPHQW� �H�J�� VSHHG� RI� WKH�
F\OLQGHU����
7KH�FRQWURO�VLJQDO�RI�WKH�YDOYH�FDQ�EH�HDVLO\�PRQLWRUHG�DV�ZHOO�DV�RIWHQ�WKH�IHHGEDFN�FXUUHQW�
IURP� WKH� VROHQRLG� FDQ� EH� PRQLWRUHG� ZLWKRXW� DQ\� FRQVLGHUDEOH� HIIRUW�� ,Q� DGGLWLRQ�� SLORW�
SUHVVXUHV�FDQ�EH�PHDVXUHG� �LQ�FDVH�RI� WZR�VWDJH�YDOYHV��DV�ZHOO�DV� VSRRO�SRVLWLRQ�DQG� IORZ�
UDWH�WKURXJK�WKH�YDOYH�FDQ�EH�PRQLWRUHG��)LJ������
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)LJ������ &RQWURO�VLJQDO��&RQWURO�FXUUHQW��3LORW�SUHVVXUH��6SRRO�SRVLWLRQ�DQG�)ORZ�UDWH�LQ�FDVH�

RI�DQ�H[DPSOH�YDOYH��
0RQLWRULQJ�WKH�ZKROH�FRQWURO�SDWK�HQDEOHV�WKDW�LW�FDQ�EH�HDVLO\�GHWHFWHG�LQ�ZKLFK�SDUW�RI�WKH�
V\VWHP�WKH�SRVVLEOH�IDLOXUH�LV�HQFRXQWHUHG��7KH�SUREOHP�FDQ�EH�LVRODWHG�LQ�WKH�HOHFWULFDO�SDUW�
RI� WKH�YDOYH�� SLORW� VWDJH�RI� WKH�YDOYH�RU� LQ� WKH�PDLQ� VWDJH�RI� WKH�YDOYH��)RU� H[DPSOH�� LI� WKH�
FXUUHQW�LV�PRQLWRUHG�WR�EH�DOO�ULJKW�EXW�SLORW�SUHVVXUHV�DUH�QRW�LQ�RUGHU��WKH�SLORW�VWDJH�RI�WKH�
YDOYH�FDQ�EH�GLDJQRVHG�DV�IDXOW\��2Q�WKH�RWKHU�KDQG��LI�WKH�VSRRO�LV�QRW�PRYLQJ�HYHQ�WKRXJK�
SLORW�SUHVVXUHV�DUH�LQ�DFFHSWDEOH�OHYHO��WKH�PDLQ�VSRRO�LWVHOI�FRXOG�GLDJQRVHG�DV�IDXOW\���
0RQLWRULQJ� WKH� HQWLUH� FRQWURO� FKDLQ� UHTXLUHV� TXLWH� DQ� H[WHQVLYH� UHSHUWRLUH� RI� VHQVRUV��
0RXQWLQJ�RI�WKLV�DPRXQW�RI�VHQVRUV�LV�QRW�RIWHQ�SRVVLEOH�LQ�PDFKLQHU\��,Q�VWDWLRQDU\�DQG�YDVW�
LQGXVWULDO�DSSOLFDWLRQV��H�J��SDSHU�PDFKLQHV�RU�KRW�VWULS�PLOOV��VHQVRUV�FDQ�EH�PRXQWHG�PRUH�
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� � SDJH������

HDVLO\�EXW�HVSHFLDOO\�LQ�PRELOH�DSSOLFDWLRQV�DGGLWLRQDO�VHQVRUV�FDQ�EH�D�SUREOHPDWLF�LVVXH��7KLV�
LV�RIWHQ�GXH�WR�KDUVK�RSHUDWLQJ�FRQGLWLRQV��WHPSHUDWXUH��YLEUDWLRQV��KXPLGLW\�HWF���DQG�FRVW���
,Q� ORQJ� WHUP�FRQGLWLRQ�PRQLWRULQJ�RI�K\GUDXOLF�YDOYHV�� LW� LV� IHDVLEOH� WR�REVHUYH� WKH� WUHQG� LQ�
PHDVXUHG� VLJQDOV�� 6SHFLILF� FKDUDFWHULVWLF� QXPEHUV� FDQ� EH� FDOFXODWHG� IURP� WKH� PRQLWRUHG�
VLJQDOV��7KHVH�NH\�ILJXUHV�FDQ�EH�SORWWHG�LQ�LOOXVWUDWLYH�KLVWRJUDPV��)RU�H[DPSOH��WKH�FRQWURO�
FXUUHQW�YDOXHV�FDQ�EH�PRQLWRUHG�DQG�PHDQ�YDOXHV�IRU�D� WLPH�SHULRG��H�J��GD\��ZHHN��PRQWK��
FDQ�EH�FDOFXODWHG��)LJ������,I�WKH�PHDQ�YDOXHV�RI�FRQWURO�FXUUHQWV�WHQG�WR�ULVH�LQ�WKH�FRXUVH�RI�
WLPH�� RSHUDWRU� QHHGV� WR� WXUQ� PRUH� IRU� H[DPSOH� DQ� H[FDYDWRU¶V� EXFNHW� MR\VWLFN� WR� JHW� WKH�
GHVLUHG� VSHHG�� 7KLV� ZRXOG� WHOO� WKDW� WKH� HIILFLHQF\� RI� WKDW� SDUWLFXODU� IXQFWLRQ� LV� GHFUHDVHG��
7KHVH�NLQGV�RI�VORZO\�SURJUHVVLQJ�IDLOXUH�PRGHV�DUH�KDUG�WR�QRWLFH�E\�WKH�RSHUDWRU��GXH�WR�WKDW�
WKH�RSHUDWRU�DGDSWV�TXLWH�HDVLO\�WR�WKH�VORZO\�FKDQJLQJ�FRQGLWLRQV��
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�
)LJ����� 7UHQGV�LQ�FRQWURO�FXUUHQW�PHDQ�YDOXHV�ZLWK�WKUHH�GLIIHUHQW�IXQFWLRQV��
,Q�WKH�H[DPSOH��)LJ������WKUHH�GLIIHUHQW�IXQFWLRQV�DUH�PRQLWRUHG��,Q�ERRP�URWDWLRQ�IXQFWLRQ�WR�
OHIW� WKHUH� LV� D� QRWLFHDEOH� ULVH� LQ� WKH� WUHQG� RI� FRQWURO� FXUUHQW� RI� WKH� YDOYH� FRLO� VWDUWLQJ� IURP�
ZHHN����&HUWDLQ�DODUP�OLPLWV�FDQ�EH�SURJUDPPHG�WR�WKH�PDFKLQH�FRQWURO�V\VWHP�WR�VKRZ�WKH�
RSHUDWRU�WKDW�WKHUH�LV�D�IDLOXUH�LQ�D�VSHFLILF�IXQFWLRQ��7KLV�PHWKRG�UHTXLUHV�TXLWH�D�VLPLODU�ZRUN�
F\FOHV�IRU�D�FHUWDLQ�WLPH�SHULRG��)RU�H[DPSOH��FRQWURO�FXUUHQW�PHDQ�YDOXHV�LQ�DQ�H[FDYDWRU�FDQ�
EH�YHU\�GLIIHUHQW�LQ�D�GLWFK�GLJJLQJ�WKDQ�LQ�KRXVH�ZUHFNLQJ�ZRUN�VLWHV���
0RQLWRULQJ� WKH� WUHQG� LQ�PD[LPXP� SUHVVXUH� GXULQJ� D� WLPH� SHULRG�� WKH� GXH� RSHUDWLRQ� RI� WKH�
PD[LPXP� SUHVVXUH� UHOLHI� YDOYH� FDQ� EH� HYDOXDWHG�� 0RUHRYHU� HVSHFLDOO\� LQ� ORDG� VHQVLQJ�
V\VWHPV�� LI� WKH� PD[LPXP� SUHVVXUH� FDQ� EH� LVRODWHG� IRU� GLIIHUHQW� IXQFWLRQV�� WKH� SUREOHP� LV�
SRVVLEOH�WR�ORFDWH�WR�WKH�VSHFLILF�IXQFWLRQ��
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� � SDJH�������

������6LJQDO�DQDO\VLV�±�:DYHOHW�
0HDVXULQJ�GLIIHUHQW�VLJQDOV�IURP�D�YDOYH�DQG�VWXG\LQJ�WKHLU�EHKDYLRU�SURYLGH�PHDQV�WR�VWXG\�
WKH�RSHUDWLRQ�RI�WKH�FRPSRQHQW��+RZHYHU��WKH�QRQ�VWDWLRQDU\�DQG�QRLV\�RSHUDWLRQ�FRQGLWLRQV�
PDNH�WKH�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ�RI�PHDVXUHG�VLJQDOV�GLIILFXOW���
%\� SURFHVVLQJ� VLJQDOV� ZLWK� ZDYHOHW� DQDO\VLV� HYHQ� QRLV\�� VKRUW�WHUP�� DQG� QRQ�VWDWLRQDU\�
VLJQDOV� FDQ� EH� VWXGLHG�� :LWK� WKH� ZDYHOHW� DQDO\VLV� WKH� VLJQDO� LV� GHFRPSRVHG� WR� GLIIHUHQW�
IUHTXHQF\� EDQGV��1RLVH� IUHTXHQFLHV� FDQ� EH� HOLPLQDWHG� DQG� WKH� VLJQDO� FDQ� EH� UHFRQVWUXFWHG��
7KURXJK�DQDO\]LQJ�WKH�VLJQDOV�DQG�H[WUDFWLQJ�WKH�VHQVLWLYH�SDUDPHWHUV�UHODWHG�WR�VSHFLILF�IDXOWV�
WKH�GLDJQRVLV�RI�D�SURSRUWLRQDO�YDOYH�FDQ�EH�UHDOL]HG��
,Q�WKH�FDVH�RI�SURSRUWLRQDO�GLUHFWLRQDO�FRQWURO�YDOYHV��UHDVRQDEOH�VLJQDOV�WR�EH�DQDO\]HG�DUH�WKH�
FRQWURO�FXUUHQW��SRVLWLRQ�RI�WKH�VSRRO��DQG�WKH�SUHVVXUHV�DW�WKH�RXWOHW�SRUWV��)LJ�������,Q�
SURSRUWLRQDO�DQG�VHUYR�YDOYHV�D�GLWKHU�ULSSOH�LV�RIWHQ�XVHG�LQ�FRQWURO�FXUUHQW��'LWKHU�LV�XWLOL]HG�
WR�JHW�WKH�VSRRO�LQ�FRQWLQXRXV�PRYHPHQW�WR�SUHYHQW�VWLFNLQJ�DQG�WR�JHW�IDVW�UHVSRQVHV��2QH�RI�
WKH�VSHFLILF�IUHTXHQF\�EDQGV�LQ�ZDYHOHW�DQDO\VLV�WR�EH�VWXGLHG�LV�WKH�GLWKHU�IUHTXHQF\�RI�WKH�
FRQWURO�FXUUHQW���
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)LJ������ 'LWKHU� VLJQDO� ���+]�� VHHQ� LQ� FRQWURO� FXUUHQW�� SLORW� SUHVVXUH�� DQG� VSRRO� SRVLWLRQ��
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Abstract

It is today easy to calculate the oil film thickness and bearing life for smooth surfaces, but it is

something totally different if an estimation of the bearing life is needed when both particulate

contaminants and chemically active contaminants are present in the oil. To be able to predict

the  behavior  of  new machined  surfaces  it  is  necessary to  understand  the  lubrication  and

running-in process in detail  all  the way down to the asperity level,  and to understand and

control  the  bifurcation  between  successful  running-in  and  early  failure  of  the  contacting

surfaces.

Keywords:  Tribology,  lubrication,  viscosity,  traction,  contamination,  run-in,  surface

roughness, wear.

1  Introduction.

It is today reasonably easy to predict lubricant film thickness accurately, at least when the

surface roughness is much less than the lubricant film thickness and the lubricant properties as

well  as  the  lubricant  availability  is  known  for  the  different  positions  at  the  inlet  to  the

lubricated contact. 

It is something totally different if it is necessary to predict the system behavior over a long

lifetime. 

It is not known where the boundary between a successful application and a catastrophic failure

is located: How can the surfaces run-in in a stable mode without sudden failure? How can the
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run-in surfaces survive chemical and mechanical attacks from contaminants (gas, liquid and

solid) without changing the surfaces from the well run-in state? How can the materials below

the surfaces survive the mechanical stresses and diffusion of chemicals without changing over

time? How can the wear rate of the surfaces be maintained so low during its total lifetime that

not the geometry or load or stresses are changed in an unacceptable way?

All successful tribological applications today, where both lubrication and wear are present at

the same time, build on experience rather than only on theoretical knowledge. Only where

material  bulk properties determine the system behavior is it  today possible to do accurate

predictions without experimental verifications.

2  Lubrication and lubricant contamination

Elastohydrodynamically lubricated bearings have until recently shown the effect of running in.

The  surface  structure  is  changed  by  the  running,  and  if  the  changes  are  slow  and  well

controlled, the surfaces will run-in until they have become smooth enough not to wear any

more [1]. This light wear thus determines to a large extent the running conditions and the

functionality  of  the  surfaces  for  the  rest  of  their  lives.  If  the  forces,  stresses  and/or  the

generated temperatures are too large, the surface damage will increase the roughness. This

leads to higher local contact pressures between the asperities and thus to a progressively more

severe  contact  condition,  making the  surfaces  more  and more  rough while  the  wear  rate

remains high. There is thus a bifurcation point at which the surfaces can either run-in and

become smooth or become rougher and rougher depending on some small variation of one or

a few of the contact parameters. That bifurcation point, which is probably determined by the

properties  of  the  contact  materials  and the  local  pressure,  friction  coefficient  and  sliding

speed,  can not  be determined on theoretical  grounds today. The energy dissipation in  the

friction contact leads to increased temperatures and these temperature levels are determined

not only by the mechanical properties of the asperities and substrate but also by the thermal

properties, such as thermal conductivity, specific heat, and melting temperature at the applied

pressure. Besides the thermal and mechanical properties of the system, the chemistry of solid

surfaces, lubricants and particles present at the contact has a big influence on both the surfaces

and on the material  just  below the surfaces. For instance,  it  is  well  known that many oil

additives containing sulfur and phosphorus can prevent some damage at sliding contacts, but
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for rolling bearings running at elevated temperatures use of these additives leads to a very

large reduction in endurance life.

When the surface roughness is much larger than the oil film thickness which can possibly be

built up, a major part of the load on the contact will be carried by direct solid contact between

the asperity tops and the opposite  surface [2,3,4].  The reduced radius  of curvature of the

asperity contacts is usually very small. The local asperity contact pressures will thus be very

high, and plastic deformation takes place both as a result of the high normal pressure and as a

result  of  the  large  tangential  stresses.  These  are  caused  by tangential  motion  of  the  two

surfaces  relative to each other.  The  sharper  the contact  points  are,  the lower  is  the force

needed  to  reach  the  limit  for  plastic  deformation.  Thereby the  limit  for  break-up  of  the

protective oxide layers on the contacting surfaces is reached. The steeper the asperity slopes

are, the more difficult it is to generate a separating oil film. Therefore large asperity slopes are

bad for cooperating surfaces, both from a stress point of view and from a lubrication point of

view when the generated mean oil  film thickness is small  compared to the peak-to-valley

surface roughness. Only when the surface roughness slope is as low as the slope of a slider

bearing is it possible to build up oil films over the asperity tops using sliding velocities instead

of rolling velocities.

This can easily be seen in the lubrication of surfaces so heavily loaded that gross plastic flow

takes place. As long as the asperity slopes and heights are so large that plastic flow starts in

the asperities and the lubricant film cannot separate the surfaces, scuffing will take place even

at moderate or low loads and sliding speeds. On the other hand, if the asperity slopes are very

low, the pressure gradient built up in the contact is small and the lubricant film present on the

surfaces will not be broken through so easily. Very smooth surfaces having mirror finishes can

be plastically deformed by a hard sliding contact,  also with mirror finish, without causing

scuffing failure if there is boundary lubrication of the surfaces.  It seems as if the bonding

strength of the oily additives is enough to separate the slowly sliding surfaces from each other

as  long as the plastic  deformation does  not  increase the lubricated surface too much and

thereby decrease the layer thickness of the oily additive.

The  possibility  to  run-in  two  cooperating  surfaces,  even  in  clean  conditions,  is  strongly

dependent both on the material combination in the contacting bodies, the lubricant and the
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contact mechanics and kinematics. Already 1985 [5,6] two independent research groups in

China and Japan found that the best combination for elastohydrodynamic steel contacts to get

long life  was to make the contacting bodies as equal  as possible  in  hardness and surface

roughness, and to make the surfaces as smooth as possible. Ishibashi et al.[6] found that even

for mirror finish surfaces of different hardness the life was more than ten times shorter than

when both surfaces were soft. The hard mirror finish surface destroyed the soft surface. This

knowledge is not introduced in many applications yet, but it will dramatically increase bearing

life when it is. For hybrid bearings the situation is different. When silicon nitride elements are

combined with steel elements, the silicon nitride is so hard and wear resistant, that it has to be

extremely smooth not to work like a file on the other part. On the other hand will a smooth

rolling element smoothen the rings to give very good lubrication also for extremely thin oil

films.

Also when the surfaces and the lubricant  are correctly chosen to make it  possible for the

surfaces  to  run-in  and  build  up  a  separating lubricant  film,  this  can  be  prevented  by the

presence of particulate contaminants in the lubricant. The contaminant particles can rapidly

destroy a well-manufactured surface, making it so rough that it is impossible to separate the

surface asperities with a lubricant film. Even if the contaminant particles are quickly removed,

they cause irreparable  damage as soon as they are over-rolled by the elastohydrodynamic

contact. If plastic deformation of the surfaces occurs continuously, and is not stopped when

the surfaces are run in, continuous surface destruction will take place in one form or another.

It has the last 20 years become clear how much the contaminants in the lubricant, both solid

and liquid, can damage the working surfaces of a bearing or a gear [7,8,9,10]. Filtration levels

in lubricating systems have often let particles as large as 200 micrometers enter the lubricant

film between the working machine elements. As the lubricant film is of the order one or a

tenth of a micrometer, the contaminant particles squashed by the bearing surfaces can be 100

to 1000 times larger than the available oil film thickness. This large ratio between the size of

the particles and the available oil  film thickness makes it  possible even for relatively soft

materials, like soft plastic particles, to cause permanent deformation of steel surfaces. Solid

contaminant particles, when they are over-rolled, give rise to plastic deformation and high

stresses in the bearing surfaces in much the same way as high and steep surface roughness

peaks.  A bearing lubricated with contaminated oil  will  thus experience similar  stresses to
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those in a bearing manufactured with very rough surfaces. This automatically leads to a very

short life of the bearing compared to the life of a similar bearing lubricated with clean oil.

3  Surface roughness, wear and running in

The surface roughness  of  lubricated,  heavily loaded,  surfaces  is  normally described using

different statistical parameters, and these parameters are registered using different types of

instruments. This means that the description of the surface roughness is strongly dependent on

the measuring equipment and the roughness parameters chosen. In principle, there are two

different ways of measuring surface roughness: either the roughness is registered along a line

on the surface, or it is registered over the whole test area of the surface, at least point-wise or

line-wise. Both of these measuring techniques can use similar  ways to register the surface

roughness. The most commonly used method today is to slide a diamond with a certain tip

radius along the surface and measure the vertical motion of the diamond relative to the surface

being analyzed. This measurement can either be continuous or sampled at certain intervals.

Modern  instruments  normally  have  digital  registration  of  the  measured  values  and  the

measurements are made at certain distinct intervals. This means that the surface roughness can

be  registered  in  discrete  equidistant  points,  but  there  is  no  information  about  the  surface

between the registered points available for analysis. From the values measured point-wise it is

possible to construct a large number of parameters describing the surface in different ways.

The main problem for an engineer wanting to choose the optimum surface texture for a certain

application is that there is almost no correlation between the surface roughness parameters and

the way the surface works in a heavily loaded lubricated contact. The ability of an oil film to

separate surfaces is not easily correlated to any surface roughness parameters presently in use.

Independent of whether the surface roughness is measured using a diamond tip or a laser-

beam, continuously or point-wise, the measured values are used to define some roughness

parameters. The most straightforward roughness parameters describe the height variation from

point to point in different ways. The maximum height variation, the arithmetic mean surface

roughness and means of different powers of the surface roughness heights give information

about mean heights, slopes, and surface roughness curvatures. They can normally not be used

for a definition of how the surfaces will  behave in a lubricated contact if similar  surfaces

produced with the same type of method have not previously been functionally tested. This
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means that the surface roughness parameters used today, for instance, for production control,

cannot give information about how two surfaces having the same surface roughness parameter

value,  but  manufactured  with  different  methods,  will  perform  in  an  elastohydrodynamic

contact.

At the Japan International Tribology Conference in Nagoya 1990, Akamatsu et al.[11] showed

that not just the roughness parameters but also the structure of the surface was important for

the low film thickness behavior of the contacts. By having small pits in a very smooth top

surface they got better oil film formation and longer life for low lambda applications. The

same type of surfaces with features have since then been applied in different countries [12].

Tozaki et al.[13] showed that also the scoring limit  for a sliding contact was much higher

when the surface was grooved compared to when it was smooth. The possibility to remove the

wear debris and the local availability of lubricant was assumed to be the reason for that. In

1996 Ying and Hsu [14] experimentally showed that wear of their spherical model asperities

took place when the local asperity coefficient of friction was about 0.4. That level of friction

was thus high enough to shear off material during a single contact application. For an elastic

Hertzian contact, that friction level moves the maximum shear stress up to the surface and that

thin layer can then be sheared off. 

The surface slope determines how high the local pressure and shear stress gradients will be in

the steel surfaces loaded together if there is no lubricant film separating the surfaces. For low

oil film thickness,  the stress variation in the bearing surfaces will  be similar to the stress

variations in the dry contact [14], but when the lubricant film thickness is large compared to

the surface roughness  the  pressure  variations  will  be dampened.  The size  of  the pressure

variations,  introduced  by  the  surface  roughness  pattern  into  the  lubricant,  is  strongly

dependent on the ratio between the oil film thickness and the height of the surface roughness,

the wavelength of the surface roughness, the rheology of the lubricant and the sliding speed of

the lubricated surfaces. The combination of lubricant rheology, surface roughness size and

form, and motion of the surfaces, determines the behavior of the asperities and the risk of oil

film collapse. The main parameter determining the risk of breaking through the oil film at the

asperity tops is the local asperity contact pressure compared with the solidification pressure of

the lubricant at the local temperature. 
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4  Lubricant viscosity and viscosity-pressure coefficient

EHL calculations show that the macro-elastohydrodynamic oil film thickness is a function of

the viscosity in the inlet of the contact, the increase of the viscosity at elevated pressures, and

the surface velocities as well as the geometry and elastic properties of the lubricated surfaces.

The theory predicts  that  the elastohydrodynamic lubricant  film thickness is  approximately

proportional to the 0.7 power of the entrainment velocity multiplied with the viscosity of the

lubricant. The film thickness is also proportional to the square root of the viscosity-pressure

coefficient. 

Thus, the viscosity at ambient pressure multiplied with the viscosity-pressure coefficient gives

a good indication of the entrainment speed needed to obtain a certain oil film thickness. It also

means that both the viscosity and the viscosity-pressure coefficient have to be of a reasonably

large size  to  make it  possible  to  separate  the  lubricated  surfaces  from each  other  with  a

lubricant film. This explains why it is so difficult to build up a separating lubricant film for

water-based fluids, even when they are thickened to a very high viscosity at ambient pressure

and temperature. The viscosity-pressure coefficient is mainly governed by the bulk properties

of the base fluid and not  influenced very much by the low concentration,  high viscosity,

thickener additives. Thus, the viscosity-pressure coefficient is only slightly higher than for

pure water. When this fact is implemented into the Hamrock-Dowson formula for oil film

thickness,  for  instance,  the  result  shows that  it  is  impossible  to  build  up  a  thick  enough

lubricant film using the bulk properties of a water-based hydraulic fluid. It is necessary to rely

on other  properties of the emulsion,  like the surface energy of the solid surfaces and the

components of the mixture of the liquids. The behavior of the contact between each single oil

droplet and the lubricated surface will be important.

 Recently both experimental investigations and theoretical calculations have shown that the oil

film formation in a hard elastohydrodynamic contact is a little more complicated than what is

predicted  for  smooth  surfaces,  Newtonian  lubricant  behavior,  and  fully  flooded  lubricant

supply. Already 1981 Jacobson [15] experimentally showed that the non-Newtonian lubricant

behavior in the inlet to an elastohydrodynamic contact both influenced the traction properties

and the oil film build-up for the whole contact. Later Jacobson et al.[16,17] showed that the

influence  of  the  lubricant  behavior  was  even  stronger  for  rough  contacts.  For  typical

engineering surfaces with RMS roughness 0.18 micrometers, the viscosity needed to separate
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the surfaces  in  pure rolling or  pure  squeeze  motion  was  about  200 times  lower  than the

viscosity needed when the surfaces did slide 29 micrometers during the contact time. Kaneta

et al.[19] showed in a series of papers using interferometry  that the non-Newtonian behavior

had a large influence on the oil film form and also that the oil in the high pressure zone was

transported through the contact with the mean speed of the surfaces. Chevalier [20] explained

1996 theoretically/numerically that lubricant starvation in an EHL contact can be very local,

with dry band formation in rolling bearings. These bands can be only a fraction of a millimeter

wide and still  not become lubricated by the oil on the rest of the surfaces. The numerical

results showed that there was no transport of lubricant sideways in the high-pressure zone.

5  Traction properties

The traction force transmitted through a rolling-sliding elastohydrodynamic contact is mainly

a function of four different properties of the lubricated contact.  Those are viscosity of the

lubricant  in  ambient  conditions,  the  viscosity  increase  caused  by  the  local  pressure  and

temperature, the shear strength of the lubricant, and the solidification pressure of the lubricant

at that temperature compared to the local pressure in the oil film.

A high shear strength lubricant can give low friction if the shear rate is so low that the local

viscosity multiplied with the local shear rate is much lower than the shear strength of the

lubricant.  This  means  that  the  friction  in  a  contact  lubricated  with  a  high  shear  strength

lubricant can be rather low, provided that the sliding speed is low and the contact pressure is

much lower than the solidification pressure for the lubricant at that temperature. On the other

hand,  a  lubricant  with  a  rather  low  shear  strength-pressure  coefficient  can  give  a

comparatively high friction if the lubricant is stressed all the way to the limiting shear strength

of the fluid. This means that it is not sufficient to know contact pressure and shear strength of

the lubricant, the shear strain rate is also required to determine whether the viscous properties

or  the  solid-type  shear  strength  properties  of  the  lubricant  determine  the  traction  force

transmitted through the contact. The shear rates are the local ones over the peaks and valleys

in the roughness structure.

A simple  way to  get  information  about  the  traction properties  for  an elastohydrodynamic

contact is to multiply the viscosity-pressure coefficient of the lubricant with the maximum
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Hertzian pressure in the contact. If this product is larger than about 12-15, the sliding velocity

needed to reach the shear strength of the lubricant is very low, and the local shear strength has

to be taken into account.

The maximum possible shear stress in a lubricant is a function of the molecular structure and

the local  pressure,  but  only weakly dependent  on molecular  size.  Thus the  limiting  shear

strength of a lubricant is mostly governed by the type of lubricant molecule and how branched

and  elastic,  or  compact  and  stiff,  it  is.  It  is  not  very much  governed  by the  size  of  the

molecule.  Elastic  molecules  having a  large free  volume need higher  pressure  for  a  given

temperature to solidify compared to stiff compact molecules. At the same time it seems as if

stiff molecules, like naphthenes, when they are solidified by pressure,  increase their shear

strength fast, faster than the more elastic molecules like paraffins or polyalphaolefins. 

The Newtonian model  predicts  that the pressure build-up and the lubricant  film thickness

produced for smooth surfaces will be the same for pure rolling and pure sliding as long as the

sum of the surface speeds  is  constant.  As soon as the shear stress in  the lubricant  is  not

increasing  linearly with  an  increasing  shear  rate,  this  simple  model  cannot  be  used.  For

heavily-loaded elastohydrodynamic contacts, where the lubricant is compressed well into the

amorphous solid state, the sliding speed needed to reach the limiting shear strength in the

contact is virtually zero. This means that even a very low sliding speed between the contacting

surfaces  causes  the  lubricant  to  be  stressed  to  its  limit  and  very low transverse  pressure

gradients  caused by roughness  asperities  are  therefore  able  to  displace  the  lubricant  in  a

direction perpendicular to the sliding direction. High pressure chamber tests have shown that

sliding speeds of as little as 18 μm/s and as much as 3000 μm/s get the lubricants into a non-

Newtonian solid-like behavior with the same shear stress at both speed, when the pressure is

above the glass transition pressure.

6  Conclusions

Elastohydrodynamically lubricated hard surfaces can be separated by a continuous oil film and

are not  over-stressed under very ideal conditions. The surfaces must be made of a material

strong  enough  not  to  permanently  deform under  the  ideal  Hertzian  pressure  distribution,

which should be present if the surfaces were very smooth and well separated by a lubricant
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film.  If  the  surfaces  are  not  ideally  smooth,  the  stresses  caused  by the  asperity contacts

superimposed on the stresses from the macro-Hertzian lubricated contact, must stay within the

elastic limit for each and every point of the stressed material when the surfaces have run-in.

When the surfaces are new and not yet run-in, the stresses and strains in the material caused

by colliding asperities  induce  cracks  and residual  stresses  in  the  material  just  below the

surfaces. If the surface roughness is too large, the load-carrying capacity of the surface is very

small, because plastic flow under the surface protrusions will occur at a low load. This means

that  the  load  applied  during  the  running-in  period  has  to  be  extremely  low,  orders  of

magnitude lower than for well  run-in surfaces. This is  necessary for making sure that the

location  of  the  high  stress  areas  are  close  enough  to  the  surface  to  guarantee  that  wear

particles produced are smaller than the height of the surface asperities. With regard to high

loads acting on a rough surface, the maximum material stress under an asperity occurs much

deeper in the material than the height of the surface asperities. This automatically leads to a

roughening of the surfaces and their fast destruction because each particle produced has a high

probability of being larger than the height of the surface tops.

If the surfaces are well made from a strong enough material, the lubrication of the surfaces can

still  fail.  Depending  on  the  local  pressures  present  in  the  contact  compared  to  the

solidification pressure  (glass  transition  pressure)  of  the  lubricant  at  the  local  temperature,

different properties of the lubricant will dominate. For a lubricant consisting of stiff, compact

molecules, such as naphthenic molecules, low pressure and low compression is  needed to

push the oil  into the solid state.  This means that  a high traction force can be transmitted

through the lubricant film already at very low loads. It also means that even the very low

sliding  speeds  present  in  an  elastohydrodynamic  contact  will  produce  non-Newtonian

behavior and a very rapid increase in the side-flow of oil out from the highly pressurized areas

under the compressed asperities. In contrast, surfaces lubricated with an oil containing highly

elastic molecules can be stressed to a much higher level before a slight sliding speed will

produce non-Newtonian behavior. The pressure ratio can easily be as high as a factor of three

which means that the load ratio will be as high as a factor of twenty-seven at temperatures

around +40 degrees Celcius. This can make the difference between a successful application

and a complete failure.
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Abstract 

 

Early detection of fluctuations in operating conditions is important in maintaining smooth 

production in process industry. Detecting can be done with similar method as fault detection 

although the classes do not necessarily correspond to any fault. Case-based reasoning (CBR) 

is used for same purpose for finding out the solution to a new problem by remembering a 

previous similar situation. Model-based approaches, especially intelligent methods, provide 

useful extensions for these approaches. Linguistic equations (LE) are suitable for modelling 

multivariable nonlinear systems. Indicators have been built for several applications by 

combining LE models with fuzzy logic. The same methodology provides good results in 

detecting fluctuations of flavour ingredients in brewing, in predicting web break sensitivity in 

paper machines and in condition monitoring of machines. 

 

Keywords: Intelligent methods, case-based reasoning, fault diagnosis, condition monitoring, 

process industry 

 

1 Introduction 

Process industries face considerable control challenges, especially in the consistent production 

of high quality products, more efficient use of energy and raw materials, and stable operation 

in different conditions. Interactions between process variables and various time delays depend 

strongly on operating conditions and can dramatically limit the performance and even 

destabilise the closed loop system.  

 

The production growth of paper machines has been facilitated by the increase of the machine 

speed based on the improvement of existing paper machines and also the higher speed aims in 
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planning new machines. Different equipment solutions and selection of materials have 

improved wet end runnability and stability. When runnability is good the machine can be run 

at desired speed with the least possible amount of breaks. Figure 1 presents the main factors 

that are known to have effect on runnability of paper machine. Altogether the most important 

factor is to produce paper  with as good uniform quality as possible. In addition to this also 

the quality variations in machine and cross direction should be minimized. [1] 

 

Efficient use of fermentation vessels is crucial in brewing economy since fermentation is the 

most time consuming step in the production of beer. Fermentation with immobilized yeast 

brings about advantages compared with conventional processes, such as a very rapid process 

without interruptions in the production. Continuous fermentation requires fast and precise 

response to any changes in process conditions. [2] 

 
Fig. 1. Examples of the runnability factors in paper machines. 

 

Recognizing the most important machines for production and theirs appropriate health 

monitoring bring in considerable benefits through more operating time and fewer shutdowns. 

Early detection of fluctuations is important as overhaul before breakdown is in many cases 

more effective than run to failure method. Automatic fault detection provides more time to 

identify root causes when a system takes care of some routine tasks [3]. Measurable changes 

can happen e.g. in machines vibration, temperature, power consumption and number of 

particles in lubricant. Generally, vibration measurements are the most widely used methods. 

 

Detecting operating conditions can be done with similar method as fault detection although 

the classes do not necessarily correspond to any fault. Condition monitoring of typical 
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machines is quite well known area, but even there is no direct method to measure machines 

condition. Evident connection between vibration and machines health can be used for fault 

diagnosis. Advanced signal processing methods expose failures. Increasing number of 

measurement points and more demanding problems require automatic fault detection in 

condition monitoring. Fluctuations of flavour ingredients in beer are very sensitive but 

difficult to detect without model-based systems. Runnability analysis of a paper machine 

requires model-based approach because of its complexity. Final goal is to use these indicators 

in control. In small scale this has been done: can be a basis for indirect measurements to be 

used directly in control, e.g. fuel quality in lime kiln control [4] and water quality in water 

treatment [5].  

 

This paper presents a model-based methodology which extends case-based reasoning 

approach for detecting operating conditions. Test results for three different types of 

applications are summarised. 

2 Detecting operating conditions 

Fault diagnosis has been an area of strong theoretical development and industrial applications 

for several years. Various approaches have been studied and applied and they differ mostly in 

the following aspects [6]: 

• What sources of faults have been studied; sensors, actuators, controllers, control loops, 

process equipment, process parameters, operator-induced faults,  

• How the faults have been described; Boolean, quantitative, qualitative; static or 

dynamic; deterministic or stochastic and 

• What methods have been used in fault detection; testing against thresholds, pattern 

recognition, rule-based reasoning, etc. 

Functions and features can be realised with various methodologies, and there are also 

numerous ways to combine the overall system (Fig. 2).  

 

Fault diagnosis is in many cases essential to quality control and optimising the performance of 

the machinery. The fault detection problem is, in principle, a classification problem that 

classifies the state of the process to normal or faulty. This is based on thresholds, feature 

selection and classification and trend analysis. Fault localisation starts from the symptoms 

generated in the previous stage and it either reports fault causes to the operator or starts 
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automatically the corrective actions. In the first case, the importance of the man/machine 

interface must be, once again, emphasised. Actually this stage includes the defining of size, 

type, location and detection time of the fault in question. 

 

The frequency range of phenomena studied in fault detection varies tremendously; from 

milliseconds in vibration analysis to hours and days in analysing the slowly developing 

process faults. This sets different requirements for the system performance and computational 

efficiency in real-time situations. Also different methods are needed in data pre-processing. 

Vibration analysis uses spectral and correlation analysis to recognise the “fingerprints” of 

faults whereas regression analysis, moving averages or various trend indicators are used in 

revealing slowly developing faults. Especially for slow processes met in chemical, pulp and 

paper and biotechnical industries, temporal reasoning and trend analysis are very valuable 

tools to diagnose and control the process. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Building smart adaptive systems. 

 

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a problem solving paradigm for finding out the solution to a 

new problem by remembering a previous similar situation and by reusing information and 

knowledge of that situation [7]. In concise form CBR means reasoning by remembering [8]. 

In structural point of view CBR is a cyclical method that stresses reuse of solutions to similar 

problems, where solutions are maintained in carefully indexed memory [9]. 
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A classification of process phases of an activated sludge process can be done with self-

organising maps (SOM) and Sammon’s mapping if the raw data has sufficient quality [10]. 

Vehí and Mujica [11] used CBR, (SOM), and wavelet transforms (WT) for damage 

identification. They concluded that case-based reasoning can provide answers quickly. A 

CBR system searches its knowledge base for similar cases. Advantages of CBR system using 

SOM is that is resembles the human decision making process and does not need complete set 

of information to make a decision.  

3 Linguistic equations in case detection 

Linguistic equations provide a flexible environment for fault diagnosis applications: reasoning 

can be based on matrix equations or on the aggregated sets of linguistic relations obtained by 

solving the equations [12]. Fault diagnosis and intelligent analysers are combined in model-

based diagnostical process analysis (MDPA) [13]: the resulting systems can be used in 

various ways suitable for software sensors, risk analysis and detection of sensor failures.  

 

The basic idea of the linguistic equation (LE) methodology is the nonlinear scaling developed 

to extract meanings of variables from measurement signals. The scaling function scale the real 

values of variables to the range of [-2, +2] which combines normal operation [-1, +1] with 

handling of warnings and alarms. The scaling function contains two monotonously increasing 

functions: one for the values between -2 and 0, and one for the values between 0 and 2. Both 

expertise and data can be used in developing the mapping functions (membership definitions). 

Functions consist of two second-order polynomials, i.e. the scaled values, called linguistic 

levels Xj, are obtained by 
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where −
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ja  and +

jb  are coefficients of the polynomials, jc is real value 

corresponding to the linguistic value 0 and jx is the actual measured value. Parameters 
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)min( jx  and )max( jx are minimum and maximum values corresponding to the linguistic 

values –2 and 2. [14] 

 

Operating conditions can be detected with a Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) -type application 

with LE models and Fuzzy Logic (Fig. 3). Linguistic equation (LE) models are linear 

equations 

0
1

=+∑
=

ij

m

j
ji BXA ,          (2) 

where Xj is a linguistic level for the variable j, j=1...m. Each equation i has its own set of 

interaction coefficients Aij, j=1...m. The bias term Bi was introduced for fault diagnosis 

systems. Various fuzzy models can be represented by LE models, and neural networks and 

evolutionary computing can be used in tuning. Individual LE modules can be transformed to 

fuzzy rule-based systems. 

 
Fig. 3. The main issues in identification of operating situations. 

 

Fuzzy methods take care of the smooth transitions between the cases, and the degree of 

membership evaluated from the fuzziness of the equations. For each process case k, all the 

equations i, i=1,…,nk, are considered. If equation i is true according to Equation (2), the data 

point is on the model surface i of the process case k, and the degree of membership for that 

model is one. All deviations reduce this degree. In present systems, asymmetrical triangular or 

trapezoidal membership functions are used for evaluating the degree of membership.  
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The degree of membership for the process case k is evaluated by taking a weighted average 

from the degrees of membership of the individual equations. Equations can have different 

weight factors depending on the sensitivity of the equation for the case detection. The degree 

of membership of each web break category is generated from degrees of membership 

calculated for all the process cases included in the category. Again the weighted average 

method is used. In addition to this default method several other alternatives can be used. 

4 Applications 

The first level in detection of operating conditions is to find out if the process is in normal 

operation. The second level is to identify also some fault cases with specialised case models 

(Fig. 4). Degrees of membership for the activated cases can be used for estimating some 

process or product quality features.   

 
Fig. 4. Case-based detection of operating conditions. 

4.1 Continuous brewing 

A model-based system for detecting operating conditions in immobilized yeast fermentation 

process has been presented in [15]. The created LE models can be used for monitoring and 

diagnostics of fermentation and flavour formation. The model based on the first 250 day 

operates fairly well throughout the tests. Aroma analyses were performed for both reactors 

with from 3 to 5 days intervals. Aeriation and carbon dioxide were recorded with same time 

intervals. The data set contains totally 79 records for 19 variables. As additional tests were 

needed for modelling, three short test periods with wider range of flow were arranged. These 

tests also provided more material for model validation. 
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Some fluctuations of flavour ingredients were detected for only short time periods as the 

process was stable. Time span of these fluctuations was usually too short for development of 

specialised models. A more detailed model with seven equations for all the prereactor 

measurements indicates clear differences in the end of the test period. All the equations have 

there high fuzziness and the degree of membership for the model goes to very low values 

(Fig. 5). By creating grounds for prediction of quality factors the models increase options to 

control the product quality in different cases. The modular model library is expandable. 

 
Fig. 5. Normal model for continuous brewing. 

4.2 Condition monitoring  

Machine condition monitoring presented in [16] is based on models developed for normal 

operation and nine fault cases including rotor unbalance, bent shaft, misalignment and bearing 

faults. Five different rotation speeds between 900–1140 rpm were used and measurements 

were taken with seven separate accelerometers simultaneously in a test rig. Two sensors 

measured axial vibration and five accelerometers radial vibration in vertical direction. 
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Detecting deviations from the normal model is the first part of the fault diagnosis since the 

faults are not taking place so frequently. With the test rig it was also possible to develop 

models for different faults. The classification results of the experimental cases are very good 

and logical. As small unbalance didn’t cause much change in vibration signal, it is very close 

to normal state and small unbalance. Misalignment increases when moving from the class 5 to 

the class 7. As even very small faults are detected by a slight increase of membership, the 

results are very promising for early detection of faults.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Condition monitoring. 

4.3 Web break sensitivity  

The web break sensitivity stands for possibility of web to break, predicting the amount of 

breaks during one day.  The main area of interest in indicator development is the paper 

making process before the actual paper machine. This includes also the short circulation and 

the wet end of paper machine. In this area the paper making process is typically nonlinear 

with many and long delays, numerous process feedbacks at several levels, several closed 
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control loops, interactions between physical and chemical factors, and various unmeasurable 

factors. Delays and interactions change in time and with process conditions. [17] 

 

The development of the web break indicator has been carried out using actual measurements 

from the paper machine. The case data contains sets of 73 different measurements altogether 

on the time period of about 300 days. The data sets were classified into 9 categories, 

depending on how many breaks there were in one day: from no breaks to more than 9 breaks 

in a day. Using the information of break frequency example data sets were selected and later 

on these selected operating situations were modelled with linguistic equations. 

 

Testing of the web break sensitivity indicator has been going on simultaneously on-line and 

off-line. New versions have first been tested with simulator. If new version improved the 

performance, the latest version was installed for on-line testing. Two examples of the latest 

test results are presented in Figure 7. The actual breaks are presented as vertical lines in the 

figures. The thinner fraction line presents a calculated value for break sensitivity meaning the 

amount of breaks in one day based on actual web breaks. The thicker fraction line shows the 

variation on predicted break sensitivity presented as moving average of two hours. In addition 

to these an error value was calculated and this is presented in the lower part of the figures. 

Error in this presentation means simply the difference between real and predicted break 

sensitivity. Both of these testing periods took about 4 days. The horizontal axis presents time 

as minutes and vertical axis gives the web break sensitivity scaled between 0 and 1. 
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Fig. 7. Test results and error with web break sensitivity indicator in two test periods [17]. 
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5 Conclusions 

In immobilized yeast fermentation, fluctuations from the normal operation are detected to 

warn process operators. In condition monitoring, also the faults are identified since it is 

possible to perform tests for different faults with the test rig. In paper machine, the detected 

information of identified cases is used for predicting the break sensitivity of the paper web 

from process data.  As the analysis is based the same methodology in all these applications, 

monitoring of the machines can be combined with process data. Smooth operation and high 

quality of products is the main goal of all these applications, and this can be achieved by 

combining these indicators with process control in the same way as it has been done for 

smaller indicators used in lime kiln control and water treatment.  
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Remote Monitoring – Closer to Customer

Henry Mikkonen

Metso Paper Oy

Abstract

Today the majority of economical, technical and political journals or newspapers are writing

about changes in global economy. These changes are described by trendy concepts such as

globalisation, networking, information society, service society and knowledge sharing. No

doubt there is a historic change ongoing and new phenomena emerging. /1, 2/

It is possible to do a lot also in practical level so as to be prepared for the changes and to turn

the change into a possibility instead of a threat. New tools and operating practices are needed

also in traditional industries to maintain the technology advantage and competitive position in

the market. The use of new technologies such as remote monitoring will be one of the tools of

the future but changes in operating practices will also be required.

In this paper practical examples of remote monitoring will be discussed as part of the co-

operation between paper mill and machine supplier.

1. Introduction to Remote Monitoring

Industrial processes are constantly evolving to become more optimised and more automated.

The aim is to gain competitive advantage by running the most effective machinery. The

disadvantage is that these state-of-the-art processes are often sensitive to exceptions and

require constant follow-up and high level of expertise in tuning and maintaining. Remote

Monitoring is one of the modern solutions of a machinery supplier for bringing the necessary

expert support closer to the machine operators and servicing its customers better.
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The need for remote monitoring and communication from the distance has become more and

more clear during the first few years of the millennium. First of all, both machine owners and

suppliers are greater in size and operating more globally than before and it seems quite

evident that in the future the globalisation and consolidation development will continue also

in traditional industries. /1, 2/

Today, for instance, paper mills are located around the globe close to their customers and

sources of raw materials. Because of the rapid development of machinery and processes it is

evident that the local operators or maintenance personnel cannot be experts in all the

machinery and processes at mill. Due to the strong competition, all mills would like to have

the best possible resources supporting them in production related issues when needed. In

many cases the supplier may globally have only a handful of experts that are able to solve a

specific problem in a reasonable time. The possibility of utilising these modern tools is a good

solution for finding and employing right expertise to secure seamless production.

Recent development in ICT technology has generated a lot of ideas and potential solutions in

the field of remote monitoring and diagnostics. In practice very few of them have proved to be

successful. Moreover, industrial conditions have often caused unexpected difficulties to the

utilisation of the new technologies. Today there is steady development in the area but the

expectations are now on a more practical level as the hype around the issue has calmed down.

2. Remote Monitoring Services Today – What?

Metso Paper has actively been developing solutions for supporting customers from the

distance for almost two decades now. The ideas, needs and challenges have changed

significantly during the years. A schematic overview of the full scope of remote solutions for

a paper mill is illustrated in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Full scope remote monitoring concept

The production line at mill is equipped with a number of different sensors, field instruments

as well as control, automation and other systems that are constantly producing a significant

amount of data. A remote support link is opened between these sources of data and the remote

diagnostics hub located at supplier premises. This hub is connected to a network of experts

with an access to supplier databases containing for example supplier specific design and

benchmarking data /4/. Finally, if needed, the connection can be taken from the control room

of the mill or from the supplier hub to a person at the mill who can personally go to the site.

There is still a lot to do in developing practical mobile solutions for the industrial conditions

even though the connection can be done already today in many different ways/5, 6/. In

practice the most useful mobile tool today is still cellular phone.

The full scope remote monitoring system is fully functional when, first, there is a solution for

connecting all these four players with the remote connections and, second, when these

connections are fast, safe, reliable and cost effective.

Today there is the technology for completing the full scope remote monitoring system, but the

costs of implementation are still reasonably high. Therefore the necessary solution can be

classified as cost effective only in a limited number of applications. However, the main
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limiting factor is not the technology, but rather the capability of people to learn to utilise the

technology and especially to learn and adapt the operating practices that are needed to

effectively benefit from these new tools. Naturally the development in technology is also

important for the future of advancing utilisation of remote monitoring. Especially the usability

of the tools and the costs of system integration should be made more attractive.

The idea of being able to see and analyse data from the distant is nothing new. The

technology enabling remote monitoring has been developing rapidly but for more than two

decades it has been possible for example to utilise remote data transfer. It can be said that the

practical implementation of these evolving possibilities in industrial applications has been

much more complicated than the utilisation of the same technology in consumer applications.

That is because the business requires extremely high standards of security and availability of

all systems that are related to production. Based on the practical experiences, there are some

examples listed below that have been challenging during the last few years:

- Data transfer technologies, for example the speed and reliability of connections

- Usability of connections and tools, need for special IT expertise to open connections

- Data confidentiality and ownership issues

- Data security and virus detection issues

- Liability issues and legal terms in general in agreements

- Compliance with new competition rules

In general it can be said that the major challenges have been solved and that the maturity of

the technology is now in the level where remote monitoring is applicable as a practical tool.

3. Remote Monitoring - Why?

Remote connection is a tool for adding new elements to the interaction between mill and a

machine supplier. The effective utilisation of these connections can offer significant benefits

to both parties by providing a natural channel for intensive communication. However it has to

be understood that remote connection in itself rarely generates any significant benefits if the

operating processes and practices are not tuned to utilise the new services it allows /3/. In

practice the best solution can be achieved when the whole process including remote services

and local actions are in line and organised to complement each other.
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It can be said that the personnel at mill have the best knowledge of the requirements of the

end product, production process and specific environmental factors at their site. The machine

supplier on the other hand has the fundamental know-how about the design and technology

parameters of machinery and the data of the performance of numerous similar machines in

other applications. Briefly it can be said that the fundamental aim for the remote connections

is to combine the expertise of the mill and the machine supplier. To effectively utilise the

potential that these new solutions enable requires close co-operation and trust between the two

parties.

The typical set-up of remote monitoring agreement in paper industry includes regular follow-

up, reporting, automatic alarming and troubleshooting possibilities. In figure 2 there is an

example of remote monitoring as a link between daily maintenance tasks at mill and

scheduled special services by OEM suppliers.

Time

Remote monitoring

Tests, audits

Special service packages

Daily maintenance

Figure 2. Remote monitoring provides valuable data for optimising maintenance actions

4. Remote Monitoring Solutions – How?

The optimum solution for remote support depends on several factors that affect the amount

and quality of the data to be transferred through remote connections. These factors can be

described by questions such as what kind of data is needed, what the needed data is used for,

who needs the data, what is the required response time etc. In figure 3 there is a schematic

drawing showing an example of different options that are in use in paper industry.
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Figure 3. Communication channel varies depending on the nature of data and the needs.

a) Personal communication is important part of the co-operation. Traditionally remote

personal communication has been arranged by using telephones and lately by cellular

phones. Today videoconferences and meetings through the Internet have become more

and more important tools for communication. It is very important to understand that

personal contacts will remain one of the key elements of co-operation also in the future.

b) Information sharing here means that there is a need to share data that has already been

processed into a format that is useful information to personnel. In practice this data can be

reports, drawings, instructions for operation or maintenance etc. Email is nowadays the

most popular way of sharing information, but for archiving purposes it is not the most

suitable one. Modern tools today include different Extranet portals, usually with

personalised work desks or other necessary applications according to the needs.

c) Data transfer here refers to transferring actual data that in general is bytes that move

between computers. The nature and source of the data can vary depending on application

and direction of data flow. The data can for example be measurement data from condition

monitoring system, or it can be control parameters or some other production related

values. In general the aim is not to take any control actions for machines from using

remote communications. However, it may be necessary to send for instance requests of

additional data when exceptions are detected. In some cases it may also be useful to tune

alarm limits. This link is the most demanding with the respect of data transfer speed,

confidentiality and reliability.

Mill persons

Mill systems

Machine

Supplier
persons

Supplier
systems

        Information sharing

      Data transfer

Personal
communication

      Data collection
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d) Data collection is a separate object here. In most cases, the data that already exists at the

mill systems is sufficient, but in some cases, additional data collection or data processing

equipment needs to be installed in the mill.

5. Practical Applications of Remote Monitoring

Today remote connections are in use in a number of different applications. In this chapter two

different applications will be discussed in more detail.

5.1 Case 1:  Shoepress Monitoring

An example of a tailored remote service package developed for one of the most critical

components of a paper making line is Shoepress remote monitoring. Shoepress is a

complicated high technology component of a press section of a paper machine. It is geared for

providing an essentially higher pressure impulse to the web than that of the traditional roll

press, while using a lower maximum pressure. The trade name for Metso shoepress is

SymBelt. It is also a critical component causing long shutdown and expensive repair costs if it

is allowed to break.

In figure 4 there is a schematic operating model of the typical scope of SymBelt remote

monitoring agreement.

Continuous data
collection

Data storage and
processing

Analysis and
recommendations

Report storage
and delivery

Report review
and action plan

Remote Diagnostics
server in Metso

Secure data
transfer

Report
compilation

Actions
on site

Immediate
troubleshooting

Figure 4. Operating model for SymBelt Monitoring
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The remote monitoring of SymBelt condition is based on continuous data collection. The

system includes historian database connected to a control system for data storing. Necessary

analysing and reporting tools are installed to the server to perform pre-processing of the data

and to activate alarming functions if needed. Pre-processed data is then transferred through

firewalls at both ends by using secure VPN based data connection to the remote diagnostics

server at Metso network. Experts will analyse the data according to agreed schedule and

compile a report to be delivered to customer typically by extranet portal or by email. The

report will be reviewed together with customer and necessary actions planned jointly. If

something exceptional happens, an alarm will be triggered and a message sent to both

customer and Metso specialists by SMS or email as agreed. Immediate actions will take place

to solve the exceptional situation.

In a basic set-up for the analysis the total number of 168 measurements will be taken from

automation system of which 111 measurements 1/s and 57 measurements 1/min. The data is

processed in five analysis groups to provide raw data for the specialists to analyse the

following five functions:

• The operationality of the oil removal

• The realisation of the shoe lubrication

• The condition of the loading valves

• The condition of the belt’s head moving/tensioning cylinders

• The realisation and distribution of the linear load

The report with detailed recommendations will be sent to customer typically on a monthly

basis. In most cases it is possible to include other analyses depending on the machine set-up

and level of instrumentation. These other analyses include:

• The closure of the nip

• Start-up problems (from interlocking)

• The condition of loading cylinders (requires additional sensors)

• Shoe press vibrations (requires condition monitoring system)

• Oil analyses (requires oil analyser)

• The condition of the belt (requires belt condition monitoring system)

In only a short time these analyses have revealed several problems that could have resulted in

significant costs and production losses.
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• Jamming of drive side belt tensioning head was detected. As a result the corrective

actions were started immediately and the premature unplanned belt change could be

avoided.

• Increasing pressure vibrations were detected. It was estimated that effects may be seen

soon in paper quality. Immediate remote problem solving actions were started to

reveal root cause. Finally after intensive remote and on-site studies a faulty pressure

controller and a faulty control valve were found and changed. The effect of pressure

vibrations was eliminated before production problems occurred.

• It was discovered that the pressure difference between control valve and comparison

pressure transmitter at Z2 zone was increasing exponentially. Continuous follow-up of

the pressure difference was started and customer was given instructions to schedule

corrective actions for the next planned shut down. The problem was corrected without

any additional down time.

5.2 Case 2:  Speed Increase of a Paper Machine

Another example of the possibilities of remote monitoring is the teamwork through remote

connections during the speed increase of a Paper Machine. In the fall of 2002, the PM8 base

paper machine at UPM's Kymi Paper Mill in Kuusankoski, Finland ran at an average speed of

1541 m/min for more than 24 hours, setting a new world record for freesheet fine paper

machines. The new record was a result of a joint effort with customer and supplier special

experts. /7/

When the speed of a paper machine is increased, there are always challenges and exceptions

to be expected even though careful pre-planning has been done. The reason for speed increase

being so complicated is the fact that it cannot be anticipated where the exceptional situations

will occur and what kind of expertise may be needed to solve the problem. Therefore a lot of

personnel is needed at the site and it often takes a long process to solve all occurring

problems.

In this case the majority of delivery came form Metso including modern control and

automation systems that enabled good support possibilities through remote connections. The
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idea was to connect different supplying units to the mill to monitor the process and to support

the mill personnel in setting new control parameters during the speed trial. In practice the

control and monitoring systems were securely opened to Metso's network for different

specialists in units to analyse. During the speed increase period there were specialists

connected to the mill form several units: Process, machine controls and design specialists

from Jyväskylä, Vibration specialists from Kajaani and Automation specialists from Tampere.

As a result of this teamwork the world record was made. Additionally, the on-line remote

diagnostics connection has significantly improved detecting and solving problems /7/.

6 Summary

Remote monitoring today is a practical tool in maintaining, developing and optimising

complicated processes. It is a tool for joining expertise of different areas to solve challenges

and a way of sharing data, information and knowledge. The practical solutions vary

depending on the needs. Remote monitoring, local actions and personal communication

should be in balance complementing each other and aiming at the same goal.

Today the technology for remote monitoring is available for a number of practical

applications. However, in many cases the costs may be high compared to benefits.

The development of technology will enable easier implementation and more cost-effective

solutions for remote monitoring in the future.

The main focus however will be in the development of service content and operating

practices. The success in these issues will define how widely remote solutions will be used in

the future.
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Abstract 

 

 This paper presents a computer-supported method for modeling and analyzing product’s 

and system’s failure logic.  The developed method is one of the main results from a nine-year 

research project, which was completed in February 2005 and carried out by Tampere 

University of Technology.  

 The applicability of the developed methods and software has been tested in the 

companies, which have been involved in the research project.  The participating companies 

are both manufacturers and users in metal, energy, process and electronics industries. Their 

products and systems have to respond to high safety and reliability demands.  Most of the 

participating companies have started to apply the proposed method and software for modeling 

and analysis of failure logic for their products and systems.  The application of the method 

forces experts to identify all potential component hardware failures, human errors, possible 

disturbances and deviations in the process, and environmental conditions related to the 

selected TOP-event.  Based on experience, and with the help of the methods, it is possible to 

find out those problem areas of the design stage, which can delay product development and/or 

reduce safety and reliability. 

 

1.  Introduction 

 

 Modeling and analysis of failure logic form a foundation for quantitative investigation 

of the reliability, safety and risks related to a design entity.  The general term “entity” or 

“design entity” can stand for function, system, equipment, mechanism, or any kind of part. 
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 In the developed method failure logic is divided into two types of trees; a “cause tree” 

and “consequence tree”.  The cause tree consists of such (well-defined) causes and 

interconnected causalities that can lead to the occurrence of a TOP-event.  Thus, a cause tree 

structure forms a basis for a failure logic model of the design entity in question.  The 

consequence tree again describes the possible chains of consequences initiated from a TOP-

event.  A consequence may further cause other consequences, either exclusively or 

independently.  Finally, a combination of cause trees and a consequence tree, illustrated in 

Figure 1, will be called a “cause-consequence tree”.  A cause-consequence tree may for 

example contain several separate chains of events that lead to the same consequence. (Note 

the chains to consequences 1 and 2 in Figure 1.)  
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tion 11
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tion 16
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Cause 
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Cause 
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Cause 
tree

Cause 
tree  

Figure 1.  Cause-consequence Structure 

 

 The cause tree model is used to define the occurrence of the TOP-event, from which the 

consequences to be studied originate.  Conditional relations between consequences may also 

be modeled precisely by using cause trees.  The developed method can further describe 

relations and shared causes between cause and consequence structures.  The consequence tree 

does not offer any additional logical structure, but it makes it possible to model such 

consequences, which have conditional relations to the cause tree structures.  It is also possible 

to model and analyze several TOP-events simultaneously.  
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 For the analysis of causes and consequences of failures, the root cause probabilities and 

the gate probabilities are first estimated, and then the modeled failure logic is analyzed 

through stochastic simulation.  The developed method is simple enough to be applicable also 

for the analysis of very large models.  Notwithstanding, it is still capable to produce exact and 

useful results.  

 

 The structure of the paper is the following:  In section 2, the developed cause tree model 

is introduced, and in section 3 the developed method for modeling and analyzing a 

consequence tree is presented. 

 

2.  The Cause Tree Model 

 

2.1.  The Gate Model  

 

 An event alone or together with other events can cause a new event.  In other words, the 

state of an input event is either x = 1 (occurring, true), or x = 0 (not occurring, false), and the 

equivalent state of the gate (or gate event) is determined with a partly logical and partly 

stochastic mechanism.  The gate mechanism will be characterized by giving the data column 

 

( 1 2, , , , , , , T
nG a b p C C C… )       (1) 

 

G ID-number of the gate (event), positive integer 

a, b Logic parameters, 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n, integers 

p Conditional probability, 0 < p ≤ 1  

| Ci | ID-number of input (event), i = 1, 2,…, n 

Ci<0 Input (i) is first negated (NOT operator). 

 

 The state of a gate (gate event) G is a random variable depending on the states of the 

input events:  

 

( ) (
1

0
i

n

G iC
i

)x a x C b U
=

⎛ p⎞= Φ ≤ −Φ < ≤ ⋅Φ ≤⎜
⎝ ⎠

∑ ⎟       (2) 
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 where U is a random variate from the uniform distribution on the unit interval, and the 

truth function Φ (“statement”) equals 1 if “statement” is true, and otherwise 0.  Shortly:  The 

logic of the gate is true, if at least a, and at most b of the inputs are true.  If so, the gate event 

is true with probability p.  

 Example.  The gate  in Figure 2 is an example of a non-monotonic   

(-3) and stochastic (0.9) gate.  The variety generation formula (2) takes now the form: 

(8,1,2,0.9,1, 3,4 T− )

( )( ) ( )8 1 3 41 1 2 0x x x x U= Φ ≤ + − + ≤ ⋅Φ ≤ .9 . 

 

                 

Gate
ID  = 8
p  = 0.9

a  = 1    b = 2 

Cause
ID  = 1 Cause

ID  = 3

Cause
ID  = 4

NOT

 
                  Figure 2.  A gate. 

 

 By varying the parameters a, b, p, and by using the NOT operator (Ci<0), it is possible 

to model logically complicated and stochastic gates.  For example, “inhibit” structure [1] is 

embedded in our gate model by definition.  The probability of the conditional event is just the 

model parameter p < 1 (e.g. gate 8 in fig.2).  Further, by choosing a = b in our model we have 

a natural generalization of the XOR (exclusive-OR) gate.  The normal logical XOR gate [2] 

corresponds of course to the stronger choice a = b = 1, p = 1.  The following table lists the 

simplest gate types. 

 

Type of gate a b p 

OR 1 n 1 

AND n n 1 

Voting, k/n (0≤k≤n) k n 1 

Generalized Inhibit a b <1 

Generalized XOR (1≤k<n) k k 1 
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2.2.  Cause Tree Structure 

 

 A cause tree is a net of events, where the causally directed connections between the 

events are assumed not to alter from time to time.  The mechanism of the occurrence of a gate 

event was defined in section 2.1.  If an event is not an input to any gate, it is called a TOP-

event.  If an event has no inputs, it is called a root cause (or basic event).  If wanted, a root 

cause can also be interpreted as a gate, whose logic is always true: a=0, b=∞. 

 

 Example.  Different sequences of two causes can be modeled to have different 

consequences, Figure 3.  Observe the Priority-AND structures. 

 

Cause
ID  = 1

Cause
ID  = 2

Condition 
1 before 2

ID  = 3

Sequence 1 before 2
ID  = 10
p  = 1

a  = 3   b  = 3       

TOP
ID  = 30
p  = 1

a  = 1   b = 1 

Sequence 2 before 1
ID  = 20
p  = 0.8

a  = 3   b  = 3       

NOT

 
Figure 3.  A cause tree with Priority-AND gates 

 

 A cause tree can be fully expressed with a structure matrix as follows.  Each column of 

the matrix is the data column of a gate (1).  For example, a structure matrix of the cause tree 

in Figure 3 is  

1

2

3

G 10 20 30
a 3 3 1
b 3 3 1
p 1 0.8 1
C 1 1 10
C 2 2 20
C 3 3

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦

⎥
⎥ .      (3) 
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 The order of columns is sufficiently determined by the following principle:  If a gate is 

an input to another gate, then its column is located to the left.  The simulation of the tree 

proceeds in the matrix from left to right, so the inputs of a gate are always generated before 

the gate itself.  In other words, the simulation order will not contradict the chronological 

order.  

 

2.3.  Construction of cause tree graphic  

 

 During the research project, we have developed the Event Logic Modeling and Analysis 

Software (ELMAS) tool.  After the identification of the events related to the TOP-event, 

experts examine the generated event list one by one and indicate the event’s cause and 

consequence connections with the other events.  Based on the expert’s decisions, ELMAS 

draws the logic diagram on the screen.  The same cause can occur in many places in the logic.  

On the computer screen the expert can drag and drop the events in to the right position based 

on his/her best understanding of the logic.  If the event is moved so that it leads to a loop in 

the tree, ELMAS gives a warning and rejects the choice.  After the causes and consequences 

of events are determined, the types of gates are defined (Figure 4). 

The same cause tree model (2.2) is also used in software for allocation of reliability 

and availability requirements (RAMalloc), and simulation of reliability and maintenance costs 

(RAMoptim). 

 

2.4.  Simulation of the failure logic  

 

 If the logic in the modeled cause tree is simple enough, it can be directly studied by 

using analytical means, for example minimal cut sets.  When the causes and their 

interconnected causalities are complex and the logic is not monotonic, stochastic simulation is 

highly preferred.  The simulation data leads to a variety of useful results. 

 Before the simulation, the probabilities of the occurrence of the root causes are 

estimated.  For the estimation of these probabilities, several different types of expert judgment 

methods are integrated into ELMAS.  Each of these methods defines the probability within a 

short period of time, dt, or at a random moment.   

 At the beginning of a simulation process, the random occurrence of the root causes is 

simulated.  After this, the occurrences of the gates are generated in a “chronological” order 
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based on the cause tree matrix.  One simulation round defines the complete state of the entire 

cause tree within a period of length dt. 

 After a sufficient number of simulation rounds, the statistical information about the 

behavior of the studied object is representative.  The developed software assists in defining 

how many simulation rounds are required.  During the simulation, it is possible to see on the 

screen (a) how many of all the possible combinations have already occurred and (b) an 

 

estimation of the maximum probability of the combinations that have not yet occurred. 

igure 4.  Principle of modeling the cause tree structure related to the selected TOP-event  

.5.  Results of the failure logic analysis 

The raw simulation data can be refined to useful results.  The simplest is the (estimated) 
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probability of an event: 

A
A

nP
n

=         (4) 
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PA the probability of event A 

 of  A 

nds. 

It is also possible to estimate conditional probabilities.  The condition can be the 

 

 nA  the number of occurrences

  n  the total number of simulated rou

 

 

occurrence of an event or a combination of events: 

 

AX
A X

X

nP
n

=         (5) 

 

PA|X conditional probability of A under condition X 

 X 

Finally, conditional probabilities can also be calculated for combinations of the states of 

 

 nAX the number of times A occurred under condition

 nX  the number of occurrences of condition X. 

 

 

specific events: 

 

CX
C X

X

nP
n

=         (6) 

 

PC|X  conditional probability of combination C under condition X 

.6.  Importance measures 

An importance measure describes correlative relations between two events.  The events 

 

 nCX  the number of times C occurred under condition X 

 nX  the number of occurrences of condition X. 

 

2

 

 

to be studied may be chosen freely from the model, except that the causality order is required 

(otherwise, the results would not be meaningful).  We consider several importance measures 

[3].  They all attach slightly different “importance values” to the events, and they may even 

lead to a different order of importance.  Some of them can be found in Figure 6, [4].  All of 

these importance measures are also integrated into ELMAS. 
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Figure 6.   Importance measures 

 

 The importance of event A (cause) is determined from the event B (consequence) point 

of view.  The current probabilities, PA and PB, are assessed from simulation data as described 

in section 2.5.  If PA will increase to 1, which means that A is always true, PB will increase to 

(say) P1.  Correspondingly, if PA will reduce to 0, which means B will never occur, PB will 

reduce to P0.  The probabilities P0 and P1 are conditional for event B, when event A is 

occurred or not occurred.  Their difference is called the Birmbaum’s importance measure  

 

1BI P P= − 0.       (7) 

 

 This figure expresses the scope of how much PA can affect PB in general.  The Risk 

Reduction Worth describes how much the probability of event B reduces at most, i.e., if the 

probability of A can be reduced to zero: 

 

0RRW B
B AI P P I P= − = ⋅ .     (8) 

 

Similarly, the Risk Achievement Worth describes how much the probability of B will increase 

at most, i.e., if the probability of A happens to increase to one (9): 

 

( )1 1RAW B
B AI P P I P= − = ⋅ −      (9) 

 

The Criticality importance again describes the probability that A is the main cause to the 

occurrence of B (10). 
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CR A

B B B

I PPI I
P P P

⋅
= − = = .     (10) 

 

2.7.  Risk analysis 

 

 All events can be given commensurate losses, which represent what will happen if the 

event occurs.  When the losses have been assessed for the selected causes, all needed 

information for risk analysis is at hand:  
 

A A AR P Cα= ⋅        (11) 

 

 RA the risk value of event A 

 PA  probability of event A 

 CA  the extent of loss that event A causes. 

 

 The parameter α in equation (11) is used to weaken or strengthen the importance of 

large damages [5].  If α > 1, the risks of large damages are amplified.  It is also possible to 

compare the risks of different causes or different combinations of causes by using the 

conditional probabilities.  

 

3.  Cause-Consequence tree 

 

 The definition of the occurrence of selected TOP-event and the extent of all possible 

consequences of course forms the basis for performing e.g. a complete risk analysis for the 

design entity.  The consequence tree is an additional structure to be used for modeling the 

consequences of the TOP-event, which itself is modeled with a cause tree.  The cause-

consequence structure (Figure 1), where conditions between consequences can be modeled 

with cause trees, makes it possible to create very general models for the propagation of 

consequences. 

 The main contribution is here the possibility to define various conditional levels.  These 

levels do not need to be independent. Interconnections can be taken into account.  Some 

causes in the cause tree model can perhaps be defined only after some consequences have 
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occurred.  This may also lead to a situation where the occurrence of some consequence 

determines the occurrences of some root cause in a cause tree. 

 

3.1.  Modeling consequences of events 

 

 The consequence tree consists of events, which have two states like the events in the 

cause tree model.  When a consequence is true (occurring), it may cause other consequences.  

The propagation of consequences, starting with a TOP-event, proceeds in a way similar to the 

cause tree.  A consequence “gate” can ramify in a pre-defined set of consequences (outputs).  

Our model offers two branching types, independent or exclusive. 

 Independent branching means that several alternatives can occur at the same time and 

with their own probability.  This type is typical for the first level just after TOP.  For example, 

if the TOP-event is a certain type of failure, several types of damage can follow the same 

failure (human, environmental, property, business, etc).  

 Exclusive branching means that at most one alternative follows. This type is typical for 

the second level.  For example, human damage can be classified as “fatal”, “severe” or 

“minor”, and business damage can be classified as “enormous”, “big”, “average” or “minor”.   

 

3.2.  Modeling conditionality between consequence events 

 

 The binary state of a condition between consequences is modeled with a cause tree.  

This way it is of course possible to describe very complicated conditions.  It is also possible to 

model more conditional levels than only one level before failure and one after.  The first 

conditional level is usually a calendar time level.  If the studied object should always operate, 

this level is trivial.  Otherwise it is possible to precisely define the planned non-operational 

times, for example, maintenance time, by using cause tree structure. 

 The next level can be e.g. the normal operation level of the studied entity.  At this level, 

all events related to the normal operation are defined.  Some of these events are used as 

conditions in the next levels.  The occurrence of these conditions can cause some 

consequences, which are pre-conditions to the next levels.  These pre-conditions may be e.g. 

different types of failures of the object operation or just situations, where operation of the 

object is started. 
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 With the developed method, it is thereby possible to model different levels of operation 

of the studied entity before getting into the failure levels.  These operation levels can be, for 

example, different running modes of the entity.  The failures can also be divided into different 

levels.  For example, some failure may cause system overheating, overheating may cause fire, 

and fire may spread to different parts of the system.  The current running mode of the system 

may affect how the fire will spread.  In other words, there could also be connections between 

an operating level and a failure level.  

 

3.3.  Consequence matrix 

 

 A consequence tree can be described precisely with the corresponding matrix.  This 

consequence matrix is created similarly as the cause tree matrix.  Every column of the matrix 

describes the consequences of a certain consequence event, and the columns are arranged in a 

chronological order, the simulation order.  Every consequence has its own identity code (ID), 

and the corresponding column contains information about the next level consequences: 

 

( )1 1, , ( | ), , ( | ) T
n nID excl cond conseq cond conseq…     (12) 

 

 The field excl in the column (12) defines whether the subsequent consequences are 

exclusive or independent (section 3.1).  The field (condi | conseqi) contains two values.  The 

first one is the ID of the condition of the next level consequence, that is, the ID of some cause 

from the cause tree structure.  The latter value is the ID of the possible next level 

consequence.   

 An example of a consequence tree is shown in Figure 7. The corresponding 

consequence matrix and the cause structure matrix are given by (13) and (14), respectively. 

The first consequence ID=100 has the second level consequences ID=200 and ID=300, which 

are exclusive.   
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ID  1

ID  2 ID 3

ID  4
AND

ID  5 (Top)
OR

 ID  100
1000 €

ID  9
AND

ID  6 ID  3

 ID  200
400000 €

ID  10
XOR

ID  7 ID  8

 ID  300
30000 €

 
Figure 7.  A cause-consequence tree 

 

1 1

2 2

0 100

| 5 |100 9 | 200
| 10 | 300

ID
exlusive FALSE TRUE

cond conseq
cond conseq

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

⎥
⎥

⎥

    (13) 

 

1

2

4 5 9 10
2 1 2 1
2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1
2 1 6 7
3 4 3 8

G
a
b
p

C
C

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

       (14) 

 

3.4.  Simulation and analysis of cause-consequence tree 

 

 Exactly the same simulation method that is used in the simulation of cause trees is 

applied to simulate the state of conditions between consequences.  The simulation results are 

also identical with the results of the cause tree simulation.  The only difference is that a level 

of the consequence structure is simulated only if its pre-condition is true.  

 By the calculation of a consequence level is meant the handling of a column in the 

consequence matrix.  During a simulation round all conditional levels are treated in 

chronological (i.e., matrix column) order.  At least one level is always handled (matrix 

column ID=0), because the first consequence of the tree is always true.  The next level is 

handled if the consequence of that level has occurred. 
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 In example Figure 7, the causes under gate 5 are at the first level.  The causes under 

gates 9 and 10 are at the second level, which is handled only if consequence 100 is true.  Note 

that root cause 3 belongs to the first level and it is used in the second level, too, as an input to 

gate 9.  There it promotes the occurrence of consequence 200 if it is in the “not occurring” 

state.  After all levels have been handled, one simulation round is finished. 

 The example (Figure 7) was analyzed by using the following root cause probabilities: 

ID 1 2 3 6 7 8

Prob. 0.0001 0.02 0.03 0.005 0.002 0.04

 

 The simulation of consequence structure consists of only simple testing.  Therefore, it 

does not have remarkable effect on the calculation time.  The results from 100000000 

simulation rounds were the following: 

 

          

ID Loss Probability Risk

100 1000 7.03E-4 ± 6.0E-6 ~ 0.703

200 400000 4.6E-7 ± 1.4E-7 ~ 0.884

300 30000 2.95E-5 ± 1.1E-6 ~ 0.184  
 

4.  Conclusion 

 

 The cause-consequence tree method presented above makes it possible to explain and 

describe precisely the relations between causes and consequences of failures.  The causes can 

be ranked from the probability and/or risk point of view.  Results from the analysis help 

researchers to identify both the most probable causes and chains of causes leading to the TOP-

event, and the most significant consequences and chains of consequences.  After ranking the 

causes, a more detailed root cause analysis can be performed by applying the event-cause-

consequence method FMEA, which is integrated into ELMAS. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Vibration analysis and signal processing has been applied in machine condition monitoring for 

more than forty years, and in fact predate the FFT (fast Fourier transform) algorithm, since a 

small number of papers have described earlier work based on frequency analysis made with 

swept frequency analyzers and modified sound level meters with octave band filters [1, 2]. 

However, the advent of the FFT algorithm in 1965 revolutionized frequency analysis, at least 

after it was implemented in stand-alone analyzers that could easily be used for practical condition 

monitoring. Frequency analysis is a very powerful tool, in particular for machines running at 

constant speed, and so the first wide application of condition monitoring was to such machines. 

They do represent a number of very important classes of machines, however, such as turbo-

generators in the power industry, and turbo-compressors in the petrochemical and similar 

industries, which have to run for very long periods without shutdown, so that the methods of 

condition monitoring have the best potential to give substantial savings. They also include the 

vast numbers of machines driven by induction motors. As signal processing techniques have 

become more sophisticated, it has become possible to analyze signals from variable speed 

machines, both during runups and rundowns and on those for which speed naturally varies during 

operation, such as mining equipment.  

 

The basic task in signal processing for condition monitoring could be termed “blind source 

separation”, as the signals being processed are produced by unmeasured internal sources and 
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transmitted through unknown transmissionglind source separation (BSS) is a topic in 

signal processing that is currently receiving much attention, for example in telecommunications, 

and the techniques are being applied more and more to mechanical problems [3]. This paper 

discusses the various methods that have been developed over the years to separate the signals 

generated by a wide range of faults in rotating and reciprocating machines from each other and 

from background noise, and the interpretation of the analysis results. It concentrates mainly on 

diagnosis, but it should be kept in mind that there are two other aspects of condition monitoring, 

viz detection and prognosis, where different techniques may be appropriate. In this connection, it 

should perhaps be mentioned that the original application of spectra with constant percentage 

bandwidth and logarithmic frequency scales [1, 2] is still to be recommended for fault detection 

[4], as it allows a wide frequency range to be covered with a relatively small number of 

frequency bands, and can easily be compensated for small speed changes. Once the frequency 

where significant change has occurred has been established, detailed diagnostic analysis can be 

applied in that band. Some people wait until a change in overall vibration level has occurred 

before carrying out detailed analysis, but many faults will not then be discovered before it is too 

late. Many critical machines have permanent monitoring systems based on proximity probes to 

shut then down in the event of sudden failure. However, this paper is concerned mainly with 

analysis of accelerometer signals which has the potential to give long-term advance warnings of 

incipient failure. Other techniques based on measurement of torsional vibration are described 

where appropriate. The various methods are introduced in relation to the types of faults to which 

they are applicable, using as examples faults manifesting themselves at low frequencies 

associated with the shaft speed, and faults in gears, bearings and reciprocating machines such as 

internal combustion (IC) engines.  

 

2 Fault Manifestations and Diagnosis 

 

Related to shaft speed 

A number of faults manifest themselves at a frequency corresponding to the speed of the shaft, 

and so simple frequency analysis is applicable. Among these are unbalance, misalignment, and 

cracked shaft, and the problem is to distinguish between them. This is discussed in detail in [5], 

along with other faults, typically associated with fluid film bearings, which show up at 
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subsynchronous frequencies, such as oil whirl, oil whip, hysteresis whirl and looseness. The 

power of frequency analysis can be greatly increased by combining it with FFT zoom and a 

finely tunable harmonic/sideband cursor. Ref. [5] describes an example where a zoom spectrum 

of measurements from a two-pole induction motor driving a screw compressor was able to show 

that what appears to be an elevated second harmonic (which might have indicated misalignment) 

is actually at twice mains frequency (100 Hz), compared with the much lower component at 

twice shaft speed (99.6 Hz). Twice mains frequency is a symptom of a stator fault in an electric 

motor since it corresponds to the rate at which the rotating poles pass a particular point (the 

anomaly) on the stator, independent of the number of poles [6]. When there is a fault on the rotor 

of an induction motor the component at the shaft speed is surrounded by strong sidebands with a 

spacing equal to the number of poles times the slip frequency (synchronous frequency minus 

shaft speed) since this is the rate at which the rotating poles pass the anomaly on the rotor [6].  

 

A finely tuned harmonic cursor (in particular if it can be tuned in zoom mode) can give an 

extremely accurate measure (eg 1 in 20,000) of a fundamental frequency, since the harmonics are 

exact integer multiples of the fundamental frequency. This can for example be used to determine 

the number of teeth on a gear pair in an unknown gearbox, provided it has a “hunting tooth” 

design, so that the numbers of teeth on the gears have no common factor. The toothmesh 

frequency is then the first which is a common harmonic of both shaft speeds. The closest the 

harmonic frequencies can come elsewhere in the spectrum is 1:(m × n) where m and n are the 

numbers of teeth on the two gears. 

 

Faults in Gears 

 

Gears represent a typical component where the wide frequency range of accelerometers is 

needed. The basic vibration generating mechanism in gears is the “transmission error” (TE), 

which results from a combination of geometric errors of the tooth profiles, and deflections due to 

tooth loading. Thus, even a gear with perfect involute profiles will have some TE under load, and 

it is therefore important to make comparisons of gear vibration spectra under the same load, to 

obtain information about changes in condition. Ref. [7] describes how local and distributed faults 

on gears manifest themselves in the spectra, with harmonics of the gearmesh frequency 
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surrounded by families of sidebands arising out of modulation by the speeds of the two gears in 

each mesh.  

 

Since even with faults the same geometric shapes always mesh in the same way, the signals 

produced by gears are basically deterministic, at least as long as the teeth remain in contact. For 

this reason the signal corresponding to each gear can be extracted by averaging synchronously 

with the rotation of the gear concerned, and this is a classic first step in the diagnosis of gears [8]. 

Figure 1(a) shows the result of synchronous averaging on a typical gear signal with a local fault. 

The other parts of the figure show the results of progressively applying other techniques 

(described below) to complete the diagnosis. 

 

As mentioned, even gears in good condition typically have vibration at the mesh frequency, and 

this can disguise small local defects. A classic way to reveal the local faults was to transform into 

the frequency domain and remove the toothmesh harmonics, before transforming back [9]. Wang 

& Wong have proposed using linear prediction to achieve the same thing with better results. 

Linear prediction involves generating an autoregressive (AR) model of a signal, where each new 

value is predicted as a weighted linear combination of previous values. The residual signal 

obtained by subtracting the linearly predicted values can be shown to have a white spectrum 

corresponding to white noise or impulses, and this property has also been used to enhance the 

impulsiveness of bearing fault signals. In Fig. 1(b), the result of applying linear prediction to the 

signal of Fig. 1(a) is shown to extract the local fault, which only becomes visible when the 

regular toothmeshing pattern is removed. The measured signal in Fig. 1 has passed through a 

transfer function to arrive at the measurement point, meaning that it has been convolved with the 

impulse response of the transmission path. In order to remove this effect, Wiggins’ minimum 

entropy deconvolution (MED) method has been applied to recapture the signal at the source. This 

method finds an inverse filter which maximizes the kurtosis of the input signal to the system. 

Kurtosis is a statistical measure of impulsiveness, obtained by taking the ratio of the fourth 

moment of a signal to the square of the second moment. It was first used in condition monitoring 

by Stewart [9] to detect local faults in gears and bearings. The application of the method to 

differential diagnosis of spalls and tooth root cracks in gears is described in [10] where the  
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Figure 1.  Processing of a gear signal to enhance a local fault (a spall) 

 

original references to Wang & Wong and Wiggins are also given. Ref. [10] is based on simulated 

signals, but Fig. 1 (from H. Endo’s PhD thesis) is from an actual measurement. Figure 1(d) shows 

the result of applying the moving cepstrum integral (MCI) to the processed signal of Fig. 1(c) to 

detect negative echos, which are characteristic of both cracks and spalls [10], though with 

different properties. The MCI was originally proposed by El Badaoui et al (also referenced in 

[10]) to detect spalls; it is based on the fact that the cepstrum of a signal with a negative echo is 

all negative, and so its integral (ie summed value) is negative if a signal section selected by a 

moving window contains such a negative echo. This is seen to be the case for the signal of Fig. 2, 

where the MCI is locally negative in the location of the fault. 

 

The cepstrum (inverse Fourier transform of the log spectrum) is also useful diagnostically 

because of two other properties it has: 

• Families of uniformly spaced harmonics and/or sidebands in the spectrum are collected into 

a small number of “rahmonics” in the cepstrum, of which the first gives the severity of the 
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fault as well as a very accurate measure of the average sideband spacing [11]. An example is 

given in Figure 2. Note that words such as “rahmonics” and “quefrency” are used with the 

cepstrum to denote the equivalent of “harmonics” and “frequency”.  

• For a single input (force) to a system, the output (vibration) signal corresponds to a 

convolution with the impulse response function of the transmission path. In the spectrum the 

convolution becomes a product, and thus an addition in the log spectrum. The additive 

relationship between input and transmission path effects remains in the cepstrum, and can be 

used to separate them since they often occupy different ranges. This also means that the 

interesting information in the cepstrum is insensitive to the measurement point (eg in Fig.2). 

 

 
Figure 2. Use of the cepstrum to enhance and quantify the effects of the sidebands 

 from each of the two shafts in gearbox spectra.  
 

Faults in Rolling Element Bearings 

 

Figure 3 shows typical acceleration signals produced by localized faults in the various 

components of a rolling element bearing, and the corresponding envelope signals produced by 

amplitude demodulation. It can be shown that analysis of the envelope signals gives more 

diagnostic information than analysis of the raw signals [5]. The diagram illustrates that as the  

(a) Measurement point 1 

(b) Measurement point 2 

SPECTRA CEPSTRA 

Frequency (Hz) Quefrency (ms) 
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Figure 3: Typical signals and envelope signals from local faults in rolling element bearings. 

BPFO = ballpass frequency, outer race; BPFI =  ballpass frequency, inner race; 
BSF = ball spin frequency;  FTF = fundamental train frequency (cage frequency) 

 

rolling elements strike a local fault on the outer or inner race, a shock is introduced that excites 

high frequency resonances of the whole structure between the bearing and the response 

transducer. The same happens when a fault on a rolling element strikes either the inner or outer 

race. As explained in [12], the series of broadband bursts excited by the shocks is further 

modulated in amplitude by the rate at which the fault is passing through the load zone. This 

corresponds to the shaft speed for inner race faults, and cage speed for rolling element faults. 

Outer race faults tend not to be modulated in the case of uni-directional load. 

 

The frequencies in Fig.4 are the kinematic frequencies assuming no slip, and in actual fact there 

is typically slip of about 1-2%, which means both that the mean frequency can vary by this 

amount and also that there is a random fluctuation of this amount, which does give a fundamental 

change in the character of the signal, and is the reason why envelope analysis extracts diagnostic 

information not available from frequency analyses of the raw signal [5]. It also allows bearing 
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signals to be separated from gear signals with which they are often mixed, both when the mixture 

is additive [5] and when it is multiplicative [13]. In the former case, it is because the correlation 

length of the (stochastic) bearing signal is shorter than that of the (deterministic) gear signals, and 

they can thus be separated by self adaptive noise cancellation or equivalent. In the latter case, it is 

because the randomness of the second order cyclostationary bearing signal means that it can be 

separated in the spectral correlation from periodic components at the same frequency (which 

could come from gears) and from stationary random noise [5]. A signal is cyclostationary at the 

nth order if its nth order statistics are periodic. Thus for a first order cyclostationary signal its 

mean value is periodic (eg a sinusoid plus noise), while for a second order cyclostationary signal 

its variance is periodic (eg an amplitude modulated noise) [5]. 

 

A new development in bearing diagnostics is the application of “spectral kurtosis” [14], which 

gives the kurtosis for each frequency line in a time-frequency diagram. It not only indicates the 

optimum frequency to demodulate in envelope analysis, but can also be used to generate filters to 

separate the bearing signal from a less impulsive background masking signal.  

 

Faults in IC Engines 
 

Reciprocating machines, such as IC engines and reciprocating compressors, also produce 

vibrations with both periodic and higher order cyclostationary components. The latter are for 

example associated with combustion, which occurs every basic cycle, but not identically each 

time. Signals from reciprocating machines have a different character from those of simple 

rotating machines, as they consist of a series of impulsive events (combustion, piston slap, valves 

opening and closing etc), and so the most effective analysis techniques must take into account 

variations in both frequency and time (or crank angle). This is merely an attempt to match what 

experienced mechanics do with their ears; in distinguishing between bearing knock, combustion 

knock, piston slap etc. There are two main ways of producing time-frequency diagrams, 

depending on whether the frequency resolution is linear or logarithmic. The former are described 

in [15], where members of the so-called “Cohen-class” of time-frequency distributions are seen 

to include the Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) and the short time Fourier transform (STFT), 

while “wavelet analysis” represents the latter.  
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The WVD has better resolution than the STFT, but has non-physical interference components 

that make it difficult to interpret. Many of the other alternatives are designed to reduce the 

interference by smoothing, without losing all of the benefit in resolution. Antoni has recently 

shown that in the “Wigner-Ville spectrum” [16], which can be considered to be an ensemble 

averaged version of the WVD, interference components vanish for second order cyclostationary 

signals, and he demonstrates an application to diesel engine signals. 

 

Combustion-related faults could be recognized by viewing the cylinder pressure signal 

throughout the cycle, but this requires having a pressure transducer in every cylinder, something 

that is not very practical, even though test engines are sometimes instrumented this way in the 

laboratory. Efforts are currently being made to reconstruct cylinder pressure signals from external 

measurements which react directly to the cylinder pressure, such as accelerations of the block or 

head, and torsional vibrations of the crankshaft [17]. 

 

A simple indication of (complete or partial) misfire is given by viewing the crankshaft torsional 

vibration directly, as uniform firing on all cylinders gives uniform torque pulses, and 

corresponding uniform angular velocity fluctuations for the combustion on each cylinder. This is 

illustrated in Ref. [5], where a simple method of obtaining the torsional vibration is described, 

based on frequency demodulation of a shaft encoder signal. 
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Abstract 

Condition monitoring of rotating machinery, i.e. detection of wear of the components of the 
machinery, is usually based on indirect methods or monitoring because it is very difficult to 
monitor or measure wear as such in practise. The reason for this is simply that no such 
practical methods exist that could be used for measuring the wear of such machinery 
components as bearings or gears or impellers etc. because these are hidden behind supporting 
structure or covers. Certainly it can be claimed that technical solutions such as endoscope do 
exist but in practise these cannot really be used for on-line monitoring in the industry. The 
situation is even more difficult when automatic solutions based on artificial intelligence are 
considered. When the indirect methods used for monitoring rotating machinery are 
considered, the question is which one of these methods works best and can give a warning of 
an upcoming failure earlier and more reliably than the other methods. The paper tries to 
enlighten this question and give some views to the discussion. The presentation starts with a 
discussion of the wear of the components of rotating machinery. How does it start, how does 
it proceed and how does it increase towards the end of the life of the components? The link 
between the indirect monitoring methods such as oil analysis techniques, vibration 
measurements and measurement of acoustic emission is covered into some extent. Especially 
the relation between wear rate, wear and the monitoring methods is discussed. A number of 
measured and analysed examples are given. All the examples concern rolling bearings, which 
are probably the most widely monitored component of rotating machinery in the industry. 
 
Keywords: Wear, rolling element bearing, condition monitoring, oil analysis, vibration 
measurement, acoustic emission, diagnosis, prognosis 

1 Introduction 

In condition monitoring of rotating machinery the idea is to get a warning of an upcoming 
failure so early that unplanned stoppages of production machinery can be avoided and that the 
maintenance tasks can be performed during a planned shutdown. In order to be able to do this 
the condition monitoring methods need to be reliable and effective. Since the basic 
components of rotating machinery are hidden so that the user cannot really see the bearings or 
gear teeth etc. without opening the covers of the machinery and removing parts, it is not 
practical to try to monitor the wear of machinery components as such, instead indirect 
monitoring methods such as vibration, acoustic emission and oil analysis techniques are used. 
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Often the question which of the possible measuring techniques is the best and can give the 
indication of a fault earliest is raised. The paper tries to give some understanding to this 
question in case of rolling element bearings which are the most popular component of rotating 
machinery to be monitored. 

There exist quite a number of different types of rolling element bearings which all have 
specific properties which make them suitable for different type of conditions and loading. It is 
not the purpose of this paper to discuss the suitability and behaviour of various bearing types, 
and hence they are all treated here in a similar manner. One important factor, though, is how 
the bearing is lubricated. Most of the smaller bearings are grease lubricated and the bigger the 
bearings are the more likely it is that they are lubricated with oil. From the condition 
monitoring point of view the way the bearings are lubricated makes a difference and some 
attention is given to this subject. 

In the paper first the wear of rolling element bearings is discussed into some extent covering 
the influencing factors such as loading and lubrication. Also the development of wear rate is 
discussed into some extent. Then the most widely used indirect condition monitoring methods 
vibration, sound, acoustic emission and some of the most popular oil analysis methods are 
covered. When going through the monitoring techniques emphasis is given to discussion on 
how these methods should work and what are they capable of detecting. Finally some ideas of 
prognosing bearing wear based on measured parameters are discussed. 

2 Wear development in rolling bearings 

Reference [11] describes the principles of life theory of bearings and also introduces the 
influence of contamination to the theory. Basically the reference shows how the expected 
lifetime of a rolling bearing is a function of load, dynamic load rating, fatigue load limit of the 
bearing material, lubricant film and contamination. It is important to notice that when wear 
takes place in a bearing it introduces wear particles into the lubricant and the worn parts of the 
raceways introduce geometrical imperfections which as such are a cause of higher dynamic 
loading. Already in the light of the basic principles described above and in reference [11] this 
actually means that the wear rate increases as a function of wear.  

In reference [3] a model for the abrasion of ball bearings by brittle debris materials in the 
lubricant has been developed. The approach is based on tests with relatively small diamond 
particles in eight size categories ranging from 0-0.5 µm to 4-8µm. It is concluded that brittle 
particles fracture in the inlet region and the fragments pass into the contact. The particles are 
embedded in between the two bearing surfaces. When relative sliding takes place, the harder 
surface is scratched. Kinematics of the contact can be used to determine the distance a particle 
slides in the contact. Profiles of worn bearing surfaces substantiate this approach. The number 
of particles entrained into the contact is predicted by determining the volume of lubricant 
rolled over during bearing operation and multiplying by the particle concentration and an 
empirical particle entry ratio.  
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Also in reference [7] the influence of contamination on bearing wear has been tested. In the 
tests the influence of lubricant oil viscosity has also been tested. As could be expected the 
higher the viscosity of the lubricant oil is, the lower is the wear of the bearing. However, this 
influence is described as a slight decrease in bearing wear. In reference [6] the important 
effect of temperature on the lifetime of grease lubricated bearings is shown. Also the 
influence of speed, load and lubricant quality is discussed. From the test results reported it is 
apparent that lubrication, which is a function of the above mentioned parameters, greatly 
influences the lifetime. It should also be noted that it is logical to expect that lubrication also 
influences the level of such measuring parameters as vibration, sound and acoustic emission 
since these are functions of the dynamics of the contact which is lubricated.  

Preliminary test results with a fretting test apparatus are described in reference [21]. The 
presence of loose oxide debris in the contact zone results in a high coefficient of friction in 
fretting tests compared to conventional sliding tests. At high normal loads the coefficient of 
friction is low under fretting conditions. Fretting scar observation revealed the presence of 
stick slip region in specimens tested at normal loads.  

Based on the principles in the above-cited references it can be concluded that in the beginning 
fatigue is the important wear mode in rolling bearings. As wear takes place, wear particles are 
introduced into the lubricant and, as a consequence, also abrasive and adhesive wear takes 
place. From it further follows that geometrical imperfections are introduced into the raceways 
of the bearings, which cause higher dynamic loading. From this it follows that the wear rate of 
rolling bearings is a function of wear and assuming stable running conditions the wear rate 
increases as a function of wear. Such parameters as temperature, lubricant viscosity and 
contamination, load and speed also have a great influence to the lifetime of bearings.  

From the condition monitoring and maintenance point of view it is important to notice and 
realise how rapid the development of wear can become towards the end of the lifetime of a 
bearing. In practise, the maintenance engineer wants to be able to detect this kind of 
development so early, that there is sufficient time to perform the maintenance tasks during a 
planned shutdown. In the following chapters the principles and capability of some of the most 
important monitoring techniques are discussed especially in the light of detecting wear. 

3 Oil analysis 

Most rolling bearings are grease lubricated because it is neither easy nor cheap to arrange oil 
lubrication. However, there are great benefits related to oil lubrication. Using circulating oil 
provides good hydrodynamic or elastohydrodynamic lubrication with clean oil assuming the 
dimensioning of the machinery in question has been done properly. Also using circulating oil 
for lubrication provides a means to provide cooling for the machinery. Because of the benefits 
and in spite of the cost, oil lubrication is used in bigger and more demanding bearings.  

There is quite a remarkable difference in how circulating oil can be monitored compared to 
the monitoring of grease lubrication. The main difference is that the condition of lubricating 
oil can be monitored as such and that the circulating oil carries with it the contaminants or 
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wear particles that come loose in the bearing. In theory the same techniques that are used 
when monitoring circulating oil can be used with greases assuming that the greases are first 
diluted with some suitable liquid that makes them flow similarly to oils. Due to this basic 
difference grease lubricated bearings are not very often monitored with techniques related to 
the lubricant but in stead with methods like vibration or acoustic emission which work 
similarly with both grease and oil lubricated bearings.  

Reference [5] points out that there are literally hundreds of different tests that can be 
performed on an oil but at the end of the day there are only three fundamenta1 monitoring 
objectives – the determination of a) the health of the machine, b) the health of the oil and c) 
the level of contamination. The three most popular techniques for condition monitoring the 
lubricant are spectrometric oil analysis program (SOAP), particle counting and ferrography.  

With SOAP techniques it is typically possible to analyse from 20 to 30 elements in the oil of 
which some could be representatives of wear debris, oil additives and contaminants [5]. The 
big practical problem with SOAP techniques is that they do not work on-line but that the oil 
sample needs to be sent to a laboratory for analysis, which takes time and also costs money in 
different phases. With SOAP techniques the big wear particles do not appear any different 
from the small ones, although from the point of the condition of the machinery they are the 
most important ones. Ferrography is a technique that can be used for studying the bigger 
particles and also their shape, which could tell about the type of wear, can be studied in 
analytical ferrography [5]. With automatic measuring arrangement direct ferrography has 
some similarities with particle counting since it can be used on-line to define the amount of 
bigger particles in the lubricating oil. In ferrography, basically products of wear are studied. 

In particle counting the number of particles in different size categories in the oil are defined. 
The scale number in particle counting is defined so that the number of particles is always 
doubled when moving one number in the scale. Particle counting does not tell anything about 
the shape of the particles or wear type but only the number in different size categories. It 
should also be noticed that particle counting does not differentiate between wear particles or 
contaminants in the lubricant. One of the great benefits is that it can be used on-line. Figure 1 
shows an example of particle counting in a laboratory test. The figure shows the whole 
lifetime of the bearing, which in these tests was overloaded. It is remarkable to notice how the 
particle count decreases a little in the beginning and how sudden the increase is in the end of 
the bearing life. It should be noted that if normally used scale numbering were used instead of 
the absolute number of particles this would smoothen the curve into some extent. Depending 
on whether filtering is used in the oil circulation, particle counting either measures wear rate 
(with filtering which is normal) or wear (cumulative particle count). In this test the on-line 
particle counter stopped working for a short period around sample number 700 and started to 
work again after cleaning. No filtering was used in the test arrangement.  

Figure 2 shows a zoomed part of the same history of 14 µm particle count as shown in Figure 
1. Together with the particle count a higher order regression analysis function (dotted line) is 
shown. It is calculated using the principles described in reference [12].  The figure also shows 
the derivative of this function (dashed line).  
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Figure 1. Normalised 14 µm particle count in accelerated bearing test. 
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Figure 2. A zoomed part of the same normalised 14 µm particle count in accelerated bearing 
test as shown in Figure 1, together with a higher order regression function (dotted line) and 
the derivative of this function (dashed line). 
 
The zoomed figure shows that the change of particle count, although it is very rapid, is not 
quite as sudden as would seem based on Figure 1. The regression functions show how it is 
possible to filter out some of the variation of the measured signal and also how it could be 
possible to remember the trend of the measured signal without saving the whole history. As 
can be expected, the derivative of the regression function overemphasises the changes making 
it a more sensitive tool for detecting changes. 
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4 Acoustic emission 

In reference [10] acoustic emission (AE) is defined in the following way: Monitoring 
technique which analyses elastic wave frequencies naturally generated above the human 
hearing threshold, in the order of 25 kHz to I MHz. It is associated with a range of 
phenomena, which generate broadband activity from the transient release of stored elastic 
energy from localised sources. This high frequency elastic wave activity is typically structure 
borne but certain source processes additionally generate airborne activity. Based on tests of 
bearing steel with a pin-on-disk tribotester acoustic emission values are linked with three wear 
regimes [24]. These regimes are described as running-in, delamination and oxidation. It is 
concluded that AE is highly sensitive to running-in and oxidation wear under the test 
condition used in the study. 

The influence of contamination particles to acoustic emission has been studied in reference 
[18]. The results of the investigation show that even the lowest contaminant particle 
concentrations used in the investigation, i.e. 0.02 weight-% of quartz dust or 0.075 weight-% 
of M2 steel powder, were sufficient to induce a clear increase in the AE pulse count level in 
the bearing. The AE level did not grow linearly with the contaminant concentrations, but 
instead a saturation level was observed for the higher concentrations of M2 steel particles. 
The highest level of the acoustic emission, for greases contaminated with the same proportion 
of ferrous contaminants, was obtained with the contaminant having the smallest average 
particle size of those tested.  

The usefulness of the acoustic emission method for defect detection in rolling element 
bearings has been investigated in reference [2]. The method of ringdown counts has been 
found to be a very good parameter for the detection of defects in both the inner race and 
rollers of the bearings tested. The sharp rise in the value of counts for the smallest defect size 
tested indicates that this may serve as a good parameter for incipient fault detection in 
bearings. For larger defect sizes, however, AE counts are unable to provide any information 
about the progress of the defect. The study also points out that as the defect size increases, 
more events are emitted with higher values of peak amplitudes and ringdown counts.  

In reference [19] an extensive summary for interpreting acoustic emission measurement 
results is given for grease lubricated rolling bearings. The summary lists the influence of 
grease related parameters such as base oil viscosity, thickener concentration, consistency, 
base oil bleeding rate and viscous damping. It also lists the influence of contaminants, i.e. the 
influence of particle concentration, particle size and particle hardness. Also the influence of 
process parameters such as rotational speed, bearing load, running temperature and re-
greasing is covered. Further more two types of bearing faults are distinguished i.e. rubbing 
and fault in bearing components. Also measurement disturbances such as grounding, 
measurement cabling and contact of sensor are covered together with environmental 
disturbances, bearing seals and mounting, electrical disturbances and influence from hydraulic 
and air pressure systems. The summary really points out how many possibilities there are for 
increased level of acoustic emission and how difficult it is to define what is the cause 
although there is a difference in the probability of the various reasons. The differences in how 
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the AE signal behaves, i.e. is it stable, instable or cyclic and also what kind of an AE 
parameter is used in monitoring, comes to help into some extent but still the number of 
possible explanations is high. 

Figure 3 shows an example of a normalised rms-value of acoustic emission in an accelerated 
bearing test, which is the same test for which the examples of particle counting are from. It is 
remarkable how sudden the increase of AE in the end of the lifetime of the bearing really is. 

Figure 4 shows a zoomed part of the same history of the AE measurement as shown in Figure 
3. Together with the normalised rms-value of AE a higher order regression function and the 
derivative of this function are shown, just as was shown in the case of particle counting. Even 
the zoomed version of the regression function points out how quick the change is in the end of 
the bearing life. 
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Figure 3. Normalised rms-value of acoustic emission in an accelerated bearing test. 

5 Vibration measurement 

Reference [27] explains the principles of vibration monitoring of rolling bearings. The bearing 
frequencies, which can be used to identify faults, are presented together with the explanation 
how bearings generate frequencies and how the natural frequency of the bearing is excited. 

Reference [26] presents a theoretical model, which predicts a frequency spectrum having 
peaks at characteristic defect frequencies with modulations in the case of a rolling element 
defect and an inner race defect under a radial load. The amplitudes at these frequencies are 
also predicted for various defect locations. The amplitude for the outer race defect is found to 
be quite high in comparison to those for the inner race defect and the rolling element defect. 
The amplitude level is also found to increase with an increase in load; and the shapes of the 
generated pulses affect it. In addition in reference [14] a theoretical model is built. The 
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bearing and the surrounding structure is modelled with a FEM-model to which an impulse 
force describing the dynamic load effect the fault causes is introduced. It is concluded that 
both the time and frequency domain techniques are sensitive to changes in rotational speed, 
structure geometry and loading type. Also reference [28] presents a model for predicting the 
vibration behaviour of a bearing with defects. The approach is rather simplified in the sense 
that only the introduction of harmonic loads is covered and the response of the bearing and 
the supporting structure is not included in the study. However, the simplified model produces 
simulated data, which is considered to be good compared to in situ data especially for the 
purpose of testing envelope-autocorrelation function for bearing fault detection. 
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Figure 4. A zoomed part of the same normalised rms-value of AE as shown in Figure 3 
together with a higher order regression function (dotted line) and the derivative of this 
function (dashed line). 
  
Reference [20] is one of the few references that connects the measured monitoring signal to a 
specified type of wear. In this case wavelet transform of vibration signal is used to detect 
spalling on contact surfaces of bearing elements. The reference points out that spalling is the 
typical wear mode which is caused by the growth of fatigue cracks in the bearing elements 
under cyclic contact stresses. In the paper it is concluded on the basis of laboratory tests that 
impulsive responses appear in the vibration signal before spalling takes place, occurring when 
a ball rolls over the pre-spalling part of the raceway in the outer ring. The Discrete Wavelet 
Transform (DWT) of vibration signals is a sensitive index of the impulsive responses. The 
values of the wavelet coefficients during these impulsive responses increase as the occurrence 
of spalling comes near. Prediction of spalling is possible by monitoring the trend of the 
wavelet coefficient maximum values.  

In reference [4] many analysis techniques used in vibration monitoring of bearing defects are 
described. Based on the tests the use of wavelet transform is recommended as the most 
reliable automatic tool. In the approach even with this best method there are 
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misclassifications. However, trending has not been used and it is suggested as the first 
improvement technology. Envelope technique is generally considered as one of the most 
effective methods in condition monitoring of bearings. Reference [17] goes one step further 
by introducing the use of synchronous averaging of the envelope signal. With this approach it 
is possible to get information about the distribution of damage on the inner race of the 
bearings and about variations between rolling elements. When damage of the inner race is 
confined to an arc smaller than the angular separation between rolling elements, the 
synchronous average indicates clearly the distribution of the damage.  

One very commonly used technique in monitoring rolling bearings is the shock pulse method 
(SPM) [22]. It is regarded as a technique that can be used not only of detecting damage in an 
operating bearing within a machine, but also of detecting particulate lubricant contaminant, 
which is a cause of bearing wear and failure [9].    

Figure 5 shows an example of vibration acceleration in an accelerated bearing test. This result 
is from the same tests for which results are shown for particle counting and acoustic emission. 
As can be seen there is a rather remarkable difference when this result is compared to the two 
other methods.  In a part of the whole history the level of vibration gets lower before rising 
again. Unfortunately this could be related to some kind of a problem in the measuring chain 
during the test, although it is typical for vibration especially if FFT is used that the amplitude 
could at first become higher due to the development of a defect with sharp edge and then, 
when the wear proceeds, the defect becomes larger and edges get smoother and the vibration 
at a certain frequency could decrease before the final end when it might increase again very 
rapidly. The final stage also with vibration acceleration is rather clear although there is also a 
small sort of warning before the end, which could actually be due to the above given 
explanation. 
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Figure 5. Normalised rms-value of vibration acceleration in an accelerated bearing test. 
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Figure 6 shows a zoomed part of the same vibration parameter that is shown in Figure 5. 
Together with the normalised rms-value of vibration acceleration a higher order regression 
function of the measured parameter and the derivative of the regression function are shown. 
Again it can be seen how quickly the level of the measured signal increases towards the end 
of the lifetime of the bearing.  
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Figure 6. A zoomed part of the same normalised rms-value of vibration acceleration as shown 
in Figure 5 together with a higher order regression function (dotted line) and the derivative of 
this function (dashed line). 

6 Comparison of monitoring methods 

In reference [23] vibration measurements and acoustic emission is compared. It is concluded 
that the ability of both the sensors and the signal processing methods to detect and diagnose 
two specific types of defects under the given conditions has been demonstrated. Overall, the 
accelerometer was comparable to or better than the AE sensor at detecting the defect types. 
Both sensors were better in detecting outer race defects, but the AE sensor was not sensitive 
to the inner race defects tested. The peak ratio was the most reliable indicator of localised 
defect presence of the methods tested, with kurtosis and RMS a close second in their 
reliability. Crest factor was quite insensitive, being the most unreliable method tested. It failed 
to show a correlation to defect size in each case. It is important to note that while the peak 
ratio excelled at localised defect detection, it was not particularly capable of identifying other 
types of damage, such as debris denting due to the lack of a characteristic defect frequency. 
Results showed that either sensor used with the RMS technique had the ability to differentiate 
between the good, light and heavily debris dented bearings. Both Kurtosis and crest factor 
failed in this case.  

In reference [1] the effectiveness of AE and vibration measurement are compared using 
statistical parameters calculated from data that has been measured from tests with a number of 
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artificially introduced faults. It is interesting to note that the results are contradictory to those 
described in the previous paragraph, i.e. in these tests acoustic emission proved to be better. 
Of the statistical parameters, rms-value, maximum and also kurtosis, which did not work in 
the previous tests, were considered good in the case of acoustic emission. It should be noted 
that the conclusion is based on the percentage change of each of the parameters with varying 
faults and no attention is paid to the influence of other factors except for speed and loading in 
the test arrangement.  

In reference [10], which is a handbook of acoustic emission, AE is compared to vibration 
among other comparisons in the following way. With machinery of unknown or variable 
speed AE is regarded good where as vibration is considered poor. The same is said about 
measuring machinery in environments of high vibration level and close to similar machines. 

As background to studying vibration in the detection of spalling, reference [20] points out that 
numerous studies have been conducted to predict spalling by processing AE signals which are 
incidental to the growth of cracks. With AE methods it is possible to detect the failures before 
they cause serious damage. In addition, AE signals are insensitive to the structural vibration 
characteristics of the machine systems. However, monitoring systems require complicated 
signal processing functions and the output is usually contaminated by noise (e.g. multi-pass 
signals and other AE signals caused in the machine systems), which cannot be easily filtered.  

Reference [25] gives a very extensive review of recent studies how vibration, shock pulse, 
sound and acoustic emission have been tested for bearing fault detection. Close to 140 
references are covered and also the earlier published reviews are listed among the references. 
The review is written as a kind of statistical approach showing how popular and successful 
each of the techniques has been.  

It is interesting to note that in reference [8] statistical parameters of vibration and sound were 
tested for the detection of bearing faults with a test rig and that no difference is indicated 
between these techniques in a laboratory environment. 

Based on the cited references Table 1 tries to summarise how different condition monitoring 
methods indicate bearing wear and problems with lubrication. It should be noted that this kind 
of a summary is by no means complete but simply tries to give some idea and foundation for 
further study and discussion. Especially it has not been possible to cover in detail the huge 
number of new analysis and diagnosis techniques that have recently been studied and reported 
in the condition monitoring literature. 

7 Diagnosis and prognosis of wear development 

In maintenance and especially in condition monitoring the most interesting questions are 
“What do we need to do and when should that action be taken”. This actually means that in 
order to be really helpful and effective the used condition monitoring techniques need to be 
reliable and also capable of predicting the future, i.e. giving a prognosis of the wear 
development. References [15] and [16] point out how the defect growth is related to the 
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instantaneous defect area under a constant operating condition or, in other words, the 
instantaneous wear rate depends on how far the wear has progressed. As discussed earlier in 
this paper a number of factors such as an increased number of wear particles and an increase 
of dynamic load increase the wear rate of rolling element bearings towards the end of the life 
of these components. Basically references [15] and [16] introduce an adaptive methodology 
which improves the reliability of prognosis by taking into account the prior development of 
wear and error in prognosis and also taking into account a so called forgetting factor i.e. the 
current data is given more emphasis. The approach is used for the prediction of bearing defect 
growth and remaining lifetime. Philosophically the approach presented in reference [12] is 
approaching the problem of prognosis in a rather similar way. In reference [12] regression 
analysis techniques is used to manipulate the measured condition monitoring parameters in 
order to be able to give prognosis of their future development. Due to practical purposes the 
regression analysis technique used is very simple, i.e. a higher order polynomial function with 
limited number of terms and also having a term that emphasises current data at the cost of old 
data, i.e. a kind of forgetting factor.  

Table 1. Summary of how some monitoring methods indicate bearing wear and lubrication in 
the cited references. 
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Particle counting  [5]       
Ferrography   [5]      
Spectroscopy  [5]       
Vibration 
measurement 

 [23]  [14] [1], [8], [12], 
[13], [14], [23] 

[15], 
[16] 

[8], [27] [12], [13], 
[15], [16] 

- Spectrum 
analysis 

[27]    [14], [27] [27] [26], [27]  

- Envelope 
technique 

    [4], [17], [22], 
[28] 

 [4], [17], 
[22], [28] 

 

- Wavelet   [20]  [4]  [4]  
Sound 
measurement 

    [8]  [8]  

SPM technique [9], 
[22] 

   [9], [22]    

Acoustic 
emission 

[10], 
[19] 

[18], 
[19], [23] 

 [19] [1], [2], [10], 
[13] [19], [23] 

[1], 
[2] 

[10] [13] 

 
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the results of a simplified fuzzy classification of particle counting, 
acoustic emission and vibration acceleration shown earlier in this paper. The fuzzy 
classification follows the principles explained in reference [12] and is based on the values that 
have gone through the regression analysis also shown in the same reference. In the fuzzy 
classification, class 2 means normal condition and class 8 the highest indication, i.e. a broken 
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bearing. In this case the higher order regression analysis function with limited number of 
terms has had the 9th, 6th and 3rd order terms.  
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Figure 7. The result of fuzzy classification of particle counts shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 8. The result of fuzzy classification of the rms-value of acoustic emission shown in 
Figure 4 with two values of a parameter that adjusts the width of classes. 
 
In this specific test the indication of upcoming failure can be seen very late with all of the 
indicators. The earliest warning if the first indication of class 8 is considered, is here given by 
the vibration signal. Acoustic emission gives the high value indication about 1 percent later if 
the whole length of the test is used as the reference time. Also particle counting gives the 
indication about 1 percent later than vibration (Note: The sample numbering is not the same 
for particle counting and other methods). It is difficult to judge how typical this result is. It 
could be speculated that since acoustic emission and particle counting possibly react to the 
wear particles more than vibration, which is more a function of the dynamic loads induced by 
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the geometrical changes, the results are unfavourable to AE and particle counting and that 
they could also give an earlier indication if the class boundaries were defined in a different 
manner. In Figure 8 acoustic emission actually indicates a steady increase when the fuzzy 
limits are adjusted to be more sensitive (dotted line). Logically there is no difference how 
early these different methods indicate the bearing wear. Instead it is a question of how 
sensitive the analysis technique is and especially how well it can separate wear from other 
influencing factors. However, in case of particle counting the positioning of the measuring 
equipment in the oil circulation does possibly introduce time delay especially if it is very far. 
In fact in the shown tests results this might have been one of the reasons for the slower 
indication with on-line particle counter. In similar tests with a series of four bearings reported 
in reference [13] the indication of upcoming failure using only vibration acceleration or using 
vibration and acoustic emission together was gained about 3-4 percent prior to the final 
breakage of the bearing. 
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Figure 9. The result of fuzzy classification of the rms-value of vibration acceleration shown in 
Figure 6. 

8 Conclusion 

Wear detection and monitoring in rotating machinery is difficult to perform since components 
that most likely suffer from wear are protected by some other machinery or structural 
components, and therefore in practise the monitoring often relies on indirect methods. The 
most widely used monitoring methods for wear detection of rotating machinery, such as oil 
analysis based on particle counting together with vibration and acoustic emission 
measurements, have been discussed in the light of some recent studies of rolling bearing 
performance in this respect. The principles of these methods in the sense how they detect 
wear and wear rate have been covered. Some examples of laboratory test results have also 
been given. The actual measurement and diagnosis of wear or wear rate or wear mode based 
on indirect methods has not been widely reported in condition monitoring literature. From the 
limited literature a summary table has been collected. The table lists some basic wear types 
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and features related to problems with rolling bearings together with the covered monitoring 
methods giving the references that have tried to tackle the specific field. In order to be able in 
the future to give prognosis of how much time the maintenance personnel really has prior to a 
piece of rotating machinery having indicated some problems will fail the wear mode, wear 
and wear rate have to be determined at some level of reliability. In theory there is no 
difference in how early the reported monitoring techniques give indication of wear. However, 
in practise the sensitivity of the monitoring techniques to diagnose wear varies because there 
are many factors, which tend to hide the important wear related information behind noise.  
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Merging Condition Monitoring Data and Knowledge: fusion and neural 
approaches 
 
 
Dr A G Starr, University of Manchester 
 
 
 
SYNOPSIS 
 
Condition monitoring attempts to measure machine health. The best diagnostic techniques generate 
rich data, which helps the expert gain confidence, not only of spotting degradation, but of identifying 
a failure mode, its severity, and ideally its remaining life. In practice, not all users are experts. Most 
users simply require a broad, confident indicator of health – good or bad. Real decisions in 
maintenance, made by human beings, require the knowledge of plant operations, costs and other risks, 
which are weighed in with the data from condition monitoring. This paper considers the way in which 
decisions are drawn from real data. It proceeds to examine the benefits of remote measurement, and 
how some new technologies help the monitoring process. The principal arguments centre on the 
combination of multiple data streams, combined with information to produce a decision. Solution 
architectures, including neural networks, leading to data fusion are examined. The paper is illustrated 
with examples from multiple sensor gear fault diagnosis. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Condition monitoring data is already rich in quantity and content, and is set for an explosion as new 
technologies come on stream. Simple parameters like temperature and pressure will be taken more 
frequently: rotational speed, for instance, yields useful information if measured fast enough to 
estimate instantaneous angular speed. Vibration data has a bandwidth in excess of 20kHz, and 
acoustic emission data is measured at an order of magnitude greater bandwidth. Images, including 
infrared thermal types, are increasing used, generating at least a quarter of a million data points for 
every sample. Added to this, multiple channel data is becoming commonplace – consider a paper 
machine, with dozens of vibration channels. 
 
Data handling is now a real problem. The decision maker is a human being with a limited range of 
choices – repair, replace, perhaps run at limited speed. The human decision maker takes into account a 
large range of risk factors, only one of which is condition monitoring data. He is aware that the 
condition monitoring data is sometimes misleading. His decisions are based on a range of inputs: 

• plant operations, including the schedule, manpower available and lead times; 
• costs, including capital value, potential damage, potential production loss, spare parts and 

labour; 
• the historical track record of the accuracy of technical predictions, and the likely chain of 

events around a failure which has either occurred or is predicted to occur; 
• the wider implications of his decision, including local politics. 

It will be seen that the condition monitoring data is only a small part in the decision making process, 
and that richer data will not, in itself, be advantageous. It is likely that complicated data in large 
quantity will be opaque and latterly ignored. The maintenance manager becomes like the emergency 
room doctor, whose first action is to turn off all the beeping monitors. 
 
In this paper the problems of data handling in condition monitoring will be examined further. The 
prospects for increased automatic data collection, including some of the technologies available, are 
discussed. In particular, the needs of the user for robust, clear information are emphasised. In this 
sense, methods for reducing the quantity of data, while refining information content, are paramount. 
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Some success has been achieved in the use of neural networks for generic multi-parameter fusion, 
since the input vector, once normalised, takes in data from many sources, and the methodology fits 
many problems. 
 
Condition monitoring data is inherently noisy, so automated systems need intelligent ways of dealing 
with this. Different measurement technologies need a toolbox of methods to combine them within a 
coherent architecture. This architecture, data fusion, is described here. 
 
2. DATA AND DECISIONS 
 
2.1  Error 
 
Condition monitoring is a relatively safe science in two ways: firstly because it is non-invasive, 
specifically avoiding stopping machines and processes, and secondly because it avoids any 
controversial decisions, passing these on to a higher authority. The premise of condition monitoring is 
an estimate of the true state of a machine or process based on one or more non-invasive measurements 
of either machine/process output or, more usually, parameters which are indicative of degradation 
relating to specific fault types. The latter is usually more sensitive. Non-invasive implies that the 
measurement technique avoids tampering with the machine, e.g. drilling for pressure tappings requires 
disassembly. The inherent risk of non-invasive measurement is that of error. 
 
Errors in monitoring data are always present. There are a number of key error types. 
Stochastic error: random effects, such as instantaneous machine speed, wind-up of backlash, debris 
in lubricants passing through loaded areas, electromagnetic interference, loading such as gusting, 
waves and intermittent passage of lots (food, mining etc), and human error, e.g. the placement of 
transducers and sampling procedure. Most monitoring measurements are sampled intermittently over 
weeks or months in order to make a long term prediction, but we do not really know what goes on 
between samples. 
Systematic error: errors which could be analysed (with some effort) and corrected: temperature 
sensitivity, calibration, variable speed machines, and ageing. Simple systematic errors are often 
ignored in condition monitoring because they are repeatable, and the absolute value is less important 
than change. 
Ignorance: a major influence is unknown because it is either not measured or not measurable. For 
example, the emissivity in remote thermal measurement is very difficult to measure, and influences 
the absolute calibration. It does not affect relative measurement. More complex systematic errors fall 
into this category because they are impractical to analyse, e.g. vibration transfer functions in machine 
structures.  
 
The errors can lead to four potential situations, which are clearly exemplified by a fire alarm: 

1. The alarm is off and there is no fire. It is working correctly (a true negative – no fire detected). 
There is a positive benefit of normal operation. 

2. The alarm is ringing and there is a fire. It is working correctly (a true positive). There is a 
positive benefit in terms of lives saved, injuries avoided, and extensive damage is avoided. 

3. The alarm is ringing but there is no fire. This is a false alarm (a false positive). There is a 
negative benefit in terms of disruption to activity. 

4. The alarm is off but there is a fire. This is a false negative. There is a negative benefit of 
potential injury, loss of life, and serious building damage. 

Clearly, we are all familiar with 1 and 2, and consider them a benefit. Unfortunately we are also 
familiar with 3, and it provokes a number of common reactions: it is a waste of time, and we no longer 
trust the system. The system must be tuned to minimise false alarms. Hopefully we rarely encounter 4, 
and we immediately recognise that some false alarms (3) may be the cost of avoiding 4. 
 
Clearly we can apply this analogy to our condition monitoring data. We require true positives and 
negatives, but we are aware that simple thresholds will give false positives and negatives. The true 
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results give positive cost benefits, and the false results give negative cost benefits. False alarms are 
annoying and costly, but false negatives mean that a machine or process has failed without warning 
despite our monitoring. 
 
2.2 The progress of condition monitoring data 
 
The idea of trending is widely accepted to aid in the interpretation on long term behaviour, while 
examining previous patterns. The principles are simple, but there is an underlying assumption that the 
behaviour between initial prediction of damage and final catastrophic failure is predictable and 
smoothly changing. Unfortunately this is rarely true. A range of typical behaviours is illustrated in 
Figure 1. Some condition monitoring methods react too slowly to the initial event, either because the 
sensor is not well suited to the fault, or is physically remote from the fault, or because the signal 
processing and data analysis is insensitive. An example is the temperature of a bearing – when friction 
has raised the bulk temperature, the lubricant film is already destroyed. Some techniques react too 
quickly – they invite comparison with a false alarm, unless their user is experienced. Some techniques 
detect the initial degradation but then drop back in amplitude, e.g. impact-excited resonance in 
bearings, detected with enveloping. Some techniques detect intermittent clusters of events, e.g. wear 
debris particles or acoustic emissions.  
 
The problem with all these patterns is that the remaining time to failure is unclear, and the behaviour 
of measured data is unpredictable. These factors do not help win the confidence of the user. In 
practice the user simply wants to know how much longer the machine will last. Unfortunately the 
shortcomings seem to be the user’s problem – not the problem of the sensor manufacturer. The 
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sensors and their signal processing work correctly but do not solve the user’s problem. 
 
3. REMOTE MEASUREMENTS AND ENABLING TECHNOLOGY 
 
Remote monitoring has a range of advantages in condition monitoring. In the past there were some 
sound arguments promoting portable instrumentation, mostly associated with cost, but also related to 
calibration and reliability of the measurement, coupled with a physical inspection. Today the cost of 
sensors and cables has plummeted, while the labour costs have increased. Remote monitoring has the 
advantage of more frequent measurement, avoiding stops and starts, and coping with the inevitable 
stochastic noise problems better. The human problems of training, personnel turnover and variability 
disappear. Clearly there remain the problems of damaged equipment, switched channels and other 
plausible but wrong data but most faults produce obviously wrong data. 
 
Remote monitoring has been available for many years but there are a range of recent technologies 
which have made step changes in the functionality and cost benefits [1]. It is not the intention to 
exhaustively review these here, but it is important to note that inexpensive networked data systems 
such as Fieldbus, Ethernet, the internet and mobile telephony now enable low cost remote monitoring 
in applications which previously were not considered sufficiently critical. Even in applications where 
continuous monitoring has been justifiable for many years, e.g. power generation or paper making, 
advantages are being gained by using distributed, rather than centralised, processing capability.  

• High bandwidth signal cables are kept short. 
• Sampling frequency is high. 
• Communication to the user, or to centralised monitoring, is minimised. 
• There is further scope for advancing the monitoring algorithms local to the sensor. 
• The user can gain access to expertise, and the expertise can gain access to the data. 

 
This means that the user is able to use a higher level of automation to monitor data – the major 
objections in the past have been complexity and cost. While the hardware cost is decreasing, the 
labour costs are increasing, so the successful monitoring algorithms will screen the majority of data 
from the user, giving broad health state information, and bringing in remote expertise when the 
decision is unclear. Large quantities of test data remain a turn-off for users, yet a positive health 
indicator is worthwhile. 
 
A web-based hierarchical monitoring algorithm was reported in [1] and will only briefly be touched 
on here. The schema used three levels to monitor phase voltage imbalance detected by vibration at the 
bearing housings of a 3kW motor: 

1. green: the r.m.s. voltage is below a threshold; no other information is returned; 
2. amber: a warning threshold is exceeded, so the user is notified; peak spectral amplitude and 

r.m.s. voltage are returned; 
3. red: a further alarm threshold is exceed; the user is notified; as well as peak spectral amplitude 

and r.m.s. voltage, a full frequency spectrum is returned.  
Clearly there are many other treatments which can be conceived for the steps of the algorithm and its 
triggers, including neural solutions, but it demonstrates the key principles of: 

• selecting information while reducing data; 
• notifying only a good health indicator unless a problem occurs; 
• continually running a hierarchical algorithm embedding expert monitoring. 

 
There are, of course, limitations of using enabling technologies such as the internet – an obvious 
security problem exists, but the credit card companies probably have a more serious issue than 
condition monitoring. In practice, the adaptation of general purpose technologies for remote condition 
monitoring requires a good deal of work to establish the infrastructure and detailed algorithms for 
machines and processes [2]. Considerable effort is being expended in smart sensor algorithms for e-
maintenance. The capacity for local processing and storage is such that model-based methods, neural 
networks, fault tolerant sensors, and specific machine algorithms can be embedded [3]. 
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4. MULTIPLE MEASUREMENT STREAMS – INCREASING CONFIDENCE 
 
The dilemma of a single measurement is that there is nothing to compare to. A single data point tells 
us nothing, so we usually compare to standard values, or comparative values for the machine. Many 
condition monitoring software packages present graphical trends, but the application of regression 
analysis has met with limited success. This is because the signal to noise ratio is low in some 
measurements, so conventional predictive statistics become unreliable. When we examine the trend, it 
is clear to see why the curve fit doesn’t work, but far from obvious how to propose a solution! One of 
the first steps is to apply iterative methods to smooth the trend and to trim excessive values. The use 
of adaptive alarms is more effective than fixed ones [4]. 
 

Single measurement parameters will always 
be limited by their disconnection from the 
real state of machine health. When a change 
in a trend occurs, experts immediately check 
parallel trends in related data – either in 
features extracted from the same sensor 
data, e.g. total r.m.s. vibration signal and a 
high frequency window, or in signals from 
other sensors on the same plant. The sensors 
may be the same or different, 
complementary measurement parameters. 
An example is the search coils and 
associated algorithms developed for the new 
Rolls-Royce transverse flux motor (see 
figure 2), where two coils survey all of the 
stator poles and all of the rotor poles in turn. 
The pole field strengths are automatically 
compared in the time domain to all other 
poles. 

 
The multivariate proportional hazard model incorporates multiple inputs, coupled with a time function 
[5]. This is one of the few commercially exploited methods of combining condition monitoring data. 
In practical terms, the key to successful application is rigorous data handling, ensuring that all gaps 
are filled, and that all data is inspected before choosing the parameters most appropriate to supervised 
failure modes. The method has been well reported, so will not be elaborated here, but it will suffice to 
note that the model uses a weighted sum of parameters compared to a Weibull fit of real failure data 
(see figure 3 – reproduced from [4]) to estimate the likelihood of a change of state (i.e. from good to 
bad or an intermediate state). The use of these classical statistical tools has shown that a complete set 
of data is more important than a vast data set. Neural solutions have the advantage of robustness here, 
but require large training sets. 
 
 
5. MIXING DATA AND KNOWLEDGE 
 
The classical statistical tools concentrate on the data itself. The difficulties in fitting a trend or more 
specifically a regression fit to a time series has been noted above (further elaborated in [4]). The use 
of parallel data in multivariate statistics requires principally a complete set of data on which to make 
estimates. However, good decision making and diagnostics makes use of knowledge. The principal 
methods for handling knowledge, e.g. expert systems, rely only on knowledge, and use structured 
language to encode it. The simplest knowledge based system relates one binary condition to another, 
e.g. if the red light is on, the power supply is switched on. We can extend this idea with fuzzy logic 

Figure 2: Transverse flux motor: Stator Frame 
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where the likelihood of being in two or more states is expressed by a numerical membership function. 
Here we are at the junction of numerical estimation and state or condition estimation – this is crucial 
for decision making in condition monitoring. The limitation of all the data-only solutions (including 
neural networks) is that we always use knowledge in real decision making. Historical events, costs, 
local criticality estimates and resources all come into play during the decision. 
 
The process of making decisions from weak, incomplete data and related information is a common 
task. Its architecture has been studied by military strategists, and useful models emerge for many 
engineering problems. In the US defence research communities the Joint Directories of Laboratories 
(JDL) have standardised on an architecture called data fusion which structures data and information, 
coupled with target outputs. The JDL model uses four levels to transform data into information, and 
information into decisions, and examines the impact of the decisions on the data. The process itself is 
examined in level 4 to ensure that it meets its targets [6]. 
 
Data fusion is a  process of blending: it combines data and knowledge from different sources. In the 
sense of condition monitoring we aim to maximise the useful information content, improve robustness 

Figure 3: A replacement decision graph using the EXAKT methodology. Above 
the alarm level, a replacement is scheduled.  The level reduces according to an age 
model. Hence, sensitivity to measured data increases. Here, the composite 
covariate comprises a linear combination of acceleration and a gear meshing 
frequency from a paper machine. The distribution and trend of the covariate also 
demonstrates the limitation of a decision made on few measurements with noise. 
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or discriminance, and minimise the quantity of data retained. 
 
Fusion can take place at three levels. Any or all of the levels can be used for a specific solution. 

• Raw data fusion takes place at sensor data level: e.g. multiple sensor outputs are combined 
before further processing. This is useful for voting between sensors to ensure robustness, but 
could also combine data from dissimilar sensors. 

• Feature fusion takes place at a higher level where characteristics are extracted. This is typical 
in rich time series data, or frequency spectra, and in images, where we choose part of the 
signal based on our knowledge of its structure. We may combine the values of such features 
with similar features or with values derived from other sensors. 

• Decision fusion: data with or without pre-processing is combined with other data or a priori 
knowledge. 

 
The specific methods used for fusion vary according to the application. Statistical and artificial 
intelligence solutions including Bayesian inference, neural networks, and Dempster-Shaffer are 
widely reported in the literature, but it is not the aim to review these here (a web review was prepared 
for industrial partners recently [7]). It is important to note that some very simple methods (as simple 
as the addition of two parameters, for example) can be effective for some applications. 
 
Some current work will exemplify the methodology with promising results. 
 
5.1 Gear Diagnostics 
 
One of the most difficult diagnostic tasks remains the identification of early degradation in gears. The 
vibration in simple trains of straight-cut spur gears is reasonably clear to the trained eye, but gradual 
deterioration in helical systems is more difficult. The state-of-the-art in helicopter gearbox monitoring 
uses a kurtosis-based feature set coupled with wear debris analysis. It is clear that the problem is 
sufficiently critical to merit further attention. 
 
Many researchers have used small quantities of industrial data to propose vibration-based solutions, 
but the limitation is the range of states provided. It is only possible to provide gradual deterioration 
under controlled conditions in the laboratory. In a recent test, a pair of spur gears were run to failure 
by overload without seeding faults. The gears were made of En32 Steel, and an accelerated wear test 
was conducted at 60Nm torque, 20% in excess of specification. Scuffing was observed after about 2 
hours, and the test continued for 13 hours. 
 
As well as broad-band vibration and large particle counting (with Eaton Tedeco quantitative debris 
monitoring - QDM), the wear debris was collected on magnetic plugs and photographed electronically 
through the microscope. The oil was sampled hourly and tested with a ARTI portable oil diagnostic 
system (PODS) particle distribution counter to MIL-STD 1246C, which takes four 10 ml samples 
from each bottle and counts for bins in the range 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50 and 100 microns. 
 
The general trend across all bins (see figure 5) was consistent with running-in wear accelerating 
towards scuffing. It is clear that small particles (<15µm), found in the order of 107 particles per litre, 
decreased in concentration, while large particles (>25µm), found in the order of 104 particles per litre, 
increased. Large particles showed a greater tendency for noisy data. A linear combination of the 
trends will give a robust indicator. 
 
Larger particles, captured on a magnetic plug, were examined under the microscope. Individual 
particles vary considerably in size and shape, but there are recognisable features such as roundness 
and surface texture [8]. As an example, figure 6 illustrates a micrograph of a particle of approximately 
500µm in length, and subsequent image processing operations to extract features. The first is an edge 
detection (Canny) of the periphery, allowing easy calculation of features such as major dimensions, 
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area, and rectangularity. The second illustrates high frequency information in a crystalline surface of 
the same particle, obtained simply by illuminating with incident light. 
 
The information content of the different measurement parameters is complementary, showing a range 
of different potential fault types. With some parameters we measure the results on the dynamic 
system; with others, the direct results of metal-to-metal contact. Some parameters separate benign 
wear from significant debris, and some start to give an indication of the source of the debris. It is the 
combination of this complementary information which is useful. The change of state from benign 
running-in to initial damage is robustly predicted by the multiple parameters, coupled with 
experiential knowledge. No single parameter can offer this. A schematic for the data fusion is shown 
in figure 7, showing the data sources and the extracted features which are passed to the fusion process. 
Our work has focussed on Bayesian Belief Networks for the solution of the fusion stage – results will 
be presented in a future paper. 

 

Figure 6: Wear debris particle (approximately 500µm long) with edge detection of a silhouette 
and of a reflected light image 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
 
Current technologies are enabling the collection of far more condition monitoring data than in past 
years. The technology is lower cost and more accessible than ever before. The condition monitoring 
decision maker is increasingly faced with a great deal of complex data, which is difficult and time 
consuming to analyse. Local condition monitoring expertise is an expensive luxury for many 
industries.  
 
The use of remote monitoring improves accessibility for the user and the remote expert. Local 
embedded expertise in the data collection (a smart sensor) can improve the robustness of the 
measurement while reducing the quantity of transmitted data. Neural networks may be appropriate in 
data-rich problems. The whole sensor system uses significantly more information to come to a 
diagnosis – an expensive procedure with a human data collector.  
 
The embedding of knowledge and models allows intelligent use of data for information gathering and 
decision making. The data fusion architecture is useful to model this structure, but does not prescribe 
specific pre-processing or fusion algorithms.   
 
Further work is required to rationalise the architecture of local data and program storage in smart 
sensors so that they can be maintained and updated remotely. This will become pressing as the mass 
market, e.g. automobiles, starts to demand remote condition monitoring. For industrial use, the top 
level of e-maintenance will not only offer technical information but will evaluate risk based on 
criticality and cost, delivering real assistance to the decision maker. 
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